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INTRODUCTION

This is a study of universities, typically of a university, with regard primarily to their participation in and support of research in all fields. The procedure is descriptive. The investigators have undertaken to evoke from persons actively engaged in research within the university their sense of the conditions, opportunities, and sanctions which affect them. In so far as possible their emphases are retained in the report, and their own language. Their names are retained also. In the interest of authenticity they must have opportunity to check the ways in which they have been interpreted, and to testify further if questions arise. The policy of the study is to explore the university itself - the procedures, patterns, and attitudes which are effective within it - and to assume as "given" the larger societal matrix. For this purpose direct representation of the facts as they appear to research-oriented faculty members affords the best available procedure.

Some ordering and arrangement is necessary, of course. The sequence which has been adopted is the one which appears to be least vulnerable to distortion. It begins with a survey of the formally organized means to evaluative judgments of research. These are not the substantive judgments of research itself. New knowledge can be only indirectly a product of administrative decision. These are the operational judgments by which the instrumentalities of research, the faculties and facilities of the university, are formed and developed. They pertain to the acquisition and allocation of resources.

It is with reference to resources that one of the principal limitations of this investigative procedure appears: the availability of resources is not a matter for independent university determination. Academic scientists and other researchers exert some influence on the shape of the total "market" for new
knowledge, both by direct participation and by the impact of their work. But other agencies hold greater powers - agencies of government, industry, finance, and health. To decline responsibility for study of these agencies is not to question or depreciate their influence or the appropriateness of their influence. They are there. They have received extensive notice in the literature of the past two decades. Jerome Weisner's *Where Science and Politics Meet* (1965) may be cited as exemplary of a discussion which is here deliberately set aside, not in the spirit of contradiction, but in confidence that it is receiving adequate attention elsewhere.

The subject to be explored is a range of operational decisions - namely those pertaining to research - which regularly fall within the competence of the universities themselves. Universities have the capacity and prerogative for definitive decision in some dimensions of their activities. They are also subject to effective constraints derived not only from society at large but also from their own essential structure. Some clarification of these capacities and constraints is the principal objective of this study, which consists of three gatherings of material, "Chapters," as follows:

The first chapter is entitled "Academic Evaluative Procedures and their Relation to the Conduct of Research." It contains a specification of five ways of making judgments with which faculties are routinely concerned, and illustration of them in practice. To a degree the division of the chapter is artificial, a product of expository necessity. The elements of it are demonstrably real. Representation of them in terms of formal procedures is somewhat misleading, for judgments are frequently effected within the ordinary administrative operations.
of department or college without recourse to distinct evaluative agencies. Judgments are not always labelled "judgments." Any record of negative decisions is by its nature incomplete. Appointments that were not made or were not continued, research proposals that were not completed or sent forward, projects that failed to prove out and were abandoned do not figure prominently in institutional histories. Formally instituted evaluative procedures represent only partially the evaluative functions characteristic of universities. With regard to research, they might appear inadequate if they were not sustained by other organizational structures within the university. These structures determine the nature of the second and third chapters of the study.

The second chapter is entitled "Collegial Organization and Research." It is concerned with the dimension of university structure thought of as "regressive," "parochial," and tyrannical" by those who are at odds with it, and as "fundamental," "responsible," and "disciplinary" by those who are not. The procedure used in this attempt to characterize the colleges has been to report as accurately as possible the responsibilities, activities, and problems of administrative officers charged explicitly with the conduct of research within the several colleges of the university. These officers are entitled "Associate," or "Assistant" Deans, or "Directors" for research. Their responsibilities do not extend to continuing education and instruction, although some of them take active part in the conduct especially of graduate instruction. Their positions constitute the most immediate administrative involvement in research that is practicable short of assuming responsibility for the substantive issues of detailed research projects.
Although the colleges and departments are conspicuous salients of administrative authority in the university, they are not the fixed and uniform agencies of hierarchy that they are sometimes taken to be. Within the universities, pressures for redefinition, development, and change are constantly present and occasionally intense. The language by which these pressures can be most clearly represented derives from experience with institutes, centers, laboratories, and other less formally designated aggregates of research capacity which occur frequently on university campuses throughout the country.

The third chapter is addressed to this experience. Interdisciplinary, intercollegial, interdepartmental research involving persons identified with a variety of administrative organizations and of intellectual disciplines is undertaken and maintained in more or less uneasy equilibrium with departmental and collegial entities. In a sense, the relationship constitutes an additional and more comprehensive evaluative function, for it requires judgments at every level of academic concern, from high-level institutional policy and resource allocation to the individual scientist's appropriation of his working hours and the graduate student's selection of a dissertation topic and director.

Emergence of a new interdisciplinary emphasis can lead to any of three ultimate developments:

1. The creation of a new academic administrative agency of whatever magnitude and degree of independence the circumstances require.

2. Modification of existing departments or colleges to accommodate new purposes, with appropriation of time and facilities derived either from reduction of old activities, or from the creation of new resources.

3. Failure of the emphasis to generate energy and interest to the degree required to modify existing structures.
There is a natural tendency for individuals to generalize issues of this kind and to recommend at one time that more new ideas ought to succeed, and at another time to complain that public urgency is getting in the way of proved knowledge. In a similar spirit novelists may sometimes be moved to say that people ought to read more novels, and pianists that people ought to go to more recitals, but the novelist's basic concern is for his own book, and the pianist's for his own music. In the same way every revision of the structure and activity of a university involves resolution of the particular question at issue, in its own terms and on its own merits. How this process works is reflected in the attitudes of faculty members confronted by the general question of continuity and change in relation to their own fields of special interest.

The third chapter, entitled "Institutes, Centers, and Extra-Collegial Laboratories as Agencies of University Research" provides a medium through which these faculty attitudes can be projected.

Some efforts in the direction of generalizing the study, of including within it commensurate materials from a number of universities, have been made. How many samples would be needed in order to give the observations which are made genuine validity for American higher education in the large is problematical. What has been done here suggests that the sample need not be very much increased. There are marked resemblances. The record of interviews on two major campuses and of a survey of publications collected from forty-six campuses are included in Appendices to which reference is made where significant differences or similarities are apparent. Exhaustive development of this beginning might possibly produce results of value, but it lies beyond the competence of this survey.

The descriptive, photographic point of view from which this study has been made tends to result in a view of things as they are, or as they are understood.
to be by the people involved in them. Insofar as such a study suggests arguments or recommendations, the argument inevitably supports the status quo. The topic is sometimes referred to as "the Keokuk argument" - this is the way we do it in Keokuk; therefore, this is the way it ought to be done.

But the study is not designed to function argumentatively. It essays to present the "givens" of the university as an instrument of research. By the way, it provides some indication of the impact on universities of the thirty years since research itself achieved large-scale institutionalization. Beyond this study lies a longer and much more difficult task, that of using the universities to improve the scientific and intellectual powers of a society which appears at times to value these powers highly and at other times to value them not at all. Similarly the universities appear at some points inattentive to societal interests, and at others available for assignment to almost any activity that seems likely to win public notice and support.

A philosophical matrix into which all the forms, ideas, operations, and purposes of intellectual inquiry fit neatly and rationally is not readily or consistently available. Like the society of which they are parts, the universities, all of them, are eclectic to a degree somewhat short of chaos. Suggestions for their re-ordering are in good supply. Agreement on any one suggestion, or on any one set of suggestions, is somewhat harder to come by, although adjustments in large scale and in small are constantly in process.

Among these adjustments is a tentative acceptance of the principle that research, together with the performance of students in the course of their education, is subject to methodical appraisal and to the application of whatever sanctions are justified and practicable. Appraisal, however, implies standards, and methodical appraisal implies that standards should be uniformly and equitably applied. This is a point of difficulty - not because the university is without standards, but because it has many. Criteria are more readily defined than
systematized. For example, every research project may reasonably be expected to prove itself valuable either

1. Economically, by contributing more than its own costs to society in the form of goods and services, or

2. Fiscally, by winning support in the form of grants or contracts, or

3. Ethically, by demonstrating vitality and definition of purpose on the part of the researchers, or

4. Productively, by making new information of significance available, usually through publications, to an appropriate clientele, or

5. Professionally, by clarifying the researcher's status in his field and thereby contributing to the definition of one of the hierarchies of intellectual authority, or

6. Competitively, by impact evidenced through strong response—citations, invitations to lecture, honors, the Nobel Prize, or

7. Methodologically, by demonstrating virtuosity in the use of complex investigative procedures, by refining such procedures, and developing new ones, or

8. Educationally, by
   a. demonstrating the researcher's authority to teach, or
   b. expanding and re-ordering the range and structure of understandings available to be taught, or
   c. contributing to the capacity of students to continue and expand programs of investigation, or
   d. attracting new students and faculty members of superior talents, or
   e. giving visibility and authority to an institution or to an agency within it.

All of these criteria have validity, but they do not all apply with equal force or in all circumstances. For example, the compiling of a dependable dictionary of Middle English invites application of items in the list above that are different from those which would apply to devising a new system for disposing of urban sewage. In spite of the disparity of any two such undertakings in terms of the criteria which pertain to their evaluation, a university may assign to both the overriding values of quality and utility when they meet their respective sets of standards, and regard both as essential elements in the comprehensive scheme of academic research and instruction.
What criteria apply in any particular situation, and by whom they are applied, are questions which require examination on an operational level. Rationalized sets of categories and objectives are interesting, but they are too broad for particular discrimination between research of the first and research of a lower order of priority. The university improves upon the condition of ordinary stubbornness in that it has many minds of its own. How these minds propose to work together without radical disunification is not a new story, although it is constantly changing. The story indicates ways in which a great many judgments are made, and are made effective, and for that reason materials for retelling it are here assembled.
I

Academic Evaluative Procedures

and their

Relation to the Conduct of Research

"I cannot read an account like this, which is full of the false starts and ignored leads so typical of a passionately important scientific quest, without anxiety at the evanescence of some of the most important evidence: a remembered scrap of conversation, notes scribbled on the back of a haphazardly-preserved program of a scientific meeting."

Introduction

Both the wise direction of inquiry, lest the energies available to it be sapped by pretentious novelty, and the wholehearted support of genuine innovation—as well as wise judgment as to which is which—depend upon understanding explicitly what the causes of growth are.

The first requirement for sound judgment of the quality and value of research is that the judge be at least one degree superior in knowledge and understanding to the researcher whose work he appraises. This being true, there are sometimes and for limited periods of time extraordinarily gifted and fortunate persons for whom no fully qualified critic can be supplied. Even so, and even for these few, judgment, appraisal, or evaluation is a constant and indispensable element in the daily experience of those who search for new knowledge. Judgment is the means by which understanding is confirmed and disseminated. Understanding and appraisal are aspects of the same event. Encounter with a new idea implies the question whether it is a right idea or a wrong one. Resolution of such questions requires intellectual competition, an atmosphere of mutual criticism and inquiry among men of complementary knowledges and purposes. Evaluation and community are necessary and natural conditions of growth in science and scholarship.

The researcher has no alternative but to seek actively the criticism of his peers. If he is fortunate, they are near at hand—in his laboratory, department, or college. But the relatively comfortable relationship with which he became familiar as a student and candidate, in which he referred to his adviser whenever occasion arose, does not continue indefinitely. His circle

of critics grows more impersonal, objective, and remote as he advances in his field. He learns what other persons are doing his kind of work, whose judgment he would value most, and whose approval he has no choice but to win. The attention of the jury he selects is not automatically available to him. Part of his responsibility is to make his voice heard. Nor is the prerogative of selection exclusively his own. Universities permit a considerable degree of privacy for those who demand it, but research is a public matter and persons who conduct it are agents of a public concern. Although the appropriate audience of any particular undertaking may be select and small, the ultimate responsibility to submit to its judgment is inescapable.

Some such responsibility is implicit also in institutional and academic position. The office, laboratory, or study that the researcher occupies has presupposed functions in the academic society. It is a tool to be used in certain predisposed ways which may or may not be conceived of exactly in accord with the conceptions of the individual who uses it. The individual and the institution each have the capacity to form habits and develop expectations, and either is capable of absorbing the other's interests into his or its own.

Ideally, no such capitulation of identity would ever take place. The individual by his strength and wisdom would reshape and expand the institution to accommodate him. The institution, by its strength and wisdom, would enable the scholar to discover talents he didn't know he had. But the ideal is not always what happens. The failure can be on either side. The individual scholar may be wrong in judgments, erroneous or inadequate in knowledge, or mistaken or inaccurate in operation, and the institution may find him wholly satisfactory. On the other hand he may be correct, learned, and precise and yet fail, as the saying goes, to be appreciated. Instances can be cited of both aberrations, but it is discrete to use only the second: at different times John Dewey, Thorstein Veblen, and George Sherburn all encountered disfavor at a single university.
although that university retains and deserves a reputation for probity in such matters. If such men can meet disapproval, what young scholar can be entirely secure? Universities; like the individuals who constitute them, are essentially evaluative entities. They have to make judgments because they seek to understand, and the grounds on which their judgments are made cannot in a good university remain static. The canons of understanding and appraisal, whether with respect to a precisely defined field of learning or to the entire range of knowledge which a university represents, are constantly renewed.

This desideratum is not always an accomplished fact. In any artifact the perfect adjustment of parts and whole is a Greek ideal, honored in approximation and only dreamt of in perfection. Universities and other polities are artifacts in this sense. The quality of a university and the quality of an inquiry carried on within it are related as whole and part. Each is dependent upon the other.

Richard Storr\(^2\) describes the situation as follows:

The present situation is both expansive and fluid; but does the organization of graduate studies reflect as much as it might the promise that the situation holds? The development of methodology, discipline by discipline, and the further study of inquiry as such have yet to be thought of generally as complementary activities, each of which will be the more fruitful where the results of the other are kept explicitly in mind. Inquiry into the nature of inquiry can of course be maintained as a specialty, but it will not be wholly effective until its findings permeate the culture of the academy. In the light of that possibility, there is the prospect that the development of particular methods and the exploration of inquiry itself will be advanced as parts of a single process. It can be the intention of the graduate school to provide not only that an appropriate method is devised to match each particular line of inquiry that some scholar or scientist may wish to pursue; but also that no approach to inquiry is left untasted for want of experimentation with method. Whether the word research is restricted in usage to empirical investigation or is applied broadly to cover any proven mode of thought is an issue that should be settled—but by agreement on definitions. What matters in substance is whether the graduate school should provide the student with a context of life, as well as a degree program, that encourages such inquiry as is both rigorous and free.

\(^2\)Ibid., p. 75.
Storr's recommendation for the universities combines the pursuit of hard questions about scientific, social, and humane problems with the ideal of a maturing institutional epistemology. Research, as he sees it, should yield knowledge; in addition, it should develop an understanding of how men know. His conception goes somewhat beyond that of field methodologies, the professional self-consciousness by which sociologists are recognizable as sociologists, medievalists as medievalists and so on. He explicitly depreciates the idea of intellectual method as a specialty in itself. Accepting the number and variety of the "lines of inquiry" in which universities engage, he proposes that in all of them, whether separately or collectively considered, the university fulfills its essential function only as it proceeds both directly and reflexively, observing the data of its problems and the data of its own resolution of them with commensurate objectivity. Stated in another way, discovery is linked with an expanding capacity to discover.

Storr's idea may seem ambitious to the point of being visionary. From a market-oriented and industrial point of view he would appear Quixotic. Yet there is much in the accustomed forms and practices of the universities which suggests that he is describing accurately what the men there are trying to do. Partly because university research is firmly joined with instruction, and partly because in the nature of things, understanding per se continues to be an end in itself, the means of achieving knowledge remain under constant revision, even as knowledge expands.

This duality of concern is reflected in the ways in which academic judgments are arrived at and expressed. They constitute a useful point of departure for consideration of new dispositions and procedures which will assuredly be needed in the giant universities which have grown up since World War II. For the purpose of understanding where the universities are now, it should be useful to survey and
illustrate several of the overt and more or less formal modes in which academic judgments are currently expressed. The pattern of illustration must be reductive; its categories are neater than the actual practice to which they pertain. Each illustration, however, is actual; each is drawn from experience on either an operational or an experimental basis. The descriptions are phrased as if in answer to questions from men beginning academic careers or older men worried about deferred rewards. Men in these situations frequently ask for specific information on what is expected of them; the tone of the questions is not always exclusively interrogative. The answers which follow may be informative but not necessarily definitive.

The kinds of evaluative judgments which seem most pertinent are these:

1. judgments of persons—because it is this mode of judgment which is preeminent in the consciousness of university faculties;

2. judgments of proposals—because the proposal has become, partly under the influence of governmental agencies, the recognized unitary item in all considerations of research;

3. judgments of projects—because the idea of administrative monitoring of research in progress persists in faculty discussions;

4. judgments of programs—because it is on this scale of appraisal that universities have responded most actively to the demands of the times;

5. judgments on ethical criteria—because this is the area of concern now most explicitly organized in terms of procedural and legal rules.
PERSONS: Promotion and the Award of Tenure

"... the principal means by which the faculty exercises control over the quality of the scholarly activities of its members is through its role in recommending the selection of its own members and through professional standards that it and the university apply in the selection process."

All other modes and topics of evaluation in universities are qualified by the overriding importance both to individuals and to the institution as a whole of the selection of permanent faculty and the hierarchical organization of faculty in terms of professorial ranks.

Selection of faculty is controlled by initially tentative appointments and by subsequent award or denial of "permanent" or "indefinite" tenure, with its implication of commitment on the part of the institution to the individual for the term of his professional career. Pros and cons of this basic procedure of American higher education have recently been thoroughly reviewed in Faculty Tenure, popularly referred to as the Keast report, and in the discussion which this publication evoked. The matter is too familiar to require elaboration other than to remark that it is a fact of academic life. Also, it tilts evaluation of intellectual quality in the universities toward the twenty- to forty-year span of a professorial career, within which the one- to five-year span of a single investigative project may appear as an important but subordinate item.

Award of indefinite tenure to a scholar with a particular research specialty is a research decision in that it commits the institution to the specialty as well as to the individual. Denial of tenure may represent a decision to the contrary effect.

The long-time-span encompassed by the tenure commitment has a tendency to advance fluently adaptable competency over sharply limited expertise. Research


projects come and go, but research faculties remain. The conflict of values implicit in this situation is important in the nature of evaluative processes. There is an apparent difference between faculty best qualified for the job in hand and the faculty best qualified to meet the unknown next phase. Contributing to this conflict is the impact upon research of a concomitant instructional program, in which the permanent health of a discipline, and of the practitioners of it, requires a longer range of vision than does the resolution of a particular problem.

Either of these polarities is capable of inspiring excessively emphatic advocacy, and in practice the constant realignment of differences is accompanied by heat and noise. Errors of judgment occur. For the young man seeking concrete, definitive advice on what is expected of him, the available answers are often frustrating.

But in fact the necessities of the situation preclude simplistic answers. Crisp, efficient execution of the immediate assignment is indispensable, but so is the capacity to define an assignment with reference to its broad disciplinary context. There is no comfort in the fact that while he ponders his predicament, the candidate may find himself deprived of institutional support. No less radical in its effect, although less shocking at the moment, is the facile affirmative by which the individual may accept long-term responsibilities ill-suited to his talents and interests.5

5 An example of the kind of general statement generally used to describe criteria for promotion in policy manuals is as follows:

1-a. Teaching Ability. This includes the ability to make students think critically and purposefully, the ability to interest students in the broad problems of the course, the ability to construct honest instruments of evaluation and to interpret the results impartially, and the ability to maintain sound academic standards.

Continued
or 1-b. **Research Ability.** This includes the ability to train students in research; to lay out a tentative theory and to plan the experiments for testing; the ability to design the equipment and construct or instruct others on how to construct it; the ability to direct assistants, operate within a planned budget, and present the results of research in a form easily understood by one's colleagues and by laymen.

or 1-c. **Librarianship Ability.** This includes the ability to use bibliographic tools, the ability to supervise effectively large areas of work and to maintain sound academic standards; the ability to direct assistants and operate within a planned budget.

2. **Scholarship.** This includes not only academic preparation, but also evidences of continuing scholarly growth as exemplified in both published and unpublished contributions to knowledge.

3. **Character and Personality.** The faculty member must possess those qualities of mind and spirit which will merit emulation by the students: fairness, open-mindedness, objectivity, tolerance, patience, and a saving sense of proportion.

4. **Academic Responsibility.** This phrase is intended to suggest that the faculty members should make a genuine contribution to the program of the institution and of the academic community by conscientiously advising students, by efficient administration of one or more units of the university organization, by participation in the work of important committees, etc.

5. **Professional Development.** The faculty member is expected, whenever possible, to maintain an active interest in the program of professional societies and to develop, as his experience grows, an understanding of the broad national and international aspects of his special field of interest.

6. **General Qualifications.** The faculty member should possess, in addition to the qualities listed above, the minimum standards for each rank.
Ideally every decision to deny or to award tenure would contribute to the
development of a community of persons in which each member maintains authority
in his special modes, while contributing to corporate flexibility and range. The
resulting faculty would be capable of dealing with a broad and changing diversity
of investigative problems and of sustaining a developing program of instruction.
That every such decision does not have this effect is a source of disappointment,
but the force of the ideal itself remains primary among academic motivations.
To be "the best professor," is a desideratum modified by the aspiration to
belong to "the best department" in "the best university"—or to the best that
the individual is capable of envisioning.

The importance of this aspect of academic motivation is apparent in its
pervasiveness. It functions as an assumption underlying all critical or evalua-

The following is a "Rate of Faculty Mobility through Ranks," based on actual
experience of the academic faculty of The Pennsylvania State University:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Instructor</th>
<th>Asst. Prof.</th>
<th>Assoc. Prof.</th>
<th>Prof.</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1972-73</td>
<td>516</td>
<td>1,025</td>
<td>665</td>
<td>485</td>
<td>2,694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promotions to next rank</td>
<td>58 (11%)</td>
<td>75 (7%)</td>
<td>55 (8%)</td>
<td>188 (8%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973-74</td>
<td>448</td>
<td>1,044</td>
<td>664</td>
<td>519</td>
<td>2,675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promotions to next rank</td>
<td>65 (14%)</td>
<td>100 (9%)</td>
<td>54 (8%)</td>
<td>219 (10%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If for illustrative purposes one makes the following assumptions:
1. that the population here described is static (no new appointments at
   advanced ranks, no resignations, terminations, etc.),
2. that the rate of promotion remains constant from year to year, and
3. that every faculty member wins all possible promotions;
   one may compute that the "average" faculty member would spend approximately six
   years as an instructor, ten years as an assistant professor, and twelve years as
   an associate professor, or a total of twenty-eight years in which the prospect
   of possible promotion is more or less in his thoughts. Put another way, approxi-
   mately 85 percent of a typical university faculty is at all times concerned with
   promotion as a personal desideratum. For this reason any expression of profes-
   sional evaluation other than that of promotion suffers some diminution in compari-
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tive judgments. For this reason it must be borne in mind, not as subverting or contradicting systematic evaluation of research, but as posing conditions which must of necessity be met if any such evaluation is to be accomplished.

Example 1: Appointments to "chairs," or "name" professorships.

Committees charged with the identification of persons qualified for extraordinary academic distinction are typical of all committees responsible for decisions on matters concerning tenure and promotion. They differ only in the level of their expectations and in the strength of the criticism that ensues when they are considered to have judged incorrectly. The demands they make on candidates are high—as are the rewards which they are empowered to bestow—but the demands are similar to those which determine whether one young assistant professor or another is to be retained by his department and advanced to more complex responsibilities.

For these reasons the selection of individual members of the faculty of The Pennsylvania State University for appointment to the coveted Evan Pugh Professorships may be taken as exemplary of the promotion process as a whole. At the same time, it may serve to indicate the degree to which the sense of value and of quality within an institution is focused in procedures of this sort.

Evan Pugh Professors are appointed by the President of the University upon the recommendation of a selection committee of seven (in 1973-74 there were six) faculty members named by the President. Three members of the committee are drawn from the group already holding the title. The additional members are drawn from the faculty at large.

---

7 This procedure may be regarded as vulnerable to excessive emphasis on intellectual distinction [cf. "The Criteria of Academic Appointment," Minerva IX (1971), pp. 272-90] and apparent depreciation of simple efficiency in useful and necessary work. The degree to which this stricture applies may be judged from ensuing materials.
During the year (1973-74) from which the following illustrative information was derived, four of the University's 519 full professors in active service held the title. In addition to prestige, the title carries with it specific advantages of salary, of direct control over certain specified funds for research, and of a specified budget increment to the incumbent's program or college.

The formally recognized criteria for selection of individuals for recommendation are very briefly and generally stated:

1. The Evan Pugh Professors will be selected without regard for college affiliation or program.
2. The title will be granted only to candidates whose research publications or creative work or both have been of the highest quality over a period of time and, further, to candidates who show evidence of having contributed significantly to the education of students who later achieve recognition for excellence in the candidates' discipline or interdisciplinary area. Candidates must have strong external support from colleagues within their fields.
3. Candidates must have served at Penn State at the rank of full professor.

An indication of ways in which these criteria are elaborated by selection committees appears in a memorandum from the chairman of the 1973-74 committee to academic deans, who with the advice of their promotion committees make initial nominations for these appointments:

The committee appointed by the President to assist in the selection of Evan Pugh Professorships wishes me to bring to your attention that there has been some unevenness in the quality and completeness of material submitted on behalf of the nominees. In order that all nominees receive fair consideration the committee feels that the information on each nominee should be as complete as possible. The following kinds of information are considered to be a minimum to enable proper evaluation of a nominee:

1. complete biographical data or up-to-date curriculum vita including educational background, positions held, memberships and services in professional associations and academies, awards and recognition, biographical listings, etc.;
2. list of publications, exhibits and/or descriptions of contributions to the creative and performing arts;
3. enumeration of services to the University including courses developed and/or taught, major committee service, program development, fund raising effectiveness, etc.;
4. precise and lucid descriptions of the unique scholarly contributions the candidate has made in teaching, research, or other creative and professional activities;
5. evidence of outstanding teacher-student relationships including teaching evaluations and awards, lists of graduate student degree programs supervised, positions currently held by former graduate students, and other evidences of his or her students' success as scholars and professionals;
6. **Last and perhaps of greatest importance**, evidence that the nominee has a national and international reputation as a scholar. Supporting letters of colleagues at Penn State are beneficial in this regard, but testimonials from scholars at other institutions, foreign and domestic, are needed particularly when they can pinpoint the specific area of work and the precise contribution(s) by which the nominee's distinction is warranted.

A fair number of the dossiers on nominees are quite adequate with regard to the foregoing criteria. I have indicated to you individually below the candidates from your college whose dossiers might profitably be reviewed with respect to the kinds of information needed.

Further elaboration appears in a series of memoranda written by the members of a selection committee in response to the following request:

It would be very helpful to us if you could spare time to record in memoranda your perceptions of the criteria which were effective in your recent decisions concerning the Evan Pugh appointments. You need not concern yourselves with the individual decisions. In our report it would be inappropriate to deal with personal career histories. But your ideas on how institutions may recognize those individuals who by their talents and energies sustain sound programs of research would be most valuable.

All members of the committee responded, and their memoranda are quoted below. The authors are identified only by their fields of academic identification, and the order in which they are quoted is the order in which they were received:

1. **Evan Pugh Professor of Agriculture**:

   If the various members of the committee to assist in the selection of additional Evan Pugh Professors respond to your letter, I'm sure you will get a valid perspective of the process. If there was any single limitation in the performance I believe it had to do with doubts about our ability to evaluate scholarly and creative work outside our own individual fields. Some appeared to feel this more strongly than others. This meant that as a committee at times we had to rely on each other and hope that the representation was adequate. Of course one could always argue about adequacy of representation on a small committee.

   The task was made somewhat more difficult by the fact that the criteria for the Evan Pugh Professorship were rather vague. As a consequence the dossiers for the thirty-one candidates ranged all the

---

8 Memorandum from Professor Stuart Patton to the academic deans, October 18, 1973.

9 Memorandum from Henry W. Sams
way from two-page briefs to very elegant in-depth presentations. In order to enable the committee to do a job and in fairness to the nominees the committee sought additional material for many of the candidates. [see memo to academic deans quoted above] ... We got virtually every bit of additional information we sought. However, some nominations were very effectively documented and others seemed as though the nominators were simply making a gesture. I am inclined to feel that this is an important variable.

While I feel the committee did a good job, it seems to me that this sort of thing is rather mystical and that people are being guided somewhat by unusual bits of evidence, conceptions, and misconceptions. For example, one nominee received a rather ordinary, one-sentence endorsement from a Nobel Laureate. I pondered that one for a while. One of the committee members expressed the sentiment that the field (for example, a branch of economics) of one of the nominees didn't amount to much. I also pondered that one, the inference being that there are certain academic areas that are just inappropriate to the Evan Pugh Professorship. While there has been some criticism of the final selections for the Professorships in that the arts and humanities are under-represented, I do not feel that this was because the committee found it more difficult to evaluate the candidates from those areas.

Please note that we were a selection committee and in no sense a canvassing committee. Also note that we were asked to assist in the selections, not to make them. I believe this is the first time the faculty was in any way consulted on the appointment of Evan Pugh Professors.

2. Professor of Aerospace Engineering:

Your memo asked for perception of the criteria which were effective in arriving at our recommendations. Personally it was a combination of many factors which influenced my opinion. Briefly, the factors which I considered were:

a. publications in recognized journals,
b. number of Ph.D. and M.S. candidates supervised,
c. external endorsements by personnel outside the University having an obvious standing in the person's field of expertise,
d. activities in professional societies,
e. consulting and public services, and
f. invited lectures.

It is very difficult to say which of the above items I weighed most heavily in arriving at my own personal recommendations. I can only say that it was a feeling which was generated by considering all of these. For example, a person who has only 25 publications as compared to someone with 100 publications over the same period impressed me more than the latter if he had, in addition to his publications, many graduate theses and had been invited to lecture extensively.

3. Professor of Theatre Arts and Director of General Education in the Arts:

Of course we looked over the list of publications and creative work, but we tried to be guided not merely by the quantity, but by the evaluations placed on them by knowledgeable people.

Letters from other scholars also had great weight and we tried to glean from them something of the scope of the candidate's work and the
respect in which he was held by his colleagues. Inevitably, we were probably swayed by the prestige of the source of the letters. In some cases, they came from the top people in the field and literally from around the world.

Since so many of the files represented highly qualified people, I found myself posing a question as to whether this member of the faculty had made a genuine "break-through" in his discipline and of what significance the break-through was. On all these matters we had to rely on the judgments of those who were in a position to know.

I think we were all impressed too with the number and kind of students that a candidate had. For example, when a dozen postgraduate students travel from all parts of the world to spend a year or two studying with one of our faculty, one has to take notice! Some of the files also furnished evidence concerning the success of former students of the candidates.

In cases where I felt I had some minimal competence, I read a sample of the published work, but I must say in many cases this would have been a futile exercise for me.

4. Professor of Surgery:

It was my feeling that an Evan Pugh Professor should be a scholar who has attained national and international recognition by his or her contributions in research. It obviously is at times difficult to substantiate this achievement, especially when dealing with a scholar in another less familiar field. Discussions with acknowledged scholars in other universities is often helpful. The use of the Science Citation Index can be of limited help. Critical review of the scholar's work in first-rate journals also will help.

It is essential to gather as much information as possible from a variety of sources to substantiate the qualifications of the individual under consideration.

5. Evan Pugh Professor of Physics:

The committee members were swamped with twenty pounds of recommendations for more than thirty candidates. I believe we all read these dutifully, and it was not difficult weeding out one-half which sounded somewhat hollow. The consensus between the committee members representing the liberal arts, humanities, and the hard sciences was almost surprising. I believe the colleagues from the former fields held back relatively little in judging scientists, and vice versa, as I did myself.

From paging through the list of accomplishments of a candidate it is usually not too difficult to appraise his creativity, originality, and drive even if one is an outsider. Admittedly, it seems difficult to me, if not impossible, to recognize, say, a mathematician who may have made just one contribution of lasting significance in his specialty. Such a man may go unrewarded, but maybe he does not expect this anyway. My greatest concern were the busybodies, maybe prolific writers of journal articles, and grand contract swingers, possibly on the slick side, who may not be known anymore five years from now when their fads have faded. In between these extremes we find the encouragingly good number of outstanding men who are readily
recognizable without much difficulty, particularly in the hard sciences. Those are people who have founded a school, whose original, easily traceable work is being picked up at tens or hundreds of laboratories, who are repeatedly asked by editors to write review articles in their fields, who are frequently referred to in research papers. In the latter aspect the Scientific Citation Index, with all its known possible biases (see some recent letters to the editor of SCIENCE) is very helpful: If a fellow's papers in respectable, strictly refereed journals are cited by many hundreds of other scientists over the span of the past five years, he must have made an impact on the advance of his field, and most likely not because his subject is just in fashion. In the recommending letters we had a good number of favorable comments by luminosities like department heads and chaired professors. Although weighty, I took them with [pre]-caution, as they surely were from friends and, most likely named by the candidates themselves. I suggested a very rough procedure but did not get through with my proposition because of too much work involved and, admittedly, some awkwardness: solicit information about the standing of a candidate some 1,000 miles away from Penn State by writing to a handful of department heads or arbitrarily chosen scientists well known in a field not too far from the candidates'. This is in fact the situation prevailing with the acceptance procedure in firmly refereed journals. The referee is probably not a personal friend and may well be a greedy enemy, but most likely a sober judge.

In summary, while I see local recommendation by department heads or deans as the starting point for the evaluation, the most convincing assurances should come from peers far away if we want to differentiate local talent from nationally and internationally recognized scholars. Originality, creativity, and productivity can also be easily attested by local peers in a group of three or four to balance myopic personal positive or negative biases.

6. Professor of Anthropology:

It is very difficult to catalog or quantify the perceptions of quality for fellow academics. There are, of course, the many very obvious requirements of integrity, originality, etc., but these are somewhat distinct from the measures of outstanding performance which we were searching for in relation to the Evan Pugh awards.

In my own thinking I had a very clear set of expectations but found it somewhat difficult to measure how well individuals met these expectations. In essence, I consider the outstanding accomplishment in academia to be the development of a new direction in the search of knowledge. For example, I would rate the accomplishment of establishing a new and recognized subdiscipline to be a much greater accomplishment than the most thorough elaborations within a previous existing cognitive framework. The establishment of new directions in the seeking of knowledge may be accomplished by a combination of mechanisms. Obviously, men such as Einstein pioneered whole new areas of thought from little more than published mathematical formulae. On the other hand, some major branches of knowledge have been founded by people who taught but never personally published their own thoughts. I, therefore, searched for those individuals who appear to me to have founded new areas of knowledge, perception, cognition, etc., whether such foundations were laid primarily through scholarly publications, through the production of Ph.D.s, or through a recognition of uniqueness by fellow scholars in the world.
As you know, I am a great believer in the importance of knowledge quantification, but in this area I found it exceedingly difficult to follow any one or set of production indices.

Careful analysis of these memoranda would yield a list of criteria more complex and particular than that from which the selection committee began its work. In fact, it would be difficult to devise a schematic mode of statement capable of reflecting the differences in emphasis and attitude which distinguish the several responses. Although these differences are in some instances quite marked, they did not prevent the committee from arriving at recommendations which resulted in six new appointments to the Evan Pugh Professorships. These appointments were announced through the campus and the public press by the President of the University. The announcement was separate from, and somewhat more generally newsworthy than, similar announcements of, for example, 188 promotions of faculty rank in the spring of 1973 and 219 promotions in rank in the spring of 1974, but the important point is that the procedures used in selecting the Evan Pugh Professors is characteristic of the evaluative concern of academic institutions.

It is because of the pervasiveness of this concern that faculties tend to respond guardedly when novel, formal, particularized modes of appraising their work are given prominence. They perceive themselves and their institutions as essentially competitive, value-oriented, evaluative agents. Judgment is not only fundamental, it is also constant and unremitting. New procedures, therefore, can function effectively only when they can be seen as supplementing, clarifying, or rendering more just and accurate the complex process by which the academic community itself is identified and organized.

Example 2: Departmental versus Interdisciplinary Interests

The opinion is frequently expressed that an individual's success in winning recognition for his work within a university is influenced by the degree of clarity and exclusiveness with which he maintains his identity with his academic
This point of view was forcefully expressed in an address by Sidney Sternberg of RANN (Research Applied to National Needs) at a workshop on "Development of Incentives for Interdisciplinary Research" at the University of Southern California, July 9-10, 1974.  

"Sternberg contends that "the present system of incentives on campus does not truly satisfy the individual needs of the interdisciplinary researcher. ..." By "interdisciplinary researcher" he may be interpreted to mean the chemist, physicist, economist; etc., engaged in problem-oriented research in cooperation with others of different professional identification and under administrative auspices other than those of his traditional academic department. The implication is that academic departments adhere so strictly to their disciplines that they regard successful work in a problem-oriented institute, center, or intercollege program as prejudicial to the researcher's claim to recognition in the forms of rank, tenure, and salary.

Sternberg's appraisal of academic incentive systems is accompanied and reinforced by three related points of emphasis:

1. An important test of the validity of research is its usefulness in solving problems of society.

2. Solution of problems of society tend characteristically to require multidisciplinary approaches.

3. Re-orientation of academic research toward emphases useful to society requires that departmental influences be effectively counter-balanced.

The implication for the faculty member seeking recognition by his peers is that research with colleagues and research under administrative auspices other than his own department is undertaken only at considerable risk. The implication for university administrators is that the interests of research funding may conflict with some established departmental prerogatives.

---

Hard facts supporting or refuting Sternberg's appraisal of departmental attitudes are difficult to isolate. In order to appraise the validity of the question, and to test the feasibility of considering it on a factual basis, career records of 134 faculty members associated with eleven interdisciplinary research institutes and centers at The Pennsylvania State University were analyzed in the exploratory pattern used with reference to the entire university faculty on page 18 above. The results should be entitled "Rate of Mobility of Interdisciplinary Faculty through Ranks, 1972-1974":

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Instructor</th>
<th>Asst. Prof.</th>
<th>Assoc. Prof.</th>
<th>Prof.</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1972-73</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promotions to</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>next rank</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>7 (24%)</td>
<td>4 (9%)</td>
<td>11 (14%)</td>
<td>8 (11%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973-74</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promotions to</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>2 (8%)</td>
<td>6 (14%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>8 (11%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>next rank</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From this cursory analysis it would appear that no marked difference exists between the career mobility of faculty members clearly identified with interdisciplinary research and that of the faculty as a whole. At any rate, departmental attitudes should not be assumed to inhibit cooperative research before a thorough analysis of the pertinent facts is available.

10a During the years 1972-3 and 1973-4 all persons included in the study held academic rank in the university faculty and were committed to research responsibility in one or more of the following research agencies, with salaries chargeable to these agencies in proportion with the commitments: Applied Research Laboratory, Center for Air Environment Studies, Computation Center, Human Performance Laboratory, Laboratory Animal Resources, Institute for Research on Land and Water Resources, Materials Research Laboratory, Pennsylvania Transportation and Traffic Safety Center, Population Issues Research Office, Space Science and Engineering Laboratory, Animal Behavior Laboratory. The study is based on information supplied by Dr. H. D. Zook, Assistant Vice President for Research and Graduate Studies, and Ray T. Fortunato, Assistant Vice President for Personnel Administration, The Pennsylvania State University.
Reliance upon formally established standards of appraisal are natural and frequent in the identification and selection of new "starts" in research, and for this reason the term "proposal" has come into general usage denoting a specific genre of composition, one in which are specified the materials, means, agents, and objectives of a prospective investigative or creative enterprise. Preparation of a proposal usually implies a request for support in the form of budget, facilities, and time. It may be addressed to any persons or agencies capable of providing the desired support. It is, therefore, a request for appraisal—usually in competition with other proposals—with the purpose of winning access to specified resources.

Responsibility for judgment of proposals tends to accrue to those persons who have the capacity to provide appropriate support. The procedures by which this responsibility is met have been shaped by national agencies committed to the organization and funding of research on a very large scale. They are adaptable, however, to intra-institutional circumstances and are used internally when the resources sought are at the university's disposal.

The importance attached to their formal correctness, rhetorical strength, and scholarly soundness by university administrators is reflected in the published university policies summarized in Appendix A.

Both at the university and at the national levels evaluation of a research proposal involves two broad categories of criteria:

1. The first category is derived from the canons of science itself and pertains to the intrinsic quality of the proposal.
2. The second category is derived from the needs and desires of society and pertains to extrinsic consideration such as utility, economic value, or expanded understanding of phenomena.

The dichotomy is expressed in the following memorandum:

To best satisfy all the requirements inherent in research evaluation, I feel it is essential to have two levels of review. The first is strictly scientific and should be carried out by peer researchers. Some relevant questions to be asked are: Will this research advance the state of our understanding? Is the principal investigator competent to carry out the research? Is the budget appropriate and are the facilities adequate? What

---

would be the implications of this research for methodology, theory, technology? What is the principal investigator's past record with respect to utilization of research funds? A large number of questions could be asked. These suggestions are not intended to be exhaustive.

The most important question is: Who does the evaluation? From my experience, the quality of the evaluator is the critical factor in evaluation of research proposals and programs. It is at this point that the Office of the Vice President of Research and Graduate Studies, which by virtue of its interdisciplinary nature, is at a disadvantage. Some investigators do not welcome the broadest possible evaluation of their own programs and if asked might be inclined to choose evaluators who would be expected to be friendly and uncritical. On the other hand, principal investigators are in a position to recommend relevant referees. I would suggest that both the principal investigator and the immediate supervisor, i.e., chairman, director of laboratory or center, etc., be asked to submit names of possible evaluators including, specifically, individuals who are active editors of major journals in that particular field. Since the journal editors are the ultimate arbiters of quality, the availability of these names either as referees themselves or sources of additional referees will automatically tend to broaden the base and competence of the evaluation team. This procedure will undoubtedly involve some paperwork, but there is simply no substitute for evaluation by competent contemporary peer researchers.

There are a number of alternate sources for reviewers. The National Institutes of Health, the National Institute of Mental Health, and the National Science Foundation regularly publish lists of their advisory panels who have been carefully selected for their knowledge of the state-of-the-art. These panels meet regularly, educate each other at review meetings, are continually exposed to the broad spectrum of activity in a given field, and develop internal guidelines which are helpful in predicting the probable success of a research proposal. In addition, the names of the executive secretaries who are familiar not only with current groups, but of past members of boards, are also published. In the absence of any other information, a telephone call to a study section secretary representing a given discipline should be adequate to provide a number of qualified referees. The format for the applicant as well as the evaluators should be standardized, and the possibility of financial compensation for outside referees should be considered.

Following the procedure used by government agencies, a rating of 1.0 is given to an outstanding research proposal which should not be denied. A rating of 2.0 indicates an adequate proposal, while a 3.0 rating predicts that the research will be of some value and could be awarded if funds are available, etc. The numerical value of the ratings should be tied to qualifying statements for the benefit of those not familiar with the system. This method provides a quantitative technique for summarizing and comparing the reactions of different evaluators, and it facilitates processing by the administration.

The second level of review should take into account nontechnical factors such as the value of the research to the state and to the national interest, the educational benefits of the program, and other factors which are important in the overall research picture. For example, I have always argued that a higher priority should be given to young investigators who are at a critical stage in their career and for whom the availability of research funds is probably the most important single factor determining their future productivity.
While large sums of federal research support have been available to researchers in mental health and science, our colleagues in the Arts and Humanities have not enjoyed the benefit of support from a generous government. Clearly some priority should be given to those areas within the University community for which the external funding is not generally available. I would believe that this higher order evaluation and priority assignment can be carried out by a committee or board drawn from on-campus personnel. The inclusion of distinguished outside members such as those who serve on the board of the Applied Research Laboratory, distinguished citizens, retired professors and administrators, etc., would obviously be helpful in broadening the base for these critical decisions.

Theoretically, these two levels of consideration are distinct. They are different in the sources of their criteria and in the selection of agents capable of applying the criteria accurately. They are capable of producing mutually contradictory judgments; for example, a particular proposal may be found admirable on intrinsic grounds, but pragmatically infeasible. On the contrary, research of immediate practical value may be deferred or rejected because it does not elicit the distinctive skills of a particular scientist or group of scientists.

Although valid theoretically, the distinction, generally speaking, is not reflected in administrative structures and responsibilities. In the operations of universities, committees are not partitioned in accordance with intrinsic and extrinsic considerations. The two sets of values pertain at all levels, including that of the author of the proposal. Emphases vary with circumstances, but there is no exclusive identification of intrinsic criteria with the bench scientist or of extrinsic criteria with "higher" administrative authority.

This observation is borne out by the fact that when criteria for the appraisal of proposals are formally codified, both intrinsic and extrinsic considerations are present. When research appraisal assumes an official or judicial stance, it simultaneously assumes both orders of responsibility.

Applied Research Laboratory

An example of this combination of concerns is the practice of the Applied Research Laboratory (ARL) of The Pennsylvania State University in the administration of its Exploratory and Foundational (E/F) Research Program, which involves annual
appraisals and ranking of from forty to fifty original proposals and proposals for renewal, with the purpose of funding as many of them as are acceptable and as resources permit—currently about one-half of the total. All proposals derive from inside the University and some are developments, or "spin offs," from the central investigative and developmental programs of the Laboratory itself. Proposals are invited annually. Proposals from engineering, mathematics, and computer science tend to predominate, but projects in biophysics, speech, and speech pathology have been funded, and no area of interests is categorically excluded. Financial support of the Applied Research Laboratory is supplied chiefly by the United States Navy.

The appraisal of proposals is conducted in accordance with a statement of "Method and Criteria" which has evolved since the inception of the program in 1957. Initially the procedure included a review and discussion of all proposals by a panel composed of the executive committee of the Laboratory, the director of the Laboratory, and seven divisional officials, all of whom were qualified by technical knowledge and experience. In practice these dispositions were found to be time-consuming and susceptible to contentiousness, leading to compromise decisions. Increasingly, the responsibility of arriving at an initial rank ordering of all proposals has been delegated to one member of the panel who undertakes from his own point of view to study all proposals and to apply the agreed-upon criteria as equitably as his understanding of the several proposals allows. Consistent with the criterion of pertinence to Naval interests, this reviewer has established communication with the Naval Sea Systems Command. The rank ordering of proposals that he makes after consultation then becomes ground for budgetary decision by the Director of the Laboratory, whose decision, based on appropriate consultation with associates, takes the form of a definition of cut-off point in the ranked list of proposals.

It is typical that the conduct of this program maintains at the operational level of research responsibility a concern for scientific quality on the one hand.

12Dr. Miles T. Pigott, Professor of Engineering Research Penn State University.
and for external, mission-oriented interests—in this instance the interests of the United States Navy—on the other. Delegation of detailed decisions to administrative authority within the Laboratory has the effect of reducing the emphasis on advocacy of scientific specialisms and of reinforcing emphasis on quality and relevance. Naturally, the annual publication of decisions on proposals is a matter of general interest throughout the Laboratory and the University. Administrative responsibility is subject to the tolerance of its constituency. It is assumed that the procedure could not long survive the effects of judgments perceived as being in error.

EXHIBIT I.

Method and Criteria Used to Evaluate Research Proposals Submitted to ARL's E/F Program

The evaluation of a research proposal is necessarily subjective. However, unless the evaluating is done systematically, proposals can possibly be scored high or low for wrong reasons, and, moreover, the final score can be a function of the passing mood of the evaluator. In order to insure against these possibilities, a philosophy was adopted, and a method and criteria were formulated to help assure that the E/F program finally drawn would conform to the philosophy.

The adopted procedure is to assign numbers according to how well the proposal meets five different criteria, sum the first four sets of numbers, and multiply the sum by the fifth to get the score. The criteria, the assigned numbers, and the rationale follow.

1. Is there a student who is currently receiving E/F support and who needs to continue into the next fiscal year?

   If yes, 5 points
   If no, 0 points

Rationale: The research is of value to the sponsor and to ARL only if pursued to a conclusive completion. Also, the support is of most value to Penn State's graduate program if there is continuity and stability for the graduate student. [Renewal of a project beyond a third year, however, would be unusual, the normal and expected period of residence for students seeking an advanced degree being about three years.]

2. Where is the administrative base for the research?

   If external to ARL - 0 points in case no graduate student is identified
   1 point in case a graduate student is identified
If internal to ARL - 3 points in case it is a degree program

1, 2, or 3 points depending on the considered value to ARL and to the principal investigator in case the research does not support a degree program.

The research is considered to be internal to ARL if the principal investigator owes more than 50 percent of his administrative allegiance to ARL or if the student is a full-time regular employee.

Rationale: First, there is strong sentiment both with the sponsor and with ARL's staff that high priority should be given to basic research, the need for which has grown from the principally sponsored work. Thus a definite advantage is given to ARL proposals, provided the value of the research is visible in the proposal. Within this criterion, an incentive of 1 point is given to external proposals in which a particular student has been named.

3. Of how much value is the research to the U.S. Navy?

0 to 5 points, depending on judgment. An assignment of 0 is accompanied by rejection of the proposal.

Rationale: Because the U.S. Navy pays for the research, no justification of this criterion need be written.

4. What is the quality of the work proposed?

0 to 5 points, depending on judgment.

Rationale: Adjectives such as significant or trivial, definite or vague, specific or too general, sound or unsound are applied. Criterion #3 needs a check point. A topical area and a proposed problem in general may be of high value to the U.S. Navy, but that is not good unless the approach is sound and the task has been narrowed to something accomplishable in a reasonable time.

5. What is the probability of success?

Sum the points from criteria 1 through 4 and apply a multiplying factor between 0 and 1 to the sum, the factor chosen according to judgment.

Rationale: The conclusive completion of a project requires that the workers be competent and diligent. The competency and diligence of the principal investigator and of his student are considered in light of the degree of difficulty of the proposed task.

An example of the determination of the final score is shown by substitution of typical numbers into a formula.
Final score = \[
\begin{align*}
\text{points from criterion} & + \ldots + \text{points from criterion} \\
\text{\#[\#1]} & + \ldots + \text{\#[\#4]} \times \text{probability of success}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
= [5 + 1 + 3 + 4] \times 0.6
\]

\[
= 7.8
\]

As it has developed, the procedure has come to embody qualities which give it viability in the University:

1. Research projects are sharply defined.
2. Each is annually reexamined and evaluated.
3. The agents responsible for judgment have immediate knowledge of the technology, persons, and circumstances of all proposals.
4. The provisions designed to maintain equity are persuasive.
5. The program encourages new talent and supports graduate instruction.

The fact that a procedure has proved acceptable to the people who are affected by it is no small item in the question of its worth. Criteria cannot be absolutes. Authority accrues to evaluative procedures through time and on the basis of detailed experience.

Research Initiation Grants, Pennsylvania State University

Parallel with the Exploratory and Foundational awards made by the Applied Research Laboratory is a program administered by the Vice President for Research and Graduate Studies of The Pennsylvania State University and referred to as research initiation grants. Under this program, proposals are invited annually from all colleges and administrative divisions of the University, but with the restriction that all applicants must be faculty members with accumulated service time in the University of less than three years. The primary function of the program is to encourage new faculty members to define and organize their activities in research without delay.

Resources are limited; total funds available for a typical fiscal year are slightly in excess of $100,000. Grants range in magnitude from about $2,000 to about $5,000 for the year. Under the time limitations which apply, renewals are
Funds may be used for graduate assistants, travel, wages, and construction of equipment. They may not be used for faculty salaries or for the replacement of faculty members who wish released time from their normal instructional duties; nor may they be used for secretarial salaries.

The initial selection of proposals is made within Penn State's several colleges. Each college is allowed a fixed maximum number of proposals, the number being proportionate with the size of its faculty. The total number of proposals sent forward from the colleges each year is ninety, approximately three times the number which can be funded. The largest college faculty (the Liberal Arts) may submit as many as twenty proposals; the smallest (Business Administration) may submit no more than three. The proposals must be rank ordered within the college before they are submitted for judgment by a University-wide committee.

The selection committee is a subcommittee of the Administrative Committee on Research, a group composed of associate deans for research of all the colleges, directors of research institutes, and the staff of the Office of the Vice President for Research and Graduate Studies. The subcommittee of four or five members is appointed annually from among the members of this group.

The stated criteria by which the subcommittee selects the proposals which are to be funded are as follows:

1. scholarly merit,
2. potential benefits to the investigator and to the University, and
3. contribution (direct or indirect) to the graduate program.

The subcommittee is not enjoined to retain the proportionate distribution among colleges reflected in the quotas of proposals. Nor does the subcommittee undertake to revise the rank ordering of proposals as they are sent forward from the colleges.

The appraisal of competitive proposals within the colleges and their initial rank ordering is accomplished in a variety of ways in the several colleges, but
always with participation of a committee of faculty members elected or otherwise chosen from among the applicants' professional associates. The procedure is, therefore, duplicative of the reviews by professional peers characteristic of the national funding agencies, but it is different in that it is local and immediate. It provides opportunity for the younger faculty member to familiarize himself with the procedures of research budgeting, but with the qualification of access to his judges and of advice and assistance from his colleagues within his department and his college.

"Research initiation" is a phrase of dual significance in that it refers both to the organized support of new research "starts" and to the encouragement and training of neophyte investigators. Continuation of projects begun under this program requires performance which may be judged to qualify the investigator for support from other resources within the University or from outside. This aspect of the program, although the limitations it imposes are stringent, emphasizes a valid point: responsible and continuing research activity cannot be sustained on the basis of local reputation alone. In order to command the resources necessary to his work, including the disposition of his own time; the individual must seek and respect the judgment of his professional peers, whatever their direct and personal relationship, or lack of relationship, with him may be. The necessity for publication, or otherwise giving effective public currency to finished work, is clear.

13 See Exhibit 2, a "Check List for Preliminary Proposals," effected at The Pennsylvania State University on February 8, 1974, pp. 26-33.
EXHIBIT 2.

Suggestions for preliminary proposals

(Limited to Preliminary Proposals Not Requiring a University Signature)

Early communication between proposal writers and prospective sponsors is encouraged, including the submission of preliminary proposals not requiring University signature. From time to time problems have emerged in the negotiation of formal grants and contracts because of commitments—intentional or unintentional—made by the faculty member in the submission of a preliminary or informal proposal.

In most situations, observance of the items in the following checklist should eliminate or at least minimize the need for substantive changes between the preliminary and formal versions of a proposal.

1. In estimating the budget, include both fringe benefits and indirect costs at the current levels—call the contracts office. Prior approval from the cognizant vice president (continuing education, instruction, or research) must be obtained before other rates are used.

2. It is expected that the budget of a sponsored project will be adequate to cover all direct and indirect costs. For example, salary costs for the principal investigator and other faculty and support staff should be included in amounts commensurate with their time commitments to the project.

3. Both the narrative and the budget sheet (if included) should state that this document is a preliminary proposal which has not been approved by The Pennsylvania State University and that an official proposal will be provided on request. Budgets in summary form are recommended; detailed budgets should be avoided, although they may be an important step for internal planning purposes.

4. Before submitting a preliminary proposal to a foundation, check with the Penn State Foundation office for current information on the foundation of interest to you regarding recent contacts by PSF representatives and other proposals submitted recently.

5. Formal proposals for programs involving long-range commitment of resources by the University must be approved by the President (policy regulations issued July 7, 1972). Preliminary proposals for such programs must also be approved by the President if they exhibit one or more of the following characteristics:
   a. a budget of $1 million or more for the total duration of the proposed program;
   b. the establishment of a center, institute, or laboratory;
   c. the use of University lands;
   d. the establishment of new academic discipline areas or the establishment of new degree programs;
   e. the employment of new tenure track faculty;
   f. the commitment of new monies from the University as matching funds. Advance approval should also be obtained from the cognizant academic administrator before committing matching monies which are part of an existing department, college, or established interdisciplinary unit budget.

6. Informational copies of preliminary proposals for programs in Continuing Education should be sent to the Vice President for Continuing Education.
PROJECTS IN PROGRESS:

It is unusual for universities or their colleges or departments to make formal provision for review of research projects while they are in progress. Exceptions may be found, especially where extensive funding for research is available within the resources of the institution, but the intramural "site visit" is extraordinary.* Informal exchanges of information and advice occur, but except for situations involving illness or palpable delinquency they are neither official nor compulsory. The investigator who does not invite attention to the substantive issues of his work is unlikely to have attention thrust upon him. Apart from the management of his funds, which is strictly supervised, his work in his laboratory or office can be as free from intrusion as he wishes to make it.

This independence extends from the time of funding of the proposal to the time of application for renewal or publication of results. Administrative officers, including deans specifically concerned with research, refrain from surveillance of ongoing projects and from any participation in ongoing projects other than that which justifies itself on the basis of mutual interest and expertise.

Publication or announcement of work in progress—usually with brief designations of research topics, identities of researchers, and sources of funding—serve a roll call function. They are more frequent and more methodical in fields tending toward application, such as agriculture and engineering, than in the more discipline-oriented fields.

External announcement of work in progress also varies from field to field. The Science Information Exchange (SIE), which is based on proposals, provides extensive information on projects funded from governmental sources and within the fields of its coverage. The Current Research Information System (CRIS), maintained by the Department of Agriculture, functions similarly within its fields, but with a more complex system for information retrieval and for updating within the active history of projects. The Americas Society for Engineering Education annually publishes a comprehensive list of active projects. Researches in education are reported *See Appendix C on administration of WARF funds at the University of Wisconsin.
through the Educational Research Information Centers (ERIC). In humanistic fields, work in progress is reported on a voluntary basis and with less comprehensive coverage.

Announcements of work in progress do not imply evaluative judgment beyond that of the decision to provide funding, nor do they characteristically provide sufficient detail to support informed judgment. The evaluative criterion they serve is that of redundancy: they can be used to avoid wasteful duplication of work. They may also prompt communication between researchers of complementary interests. But except as indications of general activity throughout a field or a research agency, they have little evaluative significance.

Whether the individual researcher derives comfort or concern from his independence is, to a degree, a matter of temperament. Both responses are justified. It is comfortable for the researcher to work according to his own promptings and without the embarrassment of intrusive surveillance. But the implication of a deferred showdown, in which whatever success or failure may accrue belongs clearly to the investigator himself, is basis for concern also. The showdowns do occur, although not always promptly. They take the form of tangible responses:

a. from competent officials and funding agencies upon application for renewal of support or for support in a new proposal;
b. from editors and referees upon submission of results for publication, citations and reviews, complementary or contradictory publications, professional peers seeking explanation or expansion, and assimilation into developmental programs, practice, or production;
c. from immediate colleagues, explicitly in terms of recommendation for tenure, rank, salary, work schedules, access to working space and equipment, and general supportive interest;
d. from students, as indicated by their attentiveness, quality, prior training, and achievement, and by the degree to which their own work develops the distinctive qualities of the work to which they are attracted.

All such responses are subject to delays, some more than others, but it is in these terms that an individual's quality is perceived as moving from promise into performance. The time period involved for any individual cannot be precisely determined, although it is almost always longer than the two- to five-year duration...
of the typical project.

Example 1:

Some sense of working under the conditions which pertain may be derived from the following memoranda, which were written by men for whom such conditions have been for several years matter of daily experience. They were written in response to the following request: 14

Among the various ways in which individual research projects are considered from time to time and by various agencies, there are none which clearly indicated direct, explicit, evaluative appraisal during the course of the research itself—that is, after the funding of the project and prior to its terminal report.

I refer here to in-house appraisal, but not exclusively to in-house research. I am aware that external funding agencies use site visits, but I am not interested in them just here. What I am after is direct experience with whatever criticism, appraisal, or encouragement the researcher may encounter with regard to his project while it is in progress. I don’t expect to find formal procedures or organizations. There is some reason to suppose, however, that informal exchanges of considerable importance do take place—some of them with immediate colleagues and some others with professional colleagues at other institutions.

First Response: 15

There are two distinct categories of response to your question. First of all, granting (as opposed to contract) agencies such as NSF, NIH, and NIMH, do not, to my knowledge, engage in any monitoring of research progress whatsoever. They do require an annual report, but as far as I know these are simply filed. Administratively, the people in Washington who receive these reports and with whom the investigator has contact are not qualified to judge their scientific merit. The scientific input must come from the study section members who are already so busy with the current batch of proposals that they would neither have the time nor the inclination to monitor progress reports or engage in any additional interaction.

The only appraisal or scientific interaction would be when the applicant applies for renewal. Renewals must contain a progress report and this is considered very seriously in connection with any request for additional funds. However, once the funds are awarded, there is almost nothing the principal investigator could do which would affect the previously authorized support.


15 Memorandum from Herschel W. Leibowitz, Professor of Psychology, The Pennsylvania State University, August 16, 1974.
This procedure contrasts sharply with that of government contract-type agencies. The contract monitor becomes a semi-active participant and not only monitors the research, but in some cases makes scientific inputs which may change the course of the program. In one extreme case, the Behavioral Sciences Laboratory of the Army (BESRL) the monitor is a co-author on papers which result from the projects. It is "as if" the monitor were doing the research himself, but lacking laboratory facilities, these are supplied by the contractee.

The BESRL procedure is somewhat unusual. In general, a contract monitor will simply check on progress, enforce deadlines, and act as a friendly grandfather with respect to the research.

After writing this material, I asked myself whether monitoring of research projects or any other interaction during the course of a grant would be a desirable procedure. My impression is on the negative side. There is already a shortage of personnel to evaluate applications, which is the most critical decision. I also think, in line with government granting policy (e.g., NSF, etc. that the experimenter should be free to follow new leads which may deviate significantly from the original application. I recall when NIH was first giving grants in the 1950's, this was stated explicitly by the granting agency. I do not know whether it is explicit anymore, but it is certainly understood that the principal investigator is free to change the nature of the program.

In my own study section experience, if we had any reservations about the ability of the principal investigator to carry out a research project, we would reduce the number of years of the award. This requires the principal investigator to resubmit and make a formal progress report, so that in effect the program is being monitored.

Second Response:

Thank you for the opportunity to provide input to your report to NSF concerning quality of research. To answer your question as concisely as possible, it would be my impression that in general where principal investigators on research projects are concerned there would not be an explicit evaluative appraisal during the course of the research prior to its termination. Having made that statement, now perhaps I might qualify it with a number of situations with which I am familiar in which a departure from this procedure occurs.

In situations where principal investigators rely heavily on graduate students to perform the research function coincident with their degree requirements, a number of departments require that a formal presentation be made to a selected academic committee concerning the nature of the research, the procedures to be followed, methods of analysis, to be employed, and some perception as to the anticipated results from the program. Subsequent to this preliminary proposal meeting, committee meetings may be held during the course of the study (usually at the discretion of the principal investigator) and of course a final meeting is held to evaluate the adequacy of the research.

16 Memorandum from ArchdeJ. McDonnell, Professor of Civil Engineering Institute for Research on Land and Water Resources; The Pennsylvania State University, August 16, 1974.
Although in these situations it is a graduate student making the presentation, he is in many cases acting as a spokesman for the principal investigator, especially if it is an outside-funded research project. The researcher therefore has gained some significant feedback and evaluation during the course of the study. This is a reasonably good approach but one that I understand is not followed by all departments at the University.

In order to evaluate on a timely basis the workings of our own program at the Institute, we make an annual evaluation of the progress of all researchers who are funded through our programs. In this review we look primarily at the researchers’ apparent movement toward some preastated research goals. We watch primarily for periods of stagnancy (which can be reflected by lack of publications, lack of proposals in the area of research being studied, lack of inventiveness in identifying new slants to an old problem) but do not necessarily attempt to characterize the quality of the work being performed.

The time for evaluation of research quality usually comes at the termination of a study when a technical completion report is prepared. All studies produced in our research publication series are reviewed by appropriate personnel at the Institute and judgments are made as to the suitability of the reports for publication. Of course subsequent peer review is always given with publication of research results in refereed journals. If one is willing to adopt a fairly long baselength of time for the evaluation of the quality of a research program, then review of published technical reports is a viable method of evaluation even though the research contract may be terminated. Most projects that we interface with are for durations averaging two years. However, at the end of this time, and with the filing of a technical research report, if the sponsors find it adequate to their needs they are usually encouraged to support further studies in the area. To my knowledge no research problem has been solved in one two-year period. I believe NSF functions this way in fact I have heard that 70 percent of their annual research funding goes to continuations of proposals or projects they have funded in the past. With this lengthened timebase, evaluation of the finalized research report can be significant.

In an attempt to promote an evaluation of research efforts during the course of a study, we have at the Water Center adopted a policy that all federal projects funded by us have attached to them liaison representatives from potential user groups such as the state agencies. We require that researchers funded through our federal programs meet with these representatives periodically so that a review of the program progress can be maintained. Although this is not necessarily peer group review, it does keep some of our people on a realistic track so that any potentially usable results they may generate can be picked up readily and implemented.

There is a research situation that exists at this University that lends itself very readily to continuing evaluation of research quality prior to termination of a research grant. In all the multidisciplinary projects (those utilizing numerous principal investigators on a research team) that I have been involved with over the years, it has become apparent that the creation of such a team effort automatically dictates a constant evaluation and monitoring of individual researchers’ efforts. This is brought about by the fact that interdependencies exist between the individual researchers, in many situations one researcher relying on another’s data input; and such interdependencies require that research procedures be explained and documented among the individuals.
so that a body of confidence can be developed in the ultimate output. In a recently completed study performed for NSF RANN, the interaction among the individuals was superior, leading to a constant reappraisal of methodologies, a continuing review of data inadequacies and finally a cross-pollination of expertise from various disciplines. If properly handled such team efforts can be extremely rewarding and are most amenable to ongoing evaluation of research quality, since the individual researcher must be constantly on his guard to perform at his best ability.

Example 2: The National Bureau of Standards, Institute for Basic Standards

The information summarized in this Example was derived from experience in a national laboratory. Its pertinence to intra-university considerations derives from its attractiveness for administrators responsible for large-scale research activities, whether they work in universities or elsewhere. Definitive, commensurate evaluations of research projects and programs are eminently desirable and necessary. But the Example illustrates also the concern, by no means peculiar to academic situations, that through excessive systematization judgment may become Procrustean.

During the spring of 1974 the procedure described below was tested experimentally at the Institute for Basic Standards at Boulder, Colorado, a laboratory of the National Bureau of Standards (NBS). It is the product of planning and investigation under the direction of John T. Hall, Chief, Management and Organization Division, National Bureau of Standards, and it is to Dr. Hall that we are indebted for information on the progress of the study.

The project was initiated and its outlines stated in a draft document entitled "Prospectus for Experiment in Productivity Measurement" (April 11, 1972). From this prospectus it is apparent that in addition to its own concern for accountability in all its operations, the NBS was subject to inquiry from such agencies as the Office of Management and Budget, the General Accounting Office, and the Civil Service Commission. Prior to the institution of this project NBS's response to such inquiries had been that its activities in research and development were not susceptible to measurement. This response, according to the prospectus, was "derived

intuitively from what we assume would be the results of any attempt to measure our products" and appears for the time to have been accepted, "though reluctantly."

The investigation was begun with the understanding that no satisfactory system for measuring the productivity of research programs had previously been developed and that "application of methods for determination of research activity is quite different from that used for more conventional activities" (Prospectus, p. 6). More specifically, the proposed system should:

1. take cognizance of qualitative and subjective elements of the work,
2. consider social and economic impact of the work as well as its technical quality,
3. establish objectives and schedule milestones against which results may be appraised, and
4. provide a technique for evaluating and normalizing the measurements themselves.

The subjects of the experiment were to be research programs (collections of research projects) within the operations of the NBS and would be restricted, for reasons of time and staff, to a maximum of eight programs. However, for purpose of testing the evaluation procedure, all twenty-eight programs in the five divisions of the laboratory at Boulder were included. The chiefs of the five technical divisions of the laboratory at Boulder participated actively in the development of the criteria and procedures for evaluation which were to be applied to the programs under their supervision. Their active cooperation, and that of their staffs, was an essential condition of the experiment.

The division chiefs are themselves technical experts, generally familiar with each of the program areas and accustomed to the formal and informal accretion of value judgments with respect to research in their own divisions.
The situation which emerged in the course of the experiment was novel, however, in that, with the director of the laboratory, all five of the divisional chiefs were involved in formal evaluation of each other’s as well as of their own programs.

The review applied to programs in progress on a continuing basis. Projects still in proposal stage and others complete or nearing completion might enter into the examination, but the central focus was on activities whose outcomes were as yet unknown and in which problems remained as problems. The review was therefore comparable in timing with that which occurs when investigators propose renewal or extension of projects approaching the end of their initially defined terms. Concern for this emphasis and focus is apparent in the nature of the concise set of criteria devised for the evaluation. The criteria are here quoted in the form in which they were initially and experimentally applied.

17 See Exhibit 3, pp. 46. This form remains unmodified in the final report.
EXHIBIT 3.
Criteria for Evaluation: Value Analysis

Program __________________________
Presenter ________________________
Rater ____________________________

1. RELEVANCE TO NATIONAL NEEDS
   a. Primary legislative responsibility: Does the program promote national capability for physical measurements to the accuracy or precision needed?
   b. National goals and needs of society: Are the significance and urgency of the problems addressed great in terms of their impact on the nation?
   c. Payoff: Are the anticipated outputs significantly greater than anticipated inputs?
   d. Leverage: Can NBS have a unique and substantial impact on the problem? Who is waiting for the results? What will they mean to him?

2. INSTITUTIONAL HEALTH
   a. Probability of success: Is the problem well analyzed? Does past performance point toward success? To what extent is the field ripe for exploration?
   b. Resources: Do the funds, leadership, and technical capabilities exist to support such a research effort?
   c. Technical merit: What is the technical quality of the output? Does the program enhance NBS stature? Does the program draw from or contribute to other fields?
   d. Staff welfare: Is there opportunity for desirable individual growth? Development of new skills? Opportunity for scientific contribution?

3. Rate the quality of the presentation: 

4. Rate the extent to which the quality of the presentation may have affected your evaluation: 

5. Rate your technical knowledge of the field or program area covered in the presentation: 

   None  Low  Medium  High  Very High
The procedure used was that of oral presentation by first-line supervisors addressed to NBS's executive board and other officials, including the five divisions chiefs and the director of the laboratory. Supervisors had been informed of their responsibility to make the presentations eight to ten weeks prior to the time at which they were scheduled. Some statistical handouts were prepared; as were such aids as slides, flip-charts, and other exhibits. Approximately twenty minutes were scheduled for each presentation, with time for questioning afterward.

The seven members of the reviewing panel marked the form independently, and the results were tabulated. No weighting scheme was used. Several plausible weighting schemes were tentatively applied to the data after they were tabulated, but no significant change in the general ranking of programs occurred because of the different schemes. At the present stage of the investigation, it appears unlikely that weighting will prove useful.

Although this particular application of the reviewing procedure was explicitly intended to test the means of measurement and not to measure the programs themselves, the experimental results prompted an immediate revision of organization within the laboratory, including the actual closing out of some activities. In this instance, at any rate, the people in the programs proved attentive to the results of their own review. The response suggests that the people immediately involved perceived the review procedure as having validity.

Responsible administrators of research in a university situation proved, when questioned about the Boulder experiment, to be less sanguine. They invited attention to the following qualifying circumstances:

1. The Boulder review involved components of a total research program funded under a single annual appropriation. The characteristic research program of a university, or of one of its colleges, is an amalgam of projects individually funded and budgeted, and capable of great diversity.
2. Interrelationships among persons, from bench scientist to director, in a laboratory like that at Boulder are of a line and staff order, with a specific sense of common mission in research. In a university the hierarchy of research authority is related primarily to intellectual
disciplines and only secondarily to particular investigative missions. This difference arises from the commitment of the university to instruction.

The importance which in a university may be attached to these distinctions is apparent in the following paragraph from a memorandum (June 5, 1974) written by Maurice E. Bell, Associate Dean for Research in the College of Earth and Mineral Sciences, The Pennsylvania State University:

The most important purposes of academic research are to create new knowledge to be used in teaching students and to insure that the teacher is abreast of the developments in his field; to increase the eminence both of the individual faculty member and the institution as a whole and thus to attract the most promising students and to instruct them with authority; to provide the background and competence whereby faculty members may speak with authority in public affairs and contribute substantially to the solution of public problems; and to provide thesis topics and financial support for graduate students, which the University, because of its meager financial support from the state for this purpose, is unable to provide. All of these activities are enhanced to the extent that the University creates and maintains a strong, free, and independent faculty who are capable of initiative in each of their activities and of self-evaluation of their accomplishment. It is precisely these characteristics which would be damaged most by close supervision of the faculty by representatives of the University administration, or by direction of their research from above, or by superficial evaluation of the results by persons whom the faculty do not feel to be qualified for this function.

Similarly Paul Ebaugh, Associate Dean for Research in the College of Engineering, The Pennsylvania State University, asks: "Why are we interested in criteria? Would every research project be subject to such a check-off?" In a second memorandum (June 5, 1974), he says:

The research mission of a university is much more diffuse and covers a vastly greater spectrum of disciplines than that at Boulder. Briefly, it is to analyze and build upon (or add to) all aspects of human knowledge. Because of this breadth, it is impossible to gather together a review team capable of objectively reviewing and criticizing the scholarly pursuits of

---

To these observations Dr. Hall responded as follows (memorandum of July 19, 1974): "I would like to point out a misunderstanding about the nature of our Boulder programs. The Boulder components covered in the review do not represent a total research program funded under a single annual appropriation. In fact the Boulder programs are diversified and are dependent upon approximately twenty-five different sources of funding. Also, one of the critical management problems at Boulder stems from the lack of a sense of common mission in research with a wide range covered from basic research in the Laboratory Astrophysics Division, which is part of the Joint Institute of Laboratory Astrophysics with the University of Colorado, to calibrations' service in the Electromagnetic Division."
all its professors. Certainly no single set of criteria can be established which will determine the usefulness of all research projects, basic and applied.

Both of these responses refer to the implication of a uniform application of evaluative criteria to an entire university or to an entire college such as the two which their authors represent, both of which are actively engaged in extensive and diverse research activities. Exceptional situations within a university may invite codified criteria. As Dean Ebaugh observes, "... the Boulder Laboratory criteria are not unlike those used by the Office of the Vice-President for Research and Graduate Studies in considering new centers, institutes, or laboratories of an intercollegiate nature."

Thus a specific instance of formal research evaluation appears to have been at least initially acceptable and effective for a group of scientists in one situation, but quite unacceptable to scientists of comparable probity in another. Dean Bell concludes that "those who would not care to accommodate their research careers to the whims of the institution and to the national goals and needs of society as perceived by the university administration would go elsewhere if they could."

What success the Boulder experiment may have with those outside the National Bureau of Standards who would monitor the Bureau's research, whether through the proposed procedures a less reluctant acceptance may be won, remains, of course, to be seen. Viewed as a paradigm of formal research evaluation, the Boulder experiment illustrates the interplay of pressures and sanctions which through various means apply to organized research, whatever the situation in which it is undertaken. The principal ground of agreement, on which no differences appear, is that whatever errors of judgment or procedure may tend to dilute or deter the advancement of knowledge should be isolated and corrected. The perception of what errors of this kind are most to be feared varies with differing points of view.

<sup>19</sup> To this observation Dr. Hall responded as follows (memorandum of July 19, 1974): "I think the assertion that it is impossible to gather a review team capable of objectively reviewing scholarly research pursuits would prove false in the event of a competent trial."
PROGRAMS:

Beyond the appraisal of individual persons and proposals, the scale on which organized evaluative procedures have been most frequently undertaken within universities is that of the program. Used in this sense, program denotes a cluster of related instructional and/or research activities drawn together by common intellectual and professional interests and established with some degree of administrative autonomy. It may correspond with a department; it may occur within a department; and it may consist inter-departmentally or inter-collegially of elements from a number of departments. It is overt in the sense of the Greek term from which it derives—a public announcement in writing. Its integrity is usually recognized in institutional budgets.

An intensification of internal evaluation has taken place in American universities quite recently, and it has been focused on programs. A number of reasons why this emphasis has occurred may be speculatively offered:

1. The scope of program review does not greatly exceed that of technical understanding which may be expected of a responsible administrative officer.
2. Program review corresponds roughly with the familiar patterns of accreditation by professional associations and their agencies and with the continuing self-appraisals of disciplinary departments.

For examples see:


c. "Five-Year Review of Graduate Programs," with memorandum (August 20, 1971) from Michael J. Pelczar, Jr., Vice President for Graduate Studies and Research, University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland.

d. "Policy and Procedure for Review of Graduate Degree Programs," with memorandum (August 23, 1971) from Frank Johnson, Dean of the Graduate School, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah.


3. It corresponds with fiscal categories closely enough to permit practicable recommendations of constructive economies and reallocations of resources.

4. It permits consideration of instructional and research objectives without prejudice to either and with understanding of relationships between the two.

5. It does not necessarily come into direct conflict with, at the one extreme, career decisions affecting individuals and, at the other extreme, with broadly conceived institutional policies.

6. It is informed by and supplements the provisions for evaluation of science and scientific manpower afforded by national agencies.

These reasons—and others, might be suggested—have led to a proliferation of organized reviews of programs at a number of universities and elsewhere on a state- or system-wide basis, most markedly during recent years when the necessity for institutions to accommodate their development to level or diminishing resources has become increasingly apparent.

The purpose of program review is to support informed decisions on the question of what institutional commitments should be entered into or reinforced, and by this means to improve institutional value.

Stated in the broadest terms, the criteria upon which such decisions are based are of three kinds:

1. the program's intrinsic quality, its intellectual integrity, accuracy, and productivity;

2. its relationships with adjacent programs and contribution to the parent institution as a whole; and

3. its utility and effectiveness for society at large.

Specification of these generalized criteria to particular programs produces considerable variation of phraseology and emphasis, as well as sharp differences in the relative importance assigned to the three general areas of concern. Insofar as program review can obviate confusions of this sort and produce an institutional capacity for self-criticism, it will have met the expectations which appear to have led to its institution and to the remarkable investment of labor and thought which
university faculties and administrations, as well as governmental agencies, have made it in it.

Characteristic of program review wherever it has been used as a formal procedure is its involvement of critical points of view related to but removed from those of the program itself. If the "peer group" is defined as consisting of persons of professional and disciplinary character identical with that toward which the program is directed, then program review is not exclusively a "peer group" review. The critical view may be typified as that of "related fields," "cooperating programs," or "academic neighbors." It is a "user's" point of view, but with technical understanding lower by a single magnitude than that which the program itself professes. Such review cannot analyze proposals emanating from a program with the thoroughness expected of competent peer group teams. This is a deficiency only in the sense that it restrains program review committees from undertaking to duplicate or replace the functions of specialized peer group review.

The individual researcher whose program is under review does not confront expert and detailed analysis of his work. He does confront competent appraisal of the impact of the program with which he is identified upon its appropriate community, locally and nationally defined, and of his particular contribution to it.

This aspect of program review is affected by the emphasis placed in any particular institution upon the employment of reviewers who are not members of the institutional faculty. "Internal review" is thought of as depending primarily upon judgments derived from persons in related fields within the institution. "External review" requires the enlistment of authoritative opinion from off campus. The advantages and disadvantages of both emphases are extensively debated, but there appears to be no ground on which either can be preferred to the exclusion of the other. The result uniformly has been compromise. In general, compromise has not taken the form of mixing internal and external participants in a single review team, but of using internal and external teams to inform, correct, and counterbalance one another.
Review procedures have been organized at some institutions on an administrative base. At others they are established by the authority of the faculties themselves. Here again there has been extensive debate resulting in compromise. The functions implicit in program review involve all elements of a university, and individual responsibilities, whether they be administrative or otherwise, are accentuated by its effects.

Example 1 cited below incorporates provision for location of authority, appropriate agencies, and broad criteria applicable to the entire range of the university activities. It pertains to organizational provisions only, not to operational performance.

By way of explanation, the Graduate Council of The Pennsylvania State University is an elected body of forty-four members (including five graduate students) which represents the Graduate Faculty of approximately 1,600 members. Chaired by the Dean of the Graduate School, the Council acts on behalf of the Graduate Faculty as a whole and subject to its approval. The recommendations quoted below were adopted by the Graduate Council on May 2, 1973, and reviewing subcommittees were first convened in January 1974.

Example 2 consists of criteria suggested by a university official with central administrative responsibility for nineteen interdisciplinary research programs. Its applicability extends to any organized academic program in which research is an important factor.

Example 1: Procedure for Continuing Review and Evaluation of Graduate Programs

The following procedures were recommended to the Graduate Council of The Pennsylvania State University in response to an action of the Council at its meeting on January 17, 1973. By that action an ad hoc committee was formed, and charged as follows:

---
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In keeping with the goals of the University and those of the Graduate School:

1. prepare a plan for program review; and

2. prepare a phasing scheme for implementation of the plan if this is felt to be necessary.

The report which follows consists of the following parts:

1. principles and purposes;
2. a definition of agencies;
3. procedural rules and schedules;
4. suggested criteria;
5. recommended guidelines for program profiles.

1. Principles and purposes:

a. A condition of effectively maintaining and developing a graduate school of professional quality is a continuous monitoring of individual programs.

b. Such monitoring requires competence appropriate to the programs under review, including the competencies of related departments and the Graduate Faculty as a whole.

c. While consultation with agencies external to the Graduate School and to the University will frequently prove desirable and at times necessary, the fundamental responsibility for judgment is internal to the Graduate Faculty.

d. Adjustment of academic judgments to fiscal necessities will remain a responsibility of the academic deans and for this reason program evaluation in the Graduate Faculty, insofar as it affects fiscal dispositions, will be an advisory function.

e. As an advisory function, program evaluation will be public in the sense that it will at all points be conducted with the full knowledge of and participation by the agencies under examination, including the cognizant deans and directors, and it will be controlled by recognized rules and criteria.

f. Review procedures will be sufficiently flexible to permit address either to single programs or to combinations of programs from more departments, colleges, or other administrative groupings than one.

2. A definition of agencies:

a. The key reviewing agencies will be program subcommittees convened by the Dean's Administrative Committee for Program Review (to be described below) and consisting of members selected as follows:
(1) one representative of the Dean of the Graduate School;

(2) one representative of the dean or director responsible for the program under review; this representative may not be a member of the faculty under review; where more than one dean or director is cognizant each will designate a representative; and

(3) representatives of the graduate faculties of from two to five related fields as selected by the Dean's Administrative Committee in consultation with the persons in charge of the program or programs under review and with the approval of the cognizant dean.

b. Program subcommittees will report to the Standing Committee on Programs and Courses with copies to the cognizant deans.

c. Program subcommittees will have staff support from the Office of the Dean of the Graduate School, from the programs under review, and from the cognizant deans.

d. The Dean's Administrative Committee for Program Review will consist of the following persons:

(1) the Associate Dean for Program Review;

(2) the chairman of the Standing Committee on Committees and Procedures;

(3) the chairman of the Standing Committee on Academic Standards; and

(4) the chairman of the Standing Committee on Programs and Courses.

e. The Standing Committee on Programs and Courses will receive the reports of the program subcommittees, discuss the full report with the cognizant deans, and, with or without endorsement, convey the reports to the Graduate Council.

3. Procedural rules and schedules:

a. Reviews of existing programs will be instituted by the Dean's Administrative Committee for Program Review in accordance with:

(1) a rotating schedule which includes all graduate programs within a five-year period;

(2) recommendation by the Dean of the Graduate School when the Standing Committee on Academic Standards concurs that such recommendations are justified; and

(3) the conditions which will occasion minimum duplication of effort on the part of faculties, deans, and directors of programs who may from time to time be responsible to other reviewing agencies.
b. For the purposes of review, "existing programs" will be understood as programs which have had at least five years of experience subsequent to their authorization.

c. Program subcommittees will normally be active for the period of one term, but will be identified and announced to the Graduate Council with one term of preparatory lead time.

d. Program subcommittees will be informed as indicated in item 5 below through:

1. information prepared by the Office of the Dean of the Graduate School;
2. information supplied by the person in charge and the dean or director of the program under review;
3. information from members of the faculty, students, and graduates, through scheduled meetings, correspondence, and consultation subject only to the restraint of fair and responsible procedure and the legitimacy of evidence;
4. reports of external accrediting teams when such reports are regularly received and can be made available by the Dean; and
5. appraisals by qualified specialists at other institutions when in the judgment of the cognizant deans, the Dean's Administrative Committee, and the program subcommittee such appraisals are found indispensable. In general, it will be assumed that consultation with specialists outside the University should be reserved for situations of appeal, when cognizant deans dissent from the reports of program subcommittees.

e. Reports of Evaluating team will consist of

1. a full report of program evaluation including all descriptive and other data;
2. a statement of recommendations in two categories (a) those essential to the future improvement of the program, (b) those helpful but not necessarily critical to program improvement;
3. the Evaluating team should rate the program as superior, strong, reasonably good, average, weak; or however its judgment dictates relative to specific standards, and explanations contained in its report.

f. Based upon the report of the Evaluating team, the Standing Subcommittee on Program and Course Review and Evaluation will make a recommendation to the Graduate Council, through the Committee on Program and Courses, about the future of the program in terms of its quality, and/or the importance of its contribution to the University's mission.
g. When discussion of reports by the Standing Committee on Programs and Courses and the cognizant dean's results in additional information or comment, the additional material will be appended to the report with indication of its source.

h. When the cognizant dean elects to dissent from the report of the program subcommittee, the full report, with addenda, will be submitted to the Graduate Council by the Standing Committee on Programs and Courses.

When there is no dissent, the summary report only will be submitted to the Graduate Council.

4. Suggested criteria:

a. The quality of the faculty and of the program of graduate instruction, as they can be inferred from the record of productivity in the field, the views of faculty members in related disciplines, and any available evidence based on the opinions and experiences of graduate students.

b. The number and quality of students who have applied for graduate study in the field, who have accepted admission, who are enrolled, and who have completed the program.

c. The national contribution of programs, viewed in the context of other strong programs, whether or not they are operating at their desirable size, and, in general, whether suspension or curtailment of a program would have a seriously adverse effect on opportunities for graduate study generally.

d. The comparative advantage of Penn State in the field—that is, the ability of Penn State to make a particular contribution to the field in question because of special factors such as long tradition of good work in the subject, unusually strong library or laboratory facilities, advantageous relationships with agencies of education, industry, government, etc. external to the University, and so on.

e. The interactions between graduate study in the field in question and graduate work and scholarship in other fields at Penn State, and the likely effects of curtailing work in the field on other programs, faculty members, and students.

f. The interaction between graduate study in the field and the quality and variety of undergraduate offerings in the same and related fields.

g. The costliness of work in the field, measured in terms of instructional costs, student support, library costs, space costs, and so on.

5. Recommended guidelines for program profiles are:

a. Program sheets from Graduate School Term Reports from Summer 1972 onward including:

21 Items a, b, c, and part of d can be routinely supplied by the Graduate School.
(1) names of graduate students enrolled term by term;
(2) their credit status;
(3) the types of appointments which they hold; and
(4) their payroll, budgets indicated by number.

b. Titles of theses and dissertations from 1970 onward, with names of preceptors, and with reports of readers when such reports are available.

c. Names of recipients of doctorates since 1965 and the information which is available on their subsequent careers.

d. Faculty involved (total and FTE).

e. Faculty strength:
   (1) publications and/or other indications of professional productivity;
   (2) textbooks and popular articles;
   (3) professional societies: officerships, awards;
   (4) consultancies; paid and public service; and
   (5) honors and special achievements.

f. Research support for the faculty, prorated to FTE involvement:
   (1) from external sources; and
   (2) from internal University sources.

g. Maturity and development of the program:
   (1) number and location of other comparable programs;
   (2) subfields within the program;
   (3) related, supporting, and dependent programs within the University;
   (4) summary of courses offered within the program with enrollment histories; and
   (5) summary of course changes, additions, and deletions through the past ten years.
Example 2: Some Criteria for the Evaluation of Organized Research Programs

The memorandum quoted below reflect the experience of an academic administrator responsible for a number of programs oriented primarily to research. (See above, p. 27, note 10a). Responsibility of this kind includes the preparation, negotiation, and modification of budgets; and thus implies a degree of control over the disposition of institutional resources. Such offices are appropriately termed administrative, rather than managerial, for they do not confer authority to cancel or curtail commitments previously entered into or to infringe upon adjacent programs. Their influence is effective in the redispersion of whatever fraction of total pertinent resources may at any time become disengaged, in the application of efforts to acquire new resources, and in the adjustment of activities to diminishing resources. The relationship between Example 1 above, and Example 2 cited here parallels the relationship between an academic governing body, in this instance the Council of a Graduate Faculty, and a responsible administrative officer.

As promised some time ago, I agreed to list my personal criteria for the evaluation of organized research in a university. I do so with some knowledge of the risks involved and an awareness that several of the ideas are unpopular in certain parts of the University. However, only when individuals are willing to reveal, list, define, discuss and collate their "prejudices," can we arrive at a working set of standards to satisfy the current need. Surely such a set of criteria each with a brief rationale would go far to assure an evenhanded appraisal of organized research not only by an evaluating committee but by the person or persons who must finally make budgetary decisions.

It is desirable to distinguish the criteria to be applied to a program from those that might be used to evaluate the research per se or the researchers. The latter are more likely to be subjective and are best applied in a peer group evaluation as suggested by Professor Liebowitz (pp. 29-30).

The following list has no priority order:

1. Contribution to the Graduate Program of the University
   (a) Number of terms of graduate students supported each year and dollar value of stipends, grants-in-aid for graduate students.
   (b) Number of graduate students for whom the faculty in the research program served as advisors or committee chairmen: Number of faculty members serving on graduate student committees. Student-credit-hours generated by faculty in 600 courses.
   (c) List of graduate students receiving direct aid from the program's resources-supplies, equipment, travel and other research expenses. Dollar value of this contribution to the graduate program.
   (d) List of theses completed over the past five years by graduate students supported by the program. List of publications based on these theses.

A matrix of the above parameters shows, at a glance, the involvement of the faculty in the graduate programs of the University. A dollar value can be assigned to (b) and when added to those in (a) and (c) can be used to determine the percentage of the research program's resources devoted to graduate studies. If the percentage is low, the University's sponsorship of the program must be justified on some other basis.

2. Composition of Program Personnel

(a) Number and full-time-equivalents (FTE) of faculty with professorial ranks (tenure-track).

(b) List of postdoctoral term appointees including the disciplines and universities granting the degrees.

(c) Number of "permanent" faculty appointees in the research ranks.

(d) Number of staff, clerical and technical service personnel.

The composition of the program personnel will indicate the extent of autonomy of the unit. A de-emphasis of professorial faculty indicates a tendency to drift away from the academic community and to build a full-time professional staff, possibly to fulfill commitments to programs of outside sponsors. The post-doctoral fellow with an excellent background is invaluable in the training of graduate students and frequently necessary to maintain quality and quantity of research accomplishment. Also, a reasonable ratio of staff support, clerical, etc., is easily justified. However, a large fraction of resources devoted to (b), (c) and (d) would suggest that the program might be separated from the University without detrimental effect.

3. Societal Demand and Program Uniqueness

(a) List of similar programs at the fifty leading research universities. Faculty size and brief description of each can sometimes be obtained from university catalogs.

(b) List of employers and description of positions accepted by graduates over the past five years.

(c) Research funding at the national and state levels for research appropriate to the program. List of agencies and amount of funding (from published budgets or expenditures).

(d) Fraction of the potential funding awarded on an annual basis to the Penn State Program. List of awards, agency, principal investigator and amounts.

There is always the question whether a university should tailor its programs to available funding and usually a compromise must be reached. A program for which major funding is available (c) will soon experience keen competition (a) and then must be judged on how well it can attract the available funding (d). A program for which little or no outside funding
is available will likely be unique with little competition from other universities. Justification for University funding will depend on unique research experience (b).

4. Quality of the Research (Researchers)

(a) List of publications in well-recognized national or international periodicals with peer review or in books by well-established publishing houses.

(b) A rating of each of the above publications based on the amount of substantive material that is novel. (Is there a significant addition to the store of knowledge or theory in contrast to little new knowledge, much verbiage and promise of research to come?)

(c) Evidence of favorable citations in publications by peers.

(d) Honors, awards and citations of individual researchers including sabbatical leaves and how they were spent.

Although the evaluation of research quality is largely subjective and best made by peer review, a fair impression can be gained by the non-expert from this reasonably objective material (a-d) if sufficient time is devoted to the reading (in contrast to counting) of the published research.

5. Viability of the Program

(a) List of seminars, workshops, and conferences in which the faculty and students participated as a group.

(b) List of proposals submitted jointly by more than one faculty member.

(c) List of publications with joint or multiple faculty authorship.

(d) Description of shared space, equipment and other facilities, particularly to provide faculty interaction and opportunity for graduate students to interact with other faculty and students.

(e) List of grants and contracts including sources and amounts of non-university research support that is believed to depend on the existence of the program in contrast to the individual faculty members.

(f) An assessment of cooperative spirit, morale and leadership.

This material should provide justification for the organization of the particular individuals. What is gained by their interaction? Do they indeed interact?

6. Centrality to the Purposes or Mission of the University

(a) Statement of program objectives.

(b) Are the activities in accord with the objectives?

(c) Is the program of a peripheral nature upon which little other research or instruction depends?
Two addresses to the review of programs have been cited:

1. A set of procedures by which a faculty proposes to maintain systematic and continuing examination of its own activities.

2. A set of criteria by which a responsible administrative officer undertakes to evaluate the activities with which he is concerned.

The two differ markedly. However, their differences do not imply conflict. On the contrary, the efforts of academic officials to arrive at well-informed judgments find appropriate alliance in dispositions of faculty to consider problems of institutional proportion, balance, and emphasis. A number of universities (See note 20, page 50 above) have demonstrated regard for the academic program as defining the unitary scale on which these two perspectives can be brought to bear cooperatively and effectively. Program review is at any rate the frontier on which advances are being made. The success with which it can be sustained over long periods of time and through changes in the societal climate for education and research remains to be seen, as does its capacity for disruptive judgments. However, it involves the professional populations who have the competency to make the necessary judgments. They have accepted the involvement. This is apparently the most promising direction in which to seek improvement.
ETHICAL CRITERIA:

Research frequently involves faculty members in relationships external to the university and with agencies whose purposes are different from those of the university. For this reason many of the universities committed to organized research have found it necessary to define standards of conduct appropriate in these relationships and to establish procedures by which these standards can be made effective. Typical among the several formulations of general principles of this kind is a pamphlet entitled Report of the Committee on Criteria for Acceptance of Sponsored Research in the Faculty of Arts and Sciences, Harvard University 1970. The Harvard report proposes six "Principles" which serve to define the area of ethical concern. They are as follows:

1. Any research agreement between the University and an external sponsor must have obtained some form of sanction in advance. The purpose of this sanction is to assure that the research conforms to the administrative and fiscal policies of the University, and to the present principles, and that it does not conflict with the rights of other scholars in the University, nor with other University commitments.

2. The sources of sponsorship and the purpose of the research must be of such a nature that they can be publicly disclosed.

---


3. The University will not undertake to grant any special or exclusive information to a research sponsor, nor will it accept research which carries security classification, requires security clearance of University personnel, or otherwise precludes general publication of results.

4. All research projects must be undertaken with the clear understanding that the investigators concerned have the full right to publish any results obtained by them, subject only to established safeguards for the protection of privacy or confidentiality of personal data.

5. Any results obtained and any papers published or lectures given by investigators on research projects are the sole responsibility of the investigator concerned, and Harvard provides no institutional endorsement of the work of the sponsor.

6. All research on living animals and on human subjects should follow the safeguards established by the University for such work.

In the Report each of these summary statements is developed in a paragraph or more of illustration and discussion. Similar illustrations and discussions have been developed in a considerable and growing body of literature and in the agenda of faculties and of professional associations. Parallel with this discussion, and emerging from it, have been new regulations and organizational structures designed to meet the problems which have arisen and to hold research to conformity with appropriate values and standards. Some areas of ethical concern have proved amenable to university-wide administration and to regulation through agencies of state and national government. No other administrative functions exclusively focused on research are at the present time more explicitly organized and established in the universities than those which arise from ethical considerations. In fact, no better way to understand the ethical aspects of research appraisal presents itself than that of surveying the offices in which responsibility of this kind is vested on university campuses. It is unlikely, of course, that any two universities would have identical administrative structures for these purposes, but the delegations of specified responsibility reflected in the following enumeration may be regarded as typical. This enumeration is made without regard for the overall hierarchy of university administration.
In order to assist authors of proposals, particularly with respect to the preparation of their budgets, to protect the university against commitments which intrude upon or contravene its overall mission, and to assure sponsors that their requirements are fully taken account of, universities maintain central control of all contracts with external agencies. Offices designed to serve this function are strictly regularized and given full authority within defined limits.

A recognized device by which the demands of research are accommodated within the overall functions of the university is that of indirect costs, or "overhead." Application of this device to the particular requirements of individual research proposals and interpretation of pertinent regulations is a function of the office of contract negotiation. For this reason the office is sometimes misunderstood by faculty members to be exclusively a fiscal agency. Its basic purpose, however, is essentially ethical and corresponds with the intent of the first of the Harvard "Principles" quoted above. Financial surveillance is placed chiefly in provisions for institutional acceptance of funds presented in support of research, usually through an Office of Treasurer, and in detailed accountancy for each project, usually through an Office of Controller.

Offices of contract negotiation are subject to limitation of authority in that they cannot approve proposals which are not accompanied by formal assurance from academic officers that the proposed research can be accomplished without depreciation of other activities. To the same general effect, approval by the president of the university is required for proposals involving certain kinds of commitments.

The University president must approve those proposals calling for funding of $1 million or more; providing for the establishment of new centers, institutes, laboratories, or new academic disciplines; incorporating use of University land; requiring new University money as matching funds (money not obtainable from established departmental or intercollege research unit budgets);
and calling for establishment of new tenure track positions. The president's approval is also required for the submission of any proposal involving classified research.24

Offices of Deans and Conflict of Interest

In December 1964 a joint statement was issued by the American Association of University Professors and the American Council on Education on Preventing Conflicts of Interest in Government-Sponsored Research at Universities. This statement cites statutes (18 U.S.C. 202-209 as amended) and a President's memorandum of May 2, 1963 (Preventing Conflicts of Interest on the Part of Special Government Employees) as summarizing restrictions which apply to faculty members when they are employed on a temporary or consultative basis by a federal agency. The thrust of the statement is to recommend extension of these restrictions by action of the universities themselves so that all sponsored research, whether or not the researchers are in federal employ, would be subject to them. The recommendation suggests formal administrative controls to be achieved through joint administrative-faculty action.

In fact, central offices of the kind indicated by the statement have not been established at many, possibly not at any, universities during the decade since the statement was promulgated. The statement itself, however, has retained considerable currency,25 and the ends which it seeks to achieve are generally found to be acceptable. It appears that academic administrators - deans, department chairmen, directors of institutes - are judged to be better situated to deal with the wide variety of relationships capable of occurring in the many different areas of activity than would be a central office working with a complex code of rules.

24 Policy and Procedure in Research. The Pennsylvania State University, 1974, p. 9

25 Ibid., pp. 29-30
Central administrative participation in this aspect of research control, except when particular problems arise which require adjudication, is in the maintenance of an Office of Publications Records through which all research activities within the university are made matters of public knowledge. Books, articles, papers, and other professional activities of faculty, staff, and graduate students — including all master's and doctoral theses and reports to government agencies — are listed in periodically issued bibliographies and distributed without restriction. The open and public nature of research affords means for faculties to detect and control situations which might lead to private exploitation of research opportunities.

Review Committees for Research Using Human Subjects

All proposals of research in which human subjects are to be used are reviewed prior to submission to potential sponsors. For this purpose at Penn State University two faculty committees — the Biomedical Review Committee and the Behavioral and Social Sciences Review Committee — with the assistance of a permanent staff secretary, examine all such proposals to assure compliance with the principles and requirements of the policy of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare as published in the Federal Register. Without the approval of one of these committees, no proposal involving human subjects is permitted to be sent forward.

Health Physics Office

Research involving the use of dangerous equipment or substances — radioactive material, microwaves, lasers, or drugs specified in the Controlled Substances Act of 1970 — is monitored by technically trained staff in compliance with federal codes and subject to federal inspection.

Laboratory Animal Resources

Laboratory animals are procured and their use supervised by specifically designated officials working under the provisions of an institutional license issued by the U. S. Department of Agriculture and subject to federal inspection.
Vice President for Research and Graduate Studies,

All agencies of the kinds identified above are coordinated through central administrative authority variously represented in universities by vice-presidents, provosts, deans of graduate schools, or closely-related combinations of such offices in which special functions of research are supported and held in appropriate relationships with other functions of the university. Joined with research faculties through committees concerned with general policies and with detailed operations, these officers also maintain communication with agencies external to the university and are effective as centers both of authority and of information.

The responsibilities of one such officer are summarized briefly as follows:

At Penn State a high-quality and vigorous research program is essential for two reasons: (a) the search for new knowledge is one of the basic purposes of the University, and (b) the graduate program and the support and training of graduate students depend to a large degree on faculty-originated research. Graduate study and research are therefore closely interrelated.

The research organization is structured to provide necessary guidance and services. We provide assistance in locating appropriate funding sources, and help the proposal writer(s) in the planning and development of a budget within sponsor and University policies. Although some degree of organization is desirable and necessary, it is felt that the best organization in this regard is a minimum one. In this way, supportive services are available, yet the freedom of the individual investigator is preserved and an atmosphere established in which scholarship and creativity can flourish.

Despite disclaimers of managerial power, and of all disposition to acquire any such power, officers of universities enjoy a privileged overview of the many and diverse investigations, learnings, and judgments of which the daily experience of the university is made. Direct intercommunication between some elements of the university is often difficult. Between some of its more disparate parts communication is seldom attempted. Nevertheless, the university exists in aggregate as well as in its parts, and is susceptible, if not to rigid management, yet to

guidance and to adaptations required by the society which it is designed to serve.

In the complex process by which universities change their dispositions and emphases, administrative judgment appears in forms ranging from acknowledgment of a committee report to command decisions, and it is seldom without effect. Academic authority is closely linked to superior knowledge.

There are very few societal structures in which administrative authority is necessarily vested in so many different levels of organization. With regard to research, the hierarchy of essential decisions involves a range of competencies from the technically explicit to broad considerations of societal need. To expect that in every instance this complex of judgments will be correctly and comprehensively resolved by any agency whatever would be visionary. However, it is not unreasonable to maintain that the way in which the kinds of problems characteristic of a university are addressed by the university is literally the only way that affords a possibility of success. By applying firm rules where rules are applicable, by assuring open access to information concerning all programs, by careful selection and approach to new problems, and all with the guiding purpose of building an institutional capacity to meet the necessities of society as they develop, the universities have served the nation well. This fact must be well understood before the necessary task of making them serve the nation better can be profitably undertaken.

On the other hand, systematic appraisal of specific research projects as they progress is not maintained on a centralized and formal basis. Because of the models afforded in the monitoring of industrial research, especially in its developmental aspects, and because of the established practices of national foundations in the selection of proposals for funding, this omission may be perceived as delinquency. It is delinquency when standards are not maintained by other means. But one of the deeply respected academic freedoms is that of the researcher to try and fail on his own responsibility, also to try and to succeed.
"The qualities of independence and critical scholarship and leadership in basic theory, on which the whole research and development enterprise depends, will be threatened unless the central structure of the universities is made strong enough to sustain the structure of specialized research grants."

COLLEGIAL ORGANIZATION AND RESEARCH

Administrative structure in American universities is characterized by its array of colleges, each with its dean, faculties, budget, departments, assigned buildings, registry of students, and sometimes with its library, laboratories and other special instructional and research facilities. In contrast to European colleges, many of which began as corporate entities and retain as their primary trait a proprietary and comprehensive authority, American colleges are thought of as custodians of particular branches of knowledge, as if the encyclopedic university had been sorted into categories of information according to some universal taxonomy, like a library cataloguing system. In the same manner, colleges are divided into departments. Thus the structure of a university purports to recapitulate a structure of knowledge. A department may be thought of as the organizational manifestation of an integral intellectual discipline, one of a set of related disciplines constituting a rational aggregate.

This conception of academic structure has historical validity. Among the sets of factors influencing the complex course of events which has resulted in current patterns of academic organization there is one set which in its operations resembles taxonomic system. By the effect of this set of factors chemistry, physics, and mathematics, for example, are recognized as distinct knowledges and modes of intellectual action. As a result, academic divisions appear to have the fixity of logical concepts. By extension of this impression, they appear to be static and uniform. They are thought to be static because deductive necessity compels structures of this kind to resist facts or concepts novel or alien to the sets of terms in which the disciplines were initially defined. They are thought to be uniform because all participate equally in conceptual insularity.

As a matter of fact, academic departments and colleges may or may not be static, depending upon other factors as well as on logical necessity. They are anything but uniform.
For example, a single college in a single fairly typical university looked at chronologically over a period of forty years appears in its bare organizational description, as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1930</th>
<th>School of Chemistry and Physics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Chemistry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Physics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1950</th>
<th>School of Chemistry and Physics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Chemical Engineering</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Chemistry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Petroleum Refining Laboratory</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Physics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1970</th>
<th>College of Science</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Astronomy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Biochemistry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Biology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Biophysics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Chemistry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Cryogenic Laboratory</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Mathematics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Microbiology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Physics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Statistics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One element in this chronology of change is that of the growth of the university in physical size and numbers of faculty and students. The condition of growth must be assumed as basic to this and to other universities during the period of time which is under consideration. Other elements were also operative, and even in rudimentary evidence such as that cited above their effects are apparent. For example:

Expansion of the School to include Chemical Engineering and a Petroleum Refining Laboratory is indicative of awareness of problems in applied science and of appropriate adjustments with regard to the School of Engineering, which at the time consisted of departments of Civil, Electrical, Industrial, and Mechanical Engineering, with

1The major divisions of the University were:

In 1930: Schools of Agriculture, Chemistry and Physics, Education, Engineering; Liberal Arts, Mineral Industries, and Physical Education and Athletics.


In 1970: Colleges of Agriculture; Arts and Architecture; Business Administration; Earth and Mineral Sciences; Education, Engineering, Health, Physical Education, and Recreation; Human Development; Liberal Arts; and Science.
some additional specialized laboratories and a department of
Architecture. By 1970 Chemical Engineering had been removed to the
College of Engineering.

Assimilation of programs in biosciences to the College of
Science from the College of Agriculture was an effect of general
reorganization of the university. The identification of certain
"Core Colleges," as distinct from "Professional Colleges," was a
movement in the direction of disciplinary emphasis. To a similar
effect, biophysics, an interdisciplinary field which had registered
solid achievement, was elevated to departmental independence. Computer
Science and the Cryogenic Laboratory provided means for the adap-
tation of new technologies to a variety of fields. Statistics,
formerly a part of the department of Mathematics, was given
separate identity both to encourage independent growth of the
discipline and to gain adaptability to a wide variety of problems
in the social and other sciences. Mathematics also changed colleges
- from Liberal Arts to Science.

A detailed history of the organizational changes reflected here would of
necessity be very long and very complex. Shifts in the urgency of public concern
for particular areas of research, deliberate governmental policy decisions,
accidents of personality among associated scientists, of the designs of buildings,
and of student interests would be influential from time to time. Constant would
be the pressure of concern for the vitality and quality of proved modes of
scientific inquiry and for effectiveness in addressing a broad range of problems
of knowledge. It would be a history of change. Although in 1950 departments of
physics and of biology might both have hesitated to consider acquiring a colleague
in biophysics, fewer than twenty years were required to see him established in
a department of his own, and possibly hesitant in his turn to welcome the latest
maverick in his science.

Through the forty years, and in this particular university, chemistry and
physics remain apparent constants, a remarkably long run for organizational
entitlements. But their stability of name has not deterred internal development.
The people involved have changed, of course; students and faculty. And the science
has changed. When a chemist of 1970 uses the phrase "the discipline" he means
something quite different from what his predecessor of 1930 meant by the same phrase, although connotations of discriminating standards, of stability, and of continuity are common to both.

A symptom of stasis or atrophy within a scientific discipline is the avoidance of questions to which answers are not already available. A reasonably high degree of sophistication in a science is necessary to frame such questions, or to recognize them when they are framed. With this sophistication, the prodding of societal need, of industrial or economic opportunity, or of simple competitiveness in understanding makes for the growth of knowledge, for the development of people capable of working in new technologies, and for expansion of intellectual disciplines. One sign that these effects have in fact accrued is the elaboration of colleges, which far from being static have reason to be concerned with "proliferation" of courses, programs, and research initiatives.

Nor are colleges uniform.

Basic differences of attitude and function are apparent in the magnitudes of colleges, in their awards of graduate relative to undergraduate degrees, and in their productivity of research. Differences less easily codified appear in the contrasts between, for example, a gallery show of an artist's work, stabilization of a new forage crop by horticulturists, and publication of geochemical research in a refereed journal. Colleges serve different constituencies, with whom they maintain relationships of different kinds, and they are maintained by resources of different derivations.

With regard to administrative functions directly related to research the colleges are similar in that each has a designated officer, for example an associate dean for research, whose responsibilities and activities are determined on the one hand by the character of the faculties and disciplines of his college.

See page 75.
### Colleges 1971-72

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>No. of Professors</th>
<th>Undergraduate Degrees Awarded</th>
<th>Graduate Degrees Awarded</th>
<th>Publications 1972-73</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>239 (69%)</td>
<td>111 (31%)</td>
<td>578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arts and Architecture</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>200 (82%)</td>
<td>44 (18%)</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Administration</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>874 (86%)</td>
<td>145 (14%)</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earth and Mineral Sciences</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>167 (56%)</td>
<td>132 (44%)</td>
<td>287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>1221 (69%)</td>
<td>502 (31%)</td>
<td>258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>620 (72%)</td>
<td>247 (28%)</td>
<td>278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health, Physical Education and Recreation</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>161 (81%)</td>
<td>39 (19%)</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Development</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>556 (90%)</td>
<td>65 (10%)</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberal Arts</td>
<td>424</td>
<td>1683 (84%)</td>
<td>341 (16%)</td>
<td>548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science</td>
<td>356</td>
<td>682 (73%)</td>
<td>256 (27%)</td>
<td>238</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and on the other by his association with colleagues in other colleges in an Administrative Committee on Research and through this association with the central research administration of the university.

The differences of situation in which these several officers function are such that consideration of them under any strictly schematized set of terms could be seriously misleading. On an organizational chart each college occupies a box like that which contains each of the others. In fact they are more different than the chart implies. In order to keep their individualities in perspective, the several offices are here described on the basis of interviews with the associate deans for research of ten colleges. The interviews were not systematically disciplined, but four general topics were used as points of reference and to structure the protocols which constitute the record. The general topics were these:

1. Definition of research policy.
2. Development of climate conducive to research.
3. Characteristic modes of recording and reporting research.
4. Evaluation of research.

The protocols which follow are not self-descriptions. They were written by the interviewers and reviewed by the persons interviewed, who do not object to their use for the purposes of this study.

3 Henry W. Sams and William E. Toombs
Research Policy

A published statement entitled The Role and Responsibilities of the College of Agriculture defines the policies of the College with respect to its total mission. Published in 1965, the statement continues to be regarded as current and valid. With respect to research, the importance of the application of new knowledge is recognized, and this recognition is reflected in the definition of six areas of research emphasis:

1. Efficiency in the production and distribution of agricultural products,
2. Improvements in the quality of agricultural products,
3. Allocation, development, and use of land, water, and wildlife resources,
4. Institutions and services at local, county, and state levels,
5. Public policies and programs relating to agriculture,
6. Human health and well-being as related to nutrition and the safety of food supplies.

This emphasis is reflected also in the organizational structure of the Agricultural Experiment Station, with its Division of Plant Science, Division of Animal Science, and Departments of Agricultural Education, Agricultural Engineering, and Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology. Probably because of a long history and stable funding, research in Agriculture is maturely institutionalized.

Faculty of the Graduate Research Council, a representative agency of the graduate faculty in Agriculture, works in rapport with the Research Administration consisting of the Associate Dean for Research and three of his assistants.

"Blue sky" research planning is restricted by the influence of governing legislation, state and national, and by the impact of practical problems arising in all aspects of actual agricultural production as reported by field agents or directly by the industries themselves. Nevertheless, the Experiment Station Staff and agricultural faculty of the Research Council are attentive to those aspects of projects which lead into basic scientific research. The Department's of Biochemistry, Botany, Microbiology, and Zoology, although administratively placed in the College of Science, retain specific fiscal and personal connections with Agriculture. In the
increasing dependence upon research "teams" the qualification of members in
terms of basic sciences is of primary importance. Similarly members of the
agricultural faculty collaborate on projects based in the disciplinary departments
and in research institutes.

Climate

It is assumed as a basis of daily operation that members of the faculty of
the College of Agriculture are available for assignment to teaching for
approximately 20% of their time as needed, and that the remainder of their time
is committed to research. This assumption alone would account for the high
degree of professional focus which characterizes the College, and to it must
be added the effects of the farms, herds, flocks, and ongoing activities in actual
food production and testing. Here research is closely related to the development
of product and procedure and to the level of feasible marketing.

For example, the large problem of automating mushroom production to the
extent that would make competition with foreign, cheap-labor producers practicable
was addressed in 1968. Step by step the technology has been developed, with research
production on an automated basis in 1971 and a target of commercial production
in 1975. This undertaking involves the work of a team including a plant
pathologist, an entomologist, an economist, and an engineer. In the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania mushroom growing is a multi-million dollar industry.

Similarly the highly pragmatic problem of the use on agricultural lands of
sludge from sewage treatment plants led to a secondary question as to the effect
absorption of heavy metals such as cadmium by plants, and of possible dangers
to human health accruing from excessive cadmium in diet. How to assay the
cadmium content of plant tissue is a basic question in chemical technique. This
situation is cited as indicative of the ways in which mission-oriented research
relates to the scientific disciplines.
The research climate is influenced also by the public nature of the agricultural undertaking and of the extensive communications system within which it functions. Details of this system will be dealt with below, but it should be acknowledged that the individual researcher is keenly aware of the immediacy with which his results become known throughout his natural audience and may be converted into productive action.

Reporting

All research in the College of Agriculture is conceived of in a project format, and the analysis of projects is so pervasive a pattern of thought that it takes priority over other modes of consideration. Even the "Jordan Fertility Plots," a research facility maintained without interruption for over fifty years, have project status, and the many changes of purpose and application which have marked their career are articulated by redefinition of their specific research functions from time to time.

This mode of thought is reflected in the complex system of publication and reportage by which the progress and products of research in the College are made available to a variety of audiences. Basic to this system are two series referred to as Bulletins and Progress Reports:

Bulletins are reports of finished research distributed to the interested public, free of charge, through the offices of County Extension Agents and directly upon request from the office of the Director of the Agricultural Experiment Station. One bulletin each year is the Annual Report of the Experiment Station and includes a short-title inventory of all bulletins, progress reports, journal articles published during the fiscal year, a list of ongoing research projects, and a list of all new gifts, grants, and contracts received during the same period. Except for the Annual Report, which contains only bibliographical and reference information, Bulletins provide specific reports addressed to the potential user, whether he be farmer, distributor, nutritionist, or functionary in a social or governmental agency. In the year 1971-72 seven such Bulletins were published, bringing the total number of items in the series to 788. Back issues are retained for continued distribution until they are exhausted. Most issues numbered below 691 are no longer available for new distribution.
Progress Reports are used primarily to release recently obtained information to special interest groups. In some instances information originating elsewhere than on the Experiment Station is included. Intended for potential users of the information, they are made available at the offices of County Extension Agents and in response to direct enquiry. Twelve such Progress Reports were issued during the year 1971-72, bringing the total number in the series to 329.

Journal articles provide the established mode of communication with other scientists. During the year 1971-72 one hundred and seventy-six such articles were published by members of the faculty, some of them in collaboration with colleagues in the College of Human Development or in the departments of Biochemistry, Biology, or Microbiology of the College of Science. Since 1966 communication among scientists in this area has been improved by the creation of the Current Research Information System (CRIS), a comprehensive information storage and retrieval system designed to provide agricultural scientist-researchers and agricultural research administrators ready access to data on approximately 25,000 current research projects at State Agricultural Experiment Stations and Department of Agriculture work units. This system reduces the time lag in communication between scientists who have work in progress that may prove to be duplicative or mutually-supportive.

Evaluation of Research Activity

As they are perceived by the associate dean for research, procedures for the evaluation of research projects in the college are "less formal than they should be." Projects are initiated with specific schedules for completion, normally from three to five years. The associate dean's committee advises on the termination of each project, consulting in each instance with the appropriate department head. Responsibility for the mounting of new research projects and for the modification or redefinition of existing projects rests primarily upon the initiative of individual faculty members. Their professional judgment is basic to all decisions having to do with the content and quality of research activity.
Several factors in the situation of the College tend to compel cooperation and consultation in research decisions, and to the degree that they are effective, the initiative of the individual researcher is supplemented. Most noticeable among these factors, possibly because of the relative recency of its prominence, is the need for several professional competencies in the resolution of a single set of problems. The utility of research teams has become increasingly compelling in recent years. For this reason, administrative participation, if for no other function than that of identification of appropriate individuals through a number of departments or divisions of the University, has increased. Also, as a condition of its stable funding, the College is accountable to agencies of government and of society in a more immediate and specific way than are other research agencies.

Mediation between the research project on the one hand and its sponsors and potential users on the other is an administrative function. Thus in the appraisal of research quality several points of view are pertinent.

In making representations of research priorities to legislative committees of the Commonwealth, the Associate Dean and his advisers are guided by three general criteria:

1. Is the project one for which the College can supply superior expertise?
2. Does the project reflect the concerns of field agents and of other informants directly involved in practical agriculture?
3. Is the project presented in terms that demonstrate its pertinence to the interests represented by the members of the legislature?

It is important that these appraisals presuppose and are based upon prior appraisals which occur within the context of actual research performance. The researcher's immediate colleagues, his department head, professional peers at other institutions who read his reports and articles, and those who use his findings in practice build detail by detail understanding of the nature and the quality of his work. To a degree his own conception of his range of effectiveness is influenced by the growth of this understanding. The brilliant "break-through"
scientist may at times encounter criticism which he ought to ignore, but if his capacities are genuine he is usually able to go the way that his insights lead him. Explicit institutional sanctions, such as denial of tenure and termination of appointment, occur when the demonstration of accomplishment is judged to be inadequate.

Because of the obvious importance of agricultural research as public service, external sources of criticism, both of the entire research enterprise and of particular programs or projects, are seldom wanting. It would be remarkable if in so large an undertaking they were never justified. Not infrequently the topics which arise in connection with the evaluation of activities within a particular institution reflect this more general discussion.
Research Policy

In a college many of whose faculty members are habituated through experience to individual creative and scholarly work and performance, the concept of organized research, with its implications of planning, budgeting, and scheduling, is strange and to a degree forbidding. A governing policy of the College of Arts and Architecture has emerged quite naturally from these attitudes. The policy is that of encouraging faculty members to explore and consider developing those aspects of their research and creative work which are amenable to organized procedures. No derogation of the accustomed patterns of work is necessarily intended, although derogation may be at times inferred.

Responsibilities of the Assistant Dean for Research has no reference to graduate instruction, the emphasis of his work being clearly on research development. He works, however, in cooperation with the Assistant Dean for Continuing Education, with whom he shares concern for activities which are post-baccalaureate and which are for the most part externally funded. The primary resource for research in the College is the faculty itself, which with its commitment to teaching is with some exceptions unaccustomed to dependency upon grants and contracts.

Climate

In keeping with the policies outlined above, the Assistant Dean for Research works with a Committee on Research and Creative Projects which consists of representatives of each of the six departments of the College. This Committee is active, and has developed a handbook by whose use members of the faculty can familiarize themselves with procedures by which proposals can be prepared and projects initiated. Similarly, a unique procedure has been devised consisting of a "Contract Log" by which faculty members are encouraged by either of two
routes to look outside the University for support and assistance with their plans, and to do so with the assumption of cooperation from local research administration.

The research climate is also affected by the Institute of Arts and Humanistic Studies, an interdisciplinary agency within the University which is capable of providing some research support from its own resources and which, in addition, can give assistance in developing external support.

The Assistant Dean for Research seeks also to maintain constructive relationships with the several department heads, who find their first responsibility in providing instructional programs of high quality. Commitments of faculty time to research projects must be balanced with the demands of the classroom and studio, and in a faculty of relatively few members the appropriate balance is sometimes difficult to maintain. Also, in an area whose potential for research support is comparatively meager, there is some dependence upon "departmental research," the temporary or occasional reappropriation of instructional time.

Reporting

On request, the Assistant Dean for Research can quickly prepare a list of research projects currently active in the College, but there is no established system within the College for reporting research activity, nor is the subject as yet large or complex enough to require systematic procedures. It is entirely likely that activities of significance are going forward that are not accessible for a listing of the kind that is now practicable. Fiscal accountancy separate from or supplementary to that of the College as a whole does not appear to be warranted, and the practice of maintaining strict project by project records has not developed.
Some projects thought of as research, such as those in highway landscape development and the effective utilization of mobile homes, and studies in the history of art, appear to fall within familiar patterns of contractual research. Others, such as art exhibits, concerts, dance recitals, and theatrical performances involve long preparation and complex organizational effort, but the characteristics they have in common with organized research are not in all instances recognized. Deliberate cultivation of a project model entails the danger of inhibiting necessary improvisational aspects of independent creative activity. The recent creation of national funding agencies in the humanities introduces additional factors into the situation and additional opportunities. The course of future development in this area appears to be one in which definition of several different kinds of activities will be refined and procedures for their articulation recognized. The problem is not exactly parallel with that in science. For example, review of proposals by peer groups takes on a different significance when one moves from chemistry into painting or musical composition. Conspicuous talent in the performing arts, on the other hand, is often more quickly recognized, and by more people, than talent in the sciences.

Evaluation

The Committee for Research and Creative Activity has explicitly critical functions with respect to proposals and applications for support from internal funds. It assists also in the preparation of recommendations to be reviewed by the selection committee of the Institute for Art and Humanistic Study, which exercises an additional judicial function. Constructive criticism of artistic performances, exhibitions, and scholarly works is one of the basic functions of the College as a whole.
There is no officially vested authority for making evaluations of creative work. At the same time, there is probably in this College less reluctance to utter sharp judgments than in any other area of the University. Critical debate is an accepted way of life, and every participant is aware of his own susceptibility to appraisal.
Research Policy

Until the 1950's research in business colleges generally was characterized by the work of "Business Bureaus," agencies which collected local or regional business statistics and published or otherwise disseminated them for use in the business community. The Gordon Howe Report, funded by the Ford Foundation, and the Pearson Report, funded by the Carnegie Foundation, advised revision or modification of this activity. In addition, the functions of the bureaus were to a great extent and in most areas taken over by state governments, and in Pennsylvania this shift of responsibility has taken place. Monthly analyses of the economy of the Commonwealth continue to emanate from the College, but the main thrust of effort since 1950's has been toward substitution for the bureau functions an "institute" for faculty research more basic in emphasis and with increased identification with the disciplines of economics, statistics, psychology, sociology, and government.

This development has been influenced also by a marked increase of concern for problems encountered in government and a commensurate reduction of emphasis upon the conduct of private and corporate business. This change has been sufficiently marked to prompt some colleges of business - for example, that at the University of Missouri - to omit the word "business," with its connotations, from their official titles, substituting such terms as "organization" and "management."

Despite the clear tendency toward change, the process should not be regarded as having been completed. There has been some reaction. Heavy instructional responsibilities - 2,400 undergraduate and over 300 graduate students with a permanent faculty of 64 persons - qualify research concentration of any kind. The situation is transitional, and the disposition of the College appears to be to continue along the directions indicated by the Howe and Pearson reports.
Climate

A College Research Committee of five members is elected annually by the faculty of the College and functions under a faculty chairman to advise and monitor research activities within the College. The Director of the Center for Research, who maintains full involvement in teaching and research, is himself an elected member of this committee, and presumably could be omitted from its membership in any year if the faculty were so disposed. This committee reviews proposals submitted under the small-grants fund and intra-institutional research initiation grants. It does not review proposals designed for submission to external funding agencies.

The programs of the center for Research are designed to provide every practicable assistance in support of faculty research initiative. They are described in a "Faculty Newsletter" which was distributed to the faculty in September 1973. These support activities continue active, and demands upon staff time are heavy. Since proliferation of staff could only be undertaken at the expense of specific research projects, it is being resisted by the Director.

The faculty of this College is young. Only three of its members will reach retirement age in this decade. The sense of identification with departments is quite strong, and it is primarily on department heads and the Dean of the College that responsibility for new appointments, promotions, awards of tenure, etc., rests. Attempts by the Director of the Center for Research to form active "interest groups" cutting across departmental lines and focusing attention on promising areas of research, and of cooperation with research institutes and with other departments and colleges, have as yet not proved successful. Some cooperative research projects have been initiated, however, and are in progress, particularly with the College of Human Development, the Institute for Land and Water Resources, and the Center for Air Environment Studies.
The opinion exists that active pursuit of external support through contractual research is inhibited by the prevalence of the full-time (A) contract under which most members of the faculty of the College work. This opinion derives some support from recent experience of a change of basic faculty contract in the Department of Economics. It would appear, however, to be contradicted by the experience of faculties very active in sponsored research in which the full-time contract is practically universal.

**Reporting**

Except for periodic reports to the faculty of the College on internal and intra-institutional grants, no systematic project accounting is maintained in the College. Administrative assistance for the conduct of projects is maintained by the Center for Research, and through it all information necessary for responsible administration is kept readily available. The tendency to keep individual research projects in sharp definition is apparently not characteristic of the College.

One program of the Center for Research is that of the independent invitation, selection, publishing, and marketing of studies of monograph length. Manuscripts are accepted from outside the College on the basis of internal review. Manuscripts submitted by the College faculty are submitted to external review. The rate of publication is one or two monographs per year, with some restraints occasioned by the high costs of book production, particularly for books incorporating highly complex quantitative data.

Similarly the monthly economic analysis of the Commonwealth is sold, principally to institutional buyers, and otherwise disseminated through press releases, and through radio and video tapes. Receptivity to this material, which is reminiscent of the old bureau functions, continues good. Quarterly issues are focused on regional analyses, and annually an issue summarizes data.
for the Commonwealth as a whole. This service is maintained principally through the work of an editor, a statistical clerk who also provides service as a programmer, and two secretaries.

Individual faculty members do not consistently succeed in developing programs of activity in which their teaching, research, consulting and work in continuing education are mutually supportive. The impression that this faculty is more susceptible than others to disparate or conflicting responsibilities exists, but apparently without factual substantiation.

Evaluation

The functions of research administration in the College are primarily developmental, designed to encourage research activity rather than to appraise research results. Through the monitoring of internal grants, the publications program, and administrative assistance in the preparation of proposals, critical advice is brought to bear. In addition, there are the informal judgments of conversational exchange and individual publications.

The strong professional sanctions appear to be administered by department heads and the Dean of the College, with advice of their committees, and with regard for the candidate's total performance. The judgments are expressed in personnel decisions - promotions, awards of tenure, and the like. In some instances, but not characteristically, members of the faculty are exposed to appraisal of their work by external committees of peers.

The College as a whole, on the other hand, is subject to periodic review by accrediting teams under procedures agreed upon by the profession at large. Organized research or individual research productivity are not primary among the emphases of these reviews, but they are taken into consideration.
Research Policy

Policy affecting research in the College of Earth and Mineral Sciences reflects a primary concern for the development of understanding in a complex body of knowledge, theoretical and technical, in which both students and faculty participate. The instructional programs derive their quality in large part from the effects of continuing research, but they also pose conditions under which research which does not contribute more or less directly to this quality is inhibited. This being true, it is important that responsibility for decision with respect to directions and emphases in research rests principally with those most immediately engaged in the disciplines which are taught, that is, with the faculty members themselves. The advance of a science is a product of the impact of new discovery upon established knowledge, a process in which the intelligence of the scientist himself is the indispensable agency. "Management" of this process consists primarily of preventing extraneous matters, including management, from interfering with it.

The College of Earth and Mineral Sciences may be characterized as having a practical bias. Its interests naturally and frequently lead to areas of scientific concern which are also areas of concern for government, industry, and the society at large. If the society were not one of considerable scientific sophistication, this circumstance might imply difficult conflicts of interest. Conflicts of interest do occur. But the concerns of society, the disposition of public resources available for the support of research, constitute legitimate factors in the problem of how research energies should be expended. Faculty members should be free to choose and to direct their own research programs within the limitations of available support.
This freedom is qualified by the fact that the development of the faculty itself is in part a product of administrative decision. Faculty members are selected for initial appointment and for retention and promotion on the basis of a complex of considerations derived from the structure of instructional and research programs. However such decisions are made, whether by peer-group evaluation, administrative decision, or a combination of both, they are in their effects policy decisions and determine scientific capabilities of a faculty over relatively long periods of time. The composition of a departmental or collegial faculty at any given moment reflects a number of decisions in which the policies governing the aggregate are implicit, and which to a degree communicate these policies to those who are in a position to understand them. Where general understanding of the rational purposes underlying complex educational agencies exists it is advantageous. However, such understanding can seldom be created by administrative fiat. It must be cultivated, and evoked. In this process administrative persuasion may play a valuable part.

Climate

The "climate," productive of research is in part emotional. Academic situations may be such as to produce an excessive number of "loners," individuals who pursue their own interests without much attention to the activities of their neighbors. Academic atmospheres are sometimes intensely competitive, involving both individuals and departments. The younger men may be subject to fear that they will not be able to make contributions sufficiently impressive to justify their retention and promotion. Such tensions can be reduced by making clear to everyone what is expected, what the effective standards and sanctions are. The younger men may be helped by encouragement and personal coaching, or by being put into contact with other scientists especially well qualified to help them. "Sink or swim" is a policy wasteful of human resources.
Personal assistance is most effective when it helps the individual to define research objectives, particularly in the development of specific proposals which may result in support of the research. This institutional participation in the formulation of research plans should not extend to terminal judgment. The scientist should have the prerogative of incurring his own rejections. Although the criticism of immediate neighbors is pertinent, and frequently helpful, to give it the authority of an external reviewing group would create an internal situation inimical to cooperative work.

Supporting services are an important aspect of the research climate. Such facilities as a machine shop, glass blowing, printing, stockroom, drafting, copying, budgeting and personnel services, expenditure accounting, and computer service free the researcher for concentration on his proper aspect of his problem. Provision of these services is an institutional responsibility, but one in which the individual researcher and his sponsors should participate to an appropriate degree. In such matters perceptive administrative guidance is invaluable.

An important aspect of the climate for research is the prevailing attitude of the college administration toward emphasis on research relative to other activities of the faculty, and the place of research accomplishment in the system of faculty evaluation and rewards.

Reporting

The effective definition of research activity in this College is an enumeration of projects. It is maintained in the form of abstracts of proposals. All proposals cross the desk of the Associate Dean for Research; an abstract of each is retained on a clipboard, and thus becomes an item in a current catalogue of research which is in prospect. When a proposal is approved and funded, its abstract is removed to a second clipboard, and it becomes an item in a current catalogue of research in progress. Proposals which are refused are removed to a third
collection and are available for analysis and criticism.

No summary reports are made on the basis of these accumulations. The contents of the clipboards are the record. However, they can be used, and are used, for special purposes. For example, currently in process of compilation is an inventory of all research grants and contracts, proposals, and areas of special interest in the College that are related to problems of energy. This inventory is being made in collaboration with the Associate Dean for Research of the College of Engineering and with the assistance of a technical editor. Its purpose is to demonstrate to agencies outside the University the capabilities of the University for research in problems related to energy. It reflects awareness of the energy crisis in the Nation, and of the intense competition with which research institutions will seek support from new resources which will be made available in this area. It will also have significance for researchers within the University, whose work may be sufficiently germane to make access to new resources attractive.

Evaluation

Although the effective description of research activity in the College is on a project by project basis, it is not on this basis that evaluation of research takes place. Each project is in due course evaluated, but not specifically within the agency in which the work is done. Reports are submitted to sponsors, whose judgments may not become apparent until the next or a subsequent proposal is submitted, but who nevertheless make effective judgments. Where there is publication in the scientific journals or in separate books or articles, there is the response of the scientific community. Where the result is procedural or methodological change, the pragmatic tests accrue. The College is attentive to all such responses. The stature of the scientist in terms of external judgments is known.

The sum of such external judgments may or may not be accepted. There is also the day-to-day judgment of colleagues, who may see in the individual's work a promise that he has not been able as yet to realize. They may see also a routine or dependent productivity that looks better to the world at large than it does to them. In any event, they register their judgments with respect to individuals rather than with respect to projects, although projects afford no insignificant part of their data. These judgments contribute to the decisions by which the membership of the research community is determined.

It is important that this process of internal criticism is seldom specifically confined to consideration of research. The individual is thought of and evaluated in all his activities, the weighting of factors being a function, more or less explicitly recognized, of the policies of the College. However, research is the one factor which, if it be of high quality, most surely guarantees the candidate's success. All others are riskier. It is in these terms that research is internally judged.
Research Policy

Research activities in the College of Education have been affected by two changes which are not fully understood within the University. First, funding from federal sources has increasingly been directed through channels of state and local governments and school boards. This means that tapping research funds requires continuous liaison and association with the operating units of school systems. Second, increasing teaching loads for faculty members generated by rising enrollments in the College have "squeezed out" that share of faculty time which was allocated for departmental research a few years ago. In effect this change has reduced a fundamental resource out of which research proposals and ideas can be developed by individual faculty members.

Much of the research policy which guides practice comes from the Trustees by way of Central Administration. Many of the features of an ad hoc research policy were codified this year in a statement prepared for program review by the Associate Dean and circulated in the fall of 1973. Normally policies on research have been formulated by an informal process and communicated to those members of the faculty who showed an active interest in research. Policy options left open to the College generally evolved from practice.

Operating policies in the College have focused on how the limited "hard money" could be most effectively used. The decision was made to concentrate on basic organizations to provide a foundation on which proposals and projects could be constructed. This is in keeping with the changing nature of research in education because preliminary efforts have to be well established before sound proposals can be made in most cases. Basic investments were made in the office of the Associate Dean for Research, the Computer Assisted Instruction ("CAI") Laboratory and CREWS (Center for Cooperative Research of Schools).
misimpression among the faculty that a pool of research funds is available for
distribution to support individual projects, within the college. There has been
a strong effort by the college to put forward proposals to the University
Research Initiation Grant Program but the misconception about research funds in
the college still persists. The research committee of the College of Education
has as its primary function the communication of information to the departments
and the sponsorship of College-wide activities which will enhance research. The
channels are quite specific and new research opportunities are directed toward
those individuals who are most likely to have an interest. The committee itself
does not review or screen proposals which go to sponsoring agencies.

Decisions on faculty personnel should reflect the intention of the college
particularly if it has an emphasis on research. In practice it has been
difficult, at times impossible, to insist on a strong research orientation when
individuals come up for promotions. There is in fact a disparity between what is
said about the importance of research and the visible facts of promotion and
tenure which reflect a mixed system of operational priorities. Crucial to an
effective research program is the introduction of incentives of some kind which
make it attractive and interesting for a faculty member to develop research
opportunities and activities. In summary, the operating policies of the college
emphasize the availability of seed money for small research operations in the
department budgets, the importance of programmatic research as against piecemeal
efforts, and dependence on the research committee for communication to and from
the departments.

Several times during the course of this conversation, a point of special
importance came up and it deserves to be noted here. When an organization has
multiple missions, several of which present insistent demands for commitment of
time and effort, then those activities which are not structured can be set aside.
The negative reinforcement of research in the College of Education during the last
decade has been created by the increasing instructional load of undergraduate
students and by the increasing need for service activities connected with cooperating school districts and other agencies.

Climate

Contact with extramural funding offices has been quite active and the information has been generally circulated. Within the last two years however, there have been fundamental changes within the Office of Education. Changing organization makes it impossible for one individual or even several to keep in close contact with funding opportunities. Individual faculty members are expected to get support for periodic exploratory trips to Washington from their department funds. In a similar way the identification of fruitful areas of research is viewed as a function of the department and the discipline rather than the college as a whole. Special effort has been made to keep research sponsorship diversified.

There is considerable organization flexibility in research operations, notably between research and continuing education. Each supports the other in practice. This arises in part because of the requirement in educational research for operating sites ("test plots") on which ideas and projects can be tested.

The development of proposals within the college by individuals receives considerable support. Advice and consultation with individuals preparing proposals comes from the associate dean and other experienced researchers within the College. The management and business side of research operations has been improved by the addition of an administrative assistant who is developing a comprehensive computer-based reporting system on the financial state of each project for the college.
Reporting

The basic unit of support within the College is the program based on
the idea set forth above that piecemeal research is less effective in
generating outside support. The fundamental administrative unit for research
as well as for instructional performance is the department. A few avenues of
joint cooperation have been developed either within the College or with other
colleges. There is a feeling that joint projects are cumbersome and
frequently generate imbalances that are detrimental to the interests of
all parties.

In developing an information system about research activities, it
may be advisable to include all those university and college activities that
are "funded in the research pattern." This would include activities which require
a basic investment before they can become self-supporting, such as continuing
education, public service projects. The most useful indicators for administration
of research are those which relate to the flow of funds. A "money monitoring
system" which would give accurate periodic reports would make it possible to track
the progress of most projects.

A quarterly report of all research, both in its proposed and funded stages,
is circulated and includes all continuing education and resident institution
projects.

Evaluation

Proposals by individual faculty members are reviewed by the Associate Dean
when the Clearancet Data Form is prepared. The standing Committee on Research,
made up of elected representatives from the departments, has
no role in the review of proposals and in fact its membership does not represent the strongest research competence in the College. While there is no formal review of past performance on research projects, information on the research activities and interests of individual faculty members is maintained in the Dean's Office.
Research Policy

The word policy has a special denotation here, for research policy in the College is apparently not a matter of formulated principles or procedures. It may be better described as a mode of action involving the continuing resolution of a complex of factors among which opportunities for external funding and the energies and capacities of the University, considered in every magnitude down to that of the individual engineer, are primary. The style of operation is anti-prescriptive. Nevertheless, it is persuasive.

External funding agencies tend to "put their money on the man," and not on his dean, or college, or institution. Thus as a "lead" into active policy there is a cadre of effective researchers for whom little intermediation beyond that of ordinary administrative housekeeping is required. The field of active management lies on or outside of the fringes of this effective center of activity, among younger men who have not yet established their identities in research, or among older men who, having worked out a profitable vein, are in process of moving into areas where they are not yet recognized. Similarly, aggregates of researchers effective at one time may become ineffective, as aggregates, at another.

Active liaison with governmental, industrial, and other sources of research support is a pragmatic necessity, and a basic item of policy. It is also a mode of communication by which a degree of coordination is imposed upon the very broad front of scientific enquiry. If it implies the possibility of capitulation, of vulnerability to bureaucratic error, it also implies access to knowledge of what is going forward elsewhere, and what the salient problems are thought to be. It does not inhibit the intensely focussed, "breakthrough" researcher - "I couldn't stop that kind of thing even if I wanted to."
Climate

Institutional conditions encouraging research are among the principle objectives of what has been described above as "research policy." The freedom of the individual to initiate a project, whether in pursuit of his own interests or in response to suggestion, is fundamental. There is in the College no authority to prevent a proposal from being sent forward, although advice is offered, and may be negative. The individual may also elect to decline identification with particular projects.

Communication in a formal sense, the distribution of pertinent information from all available sources, is a routine commitment of research administration. Achievement of the intense internal exchange of ideas and influences that marks the best years in the best institutions is much more difficult. Wherever this condition shows promise of being realized, even on a limited scale within an organization, it can be helped by various means—detailed organizational adjustments, reassignment of working space, equipment, and resources for small grants, and by modification of priorities in new appointments.

There is no provision for formal decision as to where the College shall go next with respect to research. Individuals are free to follow their own leads and are encouraged to expect assistance in finding support. Departments may elect particular emphases and develop them with respect both to research and instructional programs, as may combinations of men in more departments than one. The associate dean for research participates in such considerations as an equal partner, but without the assumption of authority to organize the work of the College on the basis of a definite set of problems or missions. Underlying research is an instructional program which the College maintains as a comprehensive and integral interpretation of the current state of engineering. Between instruction and research there is a constant interchange which implies important conditions.
for both. To a degree each influences the "climate" of the other, although in the
exchange neither is necessarily determinative with respect to any particular
decision. The conditions for research are therefore the conditions of personal
freedom within a discipline recognized by the scientific and engineering community. It is
only through full understanding and acknowledgement of these conditions that adminis-
trative authority can render effective service.

Reporting

A College of Engineering Annual Report is prepared in July of each year by
the Associate Dean for Instruction. It is based on individual reports submitted
by department heads and on fiscal information in the records of the Associate Dean
for Research. It includes summary information on research activity.

At the same time each year the Associate Dean for Research prepares a more
detailed report on the research activities of the College. In this report
sponsored research projects are enumerated, project by project, with identification
of responsible departments, principal investigator, title, sponsor, total budget,
and expenditures during the year of the report. In addition, there are analyses
of these data which permit comparisons with the experience of previous years,
studies of relationships among department's and with intercollege institutes, of
proposals submitted and funded or rejected or pending, and of the funding of
research generally. Designed primarily for internal use, this report, supplemented
by some information on enrollments and degrees granted in instructional programs,
provides the information for the summary description published annually in
Engineering College Research and Graduate Study, a supplementary issue of Engineering
Education. In this standardized format, in parallel with similar information from
other institutions which participate in the American Society for Engineering
Education, the reports of the College become public information.

In addition, the controlling facts of each project are entered on a "blue
sheet" when the grant or contract is received and its account established in the
Controller's office. The purpose of this separate record is to assure clear and
detailed communication between the principal investigator, the department head,
and the office of the Associate Dean for Research. This practice, which has been
in use for many years, reduces vulnerability to error in the fulfillment of
commitments.

In a different dimension and for different purposes, the Associate Dean for
Research, in cooperation with the Associate Dean for Research in the College of
Earth and Mineral Sciences, has currently in preparation a survey through the
two colleges of research in progress or projected which is related to the general
field of energy. Recognition of a national crisis in all forms of energy has
led to a readjustment of resources available for the support of research—for
example, to the creation of the Electric Power Research Institute at Menlo Park, California
and to meet these changes a detailed inventory of capabilities for research on
problems connected with energy should be useful in relations with appropriate funding
agencies. Also, researchers within the University may find in the survey advice
useful to them in planning their work.

Although the standard unit of research activity is thought of as being the
project, it would be an oversimplification to regard all projects as belonging
to a single order of research. For example, the College has for nearly twenty
years maintained a continuing study of the operation of institutional heating
plants. Initiated at the request of a governmental agency of the Commonwealth, it
has provided detailed information on the technology and economics of such operations,
disseminating the information by short courses, lectures, publications, and on-site
consultation. Strictly a service operation, there is no expectation that its
consideration of a very familiar technology will lead to startling new knowledge.
The demand, however, continues, and support for the demand.

5See page 94 above, footnote 4.
On a different level of scientific sophistication, research in phenomena of the ionosphere continues, with the encouragement of a degree of organizational independence. Although this is no longer considered a new field, the intellectual quality of the work being done is very good.

Similarly, space science continues to provide a rich supply of scientific unknowns, but emphasis on it within the institution will inevitably reflect the diminished capacity of such agencies as NASA and NOAA to provide adequate support. A natural tendency of good scientists and engineers engaged in investigations of this magnitude is to continue as long as they have access to a laboratory and interested students to assist them. The problem for research administrators which results from this situation has no easy solution.

Central to the collection and dissemination of research information in the College is the Committee for Research, which consists of representatives of each of the departments meeting under the Chairmanship of the Associate Dean for Research. This committee functions to encourage and develop research capabilities within the College. It contributes to the efficiency of communication among the departments and with central administrative officers. It neither has nor seeks administrative, planning, or judicial authority beyond that which naturally accrues to its members as members of the faculty and representatives of their departments.

Evaluation

As indicated above, the organizational structure for management of research in the College of Engineering was not designed to provide critical judgments of research projects and does not do so in any formal sense. The Associate Dean for Research reads research reports. However, the way in which his colleagues perceive his function is indicated by the fact that research reports, unlike research proposals, are not always or automatically referred to him. He sometimes has to
ask for them. Retrospective review of the content and quality of research projects is not a special or delegated function of research administration.

Judgments of persons are influenced by performance on research projects, but they are expressed in terms of appointments, promotions, and the like—the institutional decisions affecting individual research careers. Recommendations concerning decisions of this kind are initiated in the faculty member's department, where his immediate colleagues are able on the basis of daily observation of his total performance to make informed judgments. Such recommendations are reviewed at the collegial level, where the peer-group is enlarged to include members of other departments, administrative officers (including those whose responsibilities tend toward research), and, on occasion, scientific peers from other institutions. It is at this second level of decision that the candidate's performance in research reports, publications, and recognized extra-institutional service is most important.

No one aspect of the information upon which such a decision can be based is consistently determinative. The formulae tend to be complex. Among all factors, however, genuine achievement in research is the one most dependably successful. The accumulated effect of judgments of this kind should be, and frequently is, a cadre of scientists and engineers adaptable to a broad range of research problems. It is in this dimension that the valuation of academic research is most effective.
The overriding policy of the College with respect to research is that of development, to encourage research activity on a broad front and on a scale of 25% commitment of time by the graduate faculty. Research initiative must rest with the individual faculty member, but encouragement and support by the College is necessary. This emphasis is prompted in part by the fact that in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania there are currently fourteen degree-granting graduate institutions active in the general fields of interest represented by the College, and that these graduate institutions tend strongly toward service, rather than toward research, orientations. Because of its magnitude, centrality, and public responsibility, the College undertakes to maintain leadership in the theoretical, scientific, and research aspects of the field.

Within the College a concept of research focus is in process of evolution through discussion and through the exemplary success of some faculty members. Bio-medical in orientation, the center of concern is to develop precise knowledge of the human body in healthy, physical action. Dependence upon colleagues in neighboring biological disciplines is natural and customary, but the College seeks to expand research based on initiatives originating from its own characteristic points of view. This concern prompts the maintenance of an extraordinary emphasis on performance of the human body under the demands of a variety of athletic situations, and partly for this reason the College supports intercollegiate competition in more different sports than any other college in the United States.

Climate

The Associate Dean for Research, with the assistance of a committee of three appointed members of the Graduate Faculty, referees the deployment of internal research funds, chiefly in small, "seed-money" grants. The Associate Dean provides assistance in developing proposals and identifying potential sources of external...
support. All proposals are submitted through the Associate Dean for Research, but they are not reviewed by the research committee.

It is in the spirit of encouraging research leading to publication that a thesis is required of all M.S. candidates in the College, and all graduate students are required to take courses in research method and in statistics. Also, in recruitment of new faculty there is concern to favor "research persons," people with innovative ideas and appropriately balanced commitment to research and teaching.

There is encouragement of a field orientation in research—that is, of concern for effective liaison with pertinent social agencies and activities throughout the Commonwealth. The branch campuses have not as yet proved effective bases for research.

Participation in activities of professional associations is encouraged. For example, the International Association on Bio-Mechanics affords an enlarged basis of action for individual faculty members, leading to publication in appropriate journals, and to the preparation of textbook materials on the basis of researched information. Consideration of individual activities of these kinds is focused in the College committee on membership in the Graduate Faculty.

Reporting

No systematic report of research projects addressed to members of the faculty is maintained by the College. There are annual reports to the Vice President for Research and Graduate Instruction, and publications are recorded in an annual University-wide listing. Several studies in aging and others in retardation are being conducted within the Department of Recreation and Parks. It appears, however, that the concept of research in terms of sharply defined and discrete projects is not highly developed in the College.

Research which is thought of as having continuity and which is defined by characteristic subject material and methodology is exemplified in the Biomechanics
Laboratory, under the continuing direction of Dr. Richard C. Nelson, and the Motor-learning Laboratory, under the direction of Professor, Monty L. Christiansen. Similarly, the Human Performance Laboratory is directed by Dr. Elsworth R. Buskirk, Professor of Applied Physiology in the College, but this program is administered with other Inter-college Research Programs, in parallel with the Research Institutes, by Associate Dean Harry D. Zook. The idea of research as programmatic, and as identified with the interests of a leading investigator, appears in this College to dominate the concept of projects.

Within the profession generally, research is reported annually in a publication issued by the American Association of Health, Recreation, and Physical Education. This publication lists graduate theses and dissertations. The Journal of Leisure Research, published by the office of the National Association for Recreation and Parks, includes research information. A comprehensive system for information retrieval has been initiated at the University of Tennessee, but it has not yet achieved full development.

Evaluation

Evaluative judgments pertinent to research activity are expressed in the College chiefly in terms of awards of research support from internal funds—such grants are regularly reported to the Faculty—and in qualification of faculty members for membership on the Graduate Faculty. In both of these areas decisions are made by committees. No formal criteria have been defined and published, but the decisions of the committees are public knowledge and in general the criteria are understood to be professional activity, productivity, and clear definition of purpose.
Research Policy

Research policy of this relatively young College is developing with the College itself. It tends to be expressed in terms of organizational structure, which, although there are several subordinate administrative "divisions" with functional integrity, does not have the sharp departmental or disciplinary compartments characteristic of kindred fields of interest in other circumstances. A faculty of "people of diverse backgrounds but common interests" is a desideratum which reflects a functional, as opposed to a disciplinary, emphasis in research. It is a policy of the College to "design research programs common to all divisions."

With respect to research the Institute for Study of Human Development is the central, or "holding," agency with limited hard money funding. Research and public service projects that require collaboration of faculty members from more than one Division are typically submitted through and when funded administered within the Institute rather than in one of the Divisions. One function of the Institute is to promote inter-Divisional collaboration. Several centers within the Institute maintain ongoing programs of correlated activity. The Center for Human Services Development, funded by the Pennsylvania Department of Public Welfare, is an example. Proposals related to social welfare policy and operations are designed drawing upon the faculties of (1) the Division of Biological Health, (2) the Division of Community Development, (3) the Division of Individual and Family Studies, and (4) the Division of Man-Environment Relations. The effect of this organizational nomenclature would apparently be to reduce insistence upon the differentia of recognized disciplinary points of view in order to sharpen the pertinence and function of research with respect to societal problems considered in several aspects. By way of another illustration, the general topic of gerontology...
involves several projects and engages faculty members from all divisions. These projects together comprise the Gerontology Center, which is another component of the Institute for the Study of Human Development. Its work is coordinated by a committee.

One element in the general plan of research activity derives from the instructional programs of the College, which have been increasing rapidly in enrollments during recent years. An objective of planning is apparently to build a stable, although up to a point a growing, faculty capable of mounting and sustaining a vigorous program of research but at no point dependent for its continuity upon contractual financing. In order to achieve this objective it is necessary to recognize instruction and research as mutually supportive in an intellectual and educational as well as in a fiscal sense. Thus the most appropriate program of research would be that from which the instructional program would derive appropriate authority and renewal.

Climate

A Committee for Research made up of the Associate Dean and one representative from each of the operating Divisions functions in the College. This committee works to develop and sustain research interests and to promote initiation of projects in accordance with programmatic themes as indicated above.

All research proposals pass through the hands of the Associate Dean. Proposals intended for submission to funding agencies outside the University are not reviewed by the Committee for Research. Proposals intended for "in-house" funding — usually in modest amounts for exploratory purposes — are reviewed, and priorities set, by the Committee for Research. Central accounting is made of these projects, whose expenses provide for minimum operating essentials and do not provide released faculty time.
Emphasis of this aspect of the administration of research in the College is naturally on the work of the younger, less experienced members of the faculty. Assistance in definition of projects, designing of proposals, development of familiarity with related research in the College, forming appropriate relationships with other researchers is a continuing activity of the office of the Associate Dean. Relationships between projects and between researchers are encouraged; they are not forced.

There appears to be in this College a disposition toward emphasis on program as opposed to projects, that has not been so clearly manifest in other colleges. Insofar as this observation is accurate, there may be a commensurate difference in research climate, a tendency for policy decisions or emphases to impinge upon individual activities more markedly than elsewhere. Possibly there is a difference also in the nature of the relationships with external contracting agencies.

Reporting

The Associate Dean for Research prepares each term a report of research activity within the College. The report is enumerative of projects, listing principal investigator, title, sponsor, beginning and ending dates, and dollar amount of the current year's funding. The report is distributed throughout the College and is generally accessible to anyone who wants to see it. All projects are reported, including those funded from "in-house" resources.

Evaluation

The Research Committee does not routinely review proposals or projects in progress or completed. Established activities of a research nature have been reconsidered with reference to criteria such as the following:

1. Whether they serve an instructional function,
2. Whether graduate assistants are profitably involved,
3. Whether they preempt laboratory space or facilities which might be put to better use.
In one instance a program was terminated on these grounds, despite the continuing availability of appropriate external support, and later reconstituted by another agency of the University. Similarly a proposal was queried on the ground that it involved research without significant relationship to other research going forward in the College. The characteristic responsibilities of the Associate Dean for Research, however, and of his Research Committee, are developmental rather than judicial. As in other colleges, the crucial judgments on appointments, tenure, and promotion depend upon several factors among which research performance is prominent. A difference of emphasis from that of other colleges appears in the concern for community of interests and diversity of disciplinary background, which apparently inverts the order of priorities customary in, for example, the College of Science.

In administrative design and function this College reflects the influence within the university of ideas such as those expressed by Dean Robert Straus which are cited and discussed in Chapter III of this study. For example, members of the College regard the organization of the College of Agriculture as affording pertinent models in its fluent adaptability to particular problems, occurring in the production and distribution of food and fiber. Both colleges are interdisciplinary in basic design, so thoroughly so that the word "interdisciplinary" tends to drop out of usage in them.
Research Policy

Any formulation of general policy for the conduct of research in the College of Liberal Arts must be conditioned by the diversity of the elements of the College, ranging from contractual and project-oriented work of the kind characteristic of the Department of Psychology to the much less formally organized work of students in history and the languages. Some groups of researchers are accustomed to work with governmental funding agencies, to publication in refereed journals, and to citation indexes; others think of research support in terms of released time or travel grants and look for their public response in reviews of books. However, all areas share a concern for research as it informs and invigorates teaching, the faculty in Liberal Arts being among all the faculties of the University the one most heavily committed to classroom instruction.

A committee of the College, selected from members of the Faculty who give research a high priority among their interests, meets regularly to discuss various aspects of research in the College. Its function is advisory. The Associate Dean for Research is a member ex officio. As a standing committee of the College it has the prerogative of time on the agenda of general faculty meetings and of communication with the Faculty through reports or minutes. Much of its discussion is focused on the question of appropriate balance in emphasis between teaching and research in the disposition of the College's resources.

The committee on research usually includes among its members representatives of most, if not all, of the general fields of interest in the College. There is no apparent inclination to concentrate research in one or in some of the fields of interest, or to urge particular emphases within fields or combinations of fields. Research initiative rests with the individual faculty member. The purpose of the College, and of the research committee, is to support these initiatives.
Possibly because many areas of interest within the College do not relate to funding agencies of government and do not visualize research in terms of projects or contracts, the modest internal funding of research is not thought of as "seed money" and expected to produce external funding in the course of a study's development. The acquisition of equipment—except for library facilities—is not as pressing a problem as it is in a college such as Engineering. External resources, when they are available, usually take the form of fellowships awarded directly to individuals or of royalties or consultancies payable to individuals. Those areas in which research grants are available for specific projects tend under these circumstances to take responsibility for developing their own support, but with procedures which assure that the Associate Dean for Research is informed.

Climate

The distinguishing features of research climate in the College of Liberal Arts are those which derive from the areas in which project and contract patterns are not characteristic. In anthropology, economics, and psychology, for example, these patterns are characteristic, but in other areas research has a pedagogical emphasis in that its most immediate function is to maintain and demonstrate the authority of teachers. In these areas what the individual faculty member is scheduled to teach constitutes an element in his research plans, and a radical disparity between research interests and teaching responsibilities can be limiting on both counts. Adjustment of teaching schedules of individuals to reinforce their research—and reciprocally to improve the quality of the instruction which they supply—is most readily effected within departmental offices, but some influence can be brought to bear by the College, and influence from the College may be necessary if instructorial opportunities should become rigid.

Encouragement and recognition of research achievement is facilitated through the Office of the Associate Dean for Research by assistance with application for
research initiation grants, for which younger members of the faculty may apply
through the College Committee for Research, and by funds for the preparation of
manuscripts, necessary travel within the continental United States, per diem
expenses during periods of work at foreign libraries, research assistants, etc.

At the departmental level, time for research is scheduled for individuals
when contingencies of enrollment make such arrangements possible without undue
dislocation of instructional programs. In some instances — in recognition of the
interdependence of research and teaching — productive researchers have time
regularly assigned to research without corresponding external research funding.
This procedure is by no means peculiar to the College of Liberal Arts, but it is
of special importance in this College because many of its fields have only
limited access to funding on the proposal-project model.

The Institute for the Arts and Humanistic Studies, an intercollegial agency,
contributes to the climate for research by attracting visiting scholars and
Lecturers, by appointment of research fellows from among the faculties, and
by direct subvention of creative and scholarly activities in which both students
and faculty members participate.

**Reporting**

An annual publication of the University entitled *Research Publications and
Professional Activities* lists all publications by members of the University
Faculty throughout each fiscal year. Information in this publication is organized
college by college, and within each college the listings are department by
department. With respect to the College of Liberal Arts, these listings of end-
products are often the first public statement to the effect that the work on
which they are based is in progress. Whether the nature of an individual's
research is known in any detail even to his immediate colleagues depends upon
whether he elects to discuss it with them informally in office conversations,
to present aspects of it in preliminary form at departmental or other colloquia,
or to work privately and wait until his results can be published in finished form. Reports of active projects, which would be thought of in this context as "work in progress," are not appropriate under these circumstances and are not used.

With respect to exchange of information concerning ongoing research, the College tends to be highly departmentalized. The "colloquia" at which new work is offered for criticism by colleagues are for the most part departmental functions. Visiting lecturers are invited to the campus either by departments or by the Institute for the Arts and Humanistic Studies and address self-selected audiences. This tendency to departmentalization may be explained in part by the fact that several departments in the College are large and comprehend broad ranges of interest within their several fields, but also by the endemic danger of intellectual parochialism.

In humanistic fields of study bibliography is the term used to describe the functions performed for the "hard" sciences by information systems. Like the information systems, bibliography has in recent years been adapted to computerized techniques, but the essential difference between the projects of science and the products of humane study remain. The distinction is at least as old as Fontenelle, who remarked that humanistic achievement tends not to be superseded, whereas scientific discovery loses identity as it is absorbed into later stages in the expanding understanding of nature. Consistent with the implications of this distinction, research in the humanistic areas is generally thought of in ad hoc ad hominem terms and judgments of its value are expressed in status within disciplines. The formal hierarchy of rank and prerogatives seeks conformity with a "real" hierarchy of research authority, and to a degree achieves it.
Evaluation

Proposals for research initiation grants, applications for fellowships or special support from the Institute for the Arts and Humanistic Studies, and requests for support from the small grants fund administered by the Associate Dean for Research are subject to review. Criteria are drawn from the essential value and feasibility of the research which is proposed, from the competence of the researcher as judged by his peers, and from the promise of the research as it may contribute to the authority of the researcher and of his faculty. The function of the criticism at this initial stage is not to exclude, but to encourage every reasonable research idea. The interests of external agencies, public organizations and the like, are not crucial except as journal editors, publishers, and readers may judge the final product. Although research contributes to the validity and authority of classroom instruction, the particular research topic need not bear directly upon specific curricula or course syllabi. The capacity to give lucid expression to research results is to a degree an end in itself. Thus investigative or critical excellence in one area may be regarded as supportive of the researcher's competence in another. Individuals may elect to develop a distinctive style, or method, in research, with or without a similarly distinctive selection of subject materials. This does not necessarily contradict clearly defined specialization.

Evaluation of finished research is much more complex. The pertinent agencies are departmental committees charged with responsibility for faculty appointments, promotions, and the awarding of indefinite tenure, together with the department heads whom they advise. Authority to promote or to award tenure does not rest in the departments, but their prerogative to initiate recommendations, or to refrain from doing so, gives them authority in decisions of this kind greater than that of the hierarchy of collegial and university committees which review what they
have done. In the functioning of these committees, no other factor weighs so heavily as that of finished research whose quality is recognized by competent authority both on the campus and elsewhere. There is concern, however, to avoid mechanical application of the principle of "publish or perish," and attempts are made to recognize the individual who maintains a high level of creative scholarship although it may not result in copious publication. Popularity as a teacher takes on special significance when the students clearly comprise a legitimate scholarly audience. In summary it can be said that the proper balance between research and teaching is a continuing concern for the College of Liberal Arts: on the one hand the necessity for good teaching is clear in a college with the largest enrollment in the university, while on the other hand faculty members are acutely conscious of their obligations to generate new knowledge.
Research policy

Each element of this College, and the College itself, is considered as the custodian of a discrete body of knowledge. Each body of knowledge is subject to constant expansion, modification, and refinement through its involvement in research, and to interpretation through instructional programs. This concept is reflected in the expectation that every member of the faculty will accept a dual commitment: to teaching, and to research. Superior promise in one of these two commitments is prerequisite to the first academic promotion; proved excellence in one or the other is prerequisite to the award of indefinite tenure.

Implicit in this concept is that of the University as an intellectual structure, in which the function of the College as a "Core" college is significant. This structure is subject to perturbations derived characteristically from the shifting emphases of large-scale, mission-oriented research, with accompanying shifts in the availability of research support. Counter to these perturbations is the possibility of excessive formalization expressed either in static patterns of knowledge or in organizational arrangements. The policy of the College would appear, therefore, to require a constant balancing of forces in support of continuity and proportion in both teaching and research.

To express the same set of relationships in terms of the individual scientist, a master practitioner within an aspect of science may be thought of as committed to the integrity of the body of knowledge which he commands, and hypersensitive to valid changes in that knowledge. Similarly, the effective research policy of this College, although it resists day-to-day formulations, appears to consist of a continuing resolution of differences between bases of established knowledge and their several frontiers of expansion and change.
Climate

The Dean of the College advises against overly facile adaptability to opportunities for support: "Don't do something that you don't want to do."

However, given a focus for his research interests, the young faculty member is encouraged to develop scholarly proposals and to submit them. Some of them, accustomed to working under the guidance of a mentor, are at the outset reluctant to accept independent initiative in the development of proposals. They see it as "gamesmanship," or "hustling." They tend to approach their projects with careful scholarship, seeking out the senior colleagues best equipped to help them. On occasion they consult with the Associate Dean for Research and are helped to find men of kindred interests. All proposals prepared in the College pass through the hands of the Associate Dean for Research. At this point further advice may be pertinent, particularly with regard to matters of form and consistency of statement. Proposals are not "censored" (i.e. denied the authorizing signature) in contradiction of those who propose them. This is in recognition of the quality of reviewing panels which the funding agencies are able to provide, and with which the faculty member has the prerogative of taking his own risks. It is also in recognition of the effectiveness of communication and criticism within the departments themselves, through which ill-considered proposals seldom make their way to the point of actual submission.

It is standard practice in the College to review every rejected proposal with its author, carefully analyzing the reasons given by the pertinent agency for the rejection, and developing appropriate corrections. In such circumstances the Associate Dean for Research encourages prompt preparation for resubmission. "Get the ego out of it," and acknowledge the scientific probity of reviewing panels.

In this College the development of community understanding of research by colleagues, through colloquia, seminars, etc., appears to be a departmental rather than a collegial function. Some departments are more active than others.
in this regard. There is no College committee for research. Among faculty members, the sense of departmental, as well as of collegial, identity is quite strong. The fact that there are some two hundred and forty biologists in the faculty of the University as a whole, while fewer than half of them are in the central departments of Biochemistry, Biology, Biophysics, and Microbiology, is perceived by the Associate Dean for Research as a troublesome, and possibly wasteful, redundancy.

Maintenance of supporting services—highly skilled machinists, glass blowers, technicians, librarians, stockroom personnel, etc.—is a necessary contribution to the climate for research, and an expensive one.

Reporting

No reports of research activity in the College are routinely published other than in the general, annual report to the Vice President for Research and Graduate Instruction, which does not include an enumeration of projects. Faculty members are attentive to national and international publications related to their fields, and to published lists of grants by important funding agencies. They are not supplied with catalogues of the work being carried forward by their colleagues, nor do they appear to find the omission inconvenient. Although it is not a matter of articulated policy, there is a tendency in the College, especially at the level of sophisticated research, to think of the several fields of science in large terms, without parochial emphasis on local specialties. Common interests emerge in terms of general areas of investigative concern, as for example the area of immunology, in which distinct research projects are currently going forward in the departments of Chemistry, Biochemistry, Biophysics, and Microbiology.

The College maintains its records of research activity in two formats: 1) fiscal files for all externally funded projects, in which research is partitioned project
by project with appropriate budgetary designations, and 2) personal files, in
which the activities of each member of the faculty are accounted for. The
two serve different functions in that the first supports accountability for
particular projects and to funding agencies, normally on time spans of from two
to five years; the second supports the accountability of the individual scientist
to the institution and to his discipline, normally on the time span of his full
career at the University. Furthermore, the personal record reflects commitments
of research time to agencies external to the College, to research institutes
and centers, and to other colleges, in which projects are administered and
for which this College may have no fiscal responsibility. For this College,
faculty research time is markedly an export commodity.

Some thought has been given to the question of whether a comprehensive
information system for the entire University would be of special use to the
work of this College. If one were developed, it should probably be based on a
relatively simple "short title" or "key term" system. Quick reference to all
work being done locally in relation to silicones, for example, would be helpful.
Such a service would also be expensive, and it appears to be doubtful whether
the expense could be justified. A more fundamental question may be whether the
University represents the appropriate scale of operation for such a service, and
whether a regional system like the Current Research Information System in
Agriculture would not be preferable. It may be significant that there appears
to be very little use, indeed very little awareness, of the services now
maintained by the Science Information Exchange at the Smithsonian Institute.

Evaluation

Apart from counseling with respect to preparation of proposals described
above, evaluation of discrete research projects is not an overt and formalized
activity of the College. Some "peer-group reviewing" occurs at the departmental
level, but this also appears not to take the form of systematic analysis and appraisal of projects. As indicated above, unusual promise in research is one means of achieving the first promotion, and proved excellence in research is one means of achieving indefinite faculty tenure. Thus the primary focus of evaluative judgment is on individual researchers rather than on projects, although the individual's performance with respect to projects in which he has taken part is a source of crucial data. Recommendations of persons for promotion or for the award of tenure originate in departments and therefore reflect the judgment of peers in the sense that daily association in all aspects of the faculty member's work qualifies his immediate colleagues as his peers. Such recommendations are reviewed by the College, at which point the peer-group is always expanded when elevation to the higher ranks or tenure is contemplated. It is expanded by consultation with scientists external to the University who are established members of the particular cadre to which the candidate belongs or aspires to belong. At this level the importance of success in specific research activities takes on special emphasis through the impact of publications, citations, and professional "visibility." In the award of tenure, advisory committees composed of appointed faculty members in the College and from other colleges make judgments of professional quality.

On an entirely different scale and in a different dimension of judgment the College of Science has made decisions to terminate research programs of considerable magnitude. In all such instances the governing criterion has been the capacity of the college in terms of situation, equipment, support, and faculty to maintain work comparable in quality with that available to other institutions.
SUMMARY AND COMPARISON

The ten protocols quoted above are repetitive at many points, and seldom explicitly contradictory of one another. Emerging from them, however, are a number of recognizable dimensions of difference. The kinds of differences might be formulated in a number of ways, among which some are so conspicuous that they may be regarded as immune to exception, for examples:

1. Emphasis on instruction

The College of Agriculture in 1971-72 recommended the award of degrees to 350 candidates, four fewer than there are members on the faculty of the College. In contrast, the College of Education in the same year recommended the award of 1,783 degrees, or more than fourteen for every one of its 126 faculty members.

This contrast may be further elaborated by analysis of the numbers of students enrolled in one college but taking coursework in others. Mathematics, for example, is organizationally identified with the College of Science but provides instruction fundamental to a majority of the degree granting programs offered by the University. For such a department as mathematics, the number of degrees recommended represents only partially the magnitude of its instructional responsibility. Departments and colleges for whom instruction is an "export" service are easily identifiable.

2. Emphasis on graduate study

In 1971-72 the College of Earth and Mineral Sciences recommended the award of 299 degrees, of which 132, or 44%, were advanced degrees. In contrast, the College of Human Development in the same year recommended the award of 609 degrees, of which 65, or 10%, were advanced degrees. It is apparent that the proportion of attention and time necessary to sustain work with relatively mature students in terms of relatively
advanced problems, including at least initiatory research problems, is much greater in the one college than in the other.

3. Immediacy of concern for development

"Development" is here used in the sense implicit in the abbreviation "R and D." This dimension of difference appears in several ways, including:

Organizational terminology, which provides the title "Professor of Dairy Science" in the College of Agriculture for an individual who in the College of Science would be entitled "Professor of Biochemistry."

Modes of research publication ranging from operational bulletins adapted for immediate use in the field to dependence upon refereed journals with specialized readerships.

Viability in consultative functions with clearly defined groups of clients in business, government, education, and other institutional entities.

Instructional programs with explicitly "vocational" and "professional" objectives.

Proposal-project models of research accounting

Some colleges maintain and some routinely publish catalogues of clearly defined, short-term projects in research which its members have proposed or which are in progress. Others do not, or do so only to the extent required for general university accountings. This difference requires particular interpretation in every instance. Perfunctory project records may indicate lack of mature engagement in a large research community, but they may also indicate preference for an ad hominem or disciplinary emphasis combined with productive research activity.
5. Research maturity

In the histories of universities it is inevitable that differences of situation, mission, and circumstance should have resulted in uneven development of the many fields in which such institutions undertake to be of service. A college whose record of effective research is a long one provides a climate and a confidence different from those more recently entered into activities of this kind. New colleges are not necessarily less aggressive in research than older ones; in fact, the contrary is sometimes true. The basic difference may be one of language, the older colleges having accepted thoroughly the terms and intonations needed in their daily work, while their junior colleagues are still evolving a new set for new purposes. The resulting aberrations of communication are capable of producing occasional confusion.

This summary cannot, of course, be definitive. More dimensions of difference might be suggested, and those which have been suggested could be differently formulated. The essential point is this: when research officers from all colleges are assembled — as for example in an administrative committee for research — they can together represent the total community of interests, activities, and purposes only at a general and titular level. The several special interests which they represent are not perfectly commensurate. The members of such a group have neither the capacity nor the wish to assume prescriptive authority over all the varieties of research which they represent. Their collective effect, like their effect within their colleges, is not that of control and constraints, but that of elaboration and development. In this respect they typify all academic research administration, for universities are naturally acclimated to the discovery and encouragement of talent. In research, as in instructional programs, the product when success occurs should improve upon the system which produced it. So it is that faculties
undertake to build a university better than either they or their constituents know how to ask for. When and if they build it, the next stage will still be on ahead of them, with qualities yet to be understood.

Research administrators and committees are intensely concerned with what their institution ought to be doing, as are their faculties. This question is the one on which daily work is focussed. It has many answers, in numerous fields of interest and at several levels of generality. At the highest level of generality the answer is always the same: the university itself ought to improve in the range and accuracy of understanding which it can provide.
Philosophically, the most interesting development of the last decade is the interdependency that has grown among the sciences, resulting in an integration and unity that mocks nature. We have biophysics and biochemistry, and geophysics and astrophysics, and mathematical neural-electric research, and dozens of other hyphenated interdisciplinary sciences.

Beginning with the establishment of the Pennsylvania Agricultural Research Station in 1887, forty-three institutes or centers have been organized and continue to function at the Pennsylvania State University, of which twenty-nine are primarily committed either to the organization and coordination or to the actual conduct of research. The rate at which such organizations have been created increased sharply after World War II but has tended to decelerate more recently. Prior to 1960 the majority of such organizations were in the sciences. Since that time similar administrative procedures have been extended to the social sciences and the humanities.

In these developments the Pennsylvania State University is typical of large, research-oriented universities throughout the nation. The creation of new, epicollegial authorities for various purposes, including organized, interdisciplinary research, is one of the recognized resources of university administration and has itself become a topic of discussion and investigation.

Institutes and centers are organized in many different patterns, both with regard to their internal structures and to the ways in which they relate to colleges, departments, central administrative offices of the university and to society at large. Like the colleges, they are neither static nor uniform. However, they all share a common characteristic in that they are different from and to a degree extraneous to the collegial structure whose neighbors they are. By virtue of this common characteristic and of their accelerated growth they now constitute a factor important


2Stanley O. Ikenberry and Renee C. Friedman, Beyond Academic Departments, San Francisco (Jossey-Bass) 1972, and appended bibliography.
to the climate for research and the growth of knowledge within the universities and throughout the nation.

An institute founded by a university and as part of the total university structure presumably must have essential relationships with some part or parts of the parent institution. Mutual independence is theoretically possible but operationally improbable. An institute which has no need for a university context may be extruded or may extricate itself from academic affiliation, but it is unlikely to continue long in a pointless alliance. For all others a necessary relationship exists, and it may be a relationship either of symbiosis or parasitism. "Parasitism" in this context is not a pejorative term. For example, the dependence of a scientist upon routine services of an institutional Computation Center may be both legitimate and desirable. Symbiosis, of course, is an ideal toward which administrative restructuring in general is directed.

One indication of institutional vitality is that of readiness and ability to engage on new investigative fronts. Such ventures test the quality and comprehensiveness of basic knowledge. An advantage which accrues from the development of institutes and centers is improved accessibility and visibility which they give to the interplay of new ideas and old ones. They help to bring critical relationships into focus, and to improve the probability of advantageous resolutions.

As an exploration of this hypothesis an enquiry was conducted during the fall term 1974 at Penn State University, and in the following manner: two statements had appeared, one published in Science and the other

---

delivered as a talk before a group of administrators of interdisciplinary research, and had attracted notice. Both papers are critical of the departmental and collegial structures of universities, but with different emphases and degrees of urgency. (Copies of the articles are included as appendices of this chapter.) These articles were duplicated and distributed to 154 members of the academic community identified to some extent with interdisciplinary research and/or instruction. They were presented under cover of the following memorandum:

This is a request for your assistance in an effort to collect information on a recurring question pertinent both to the review of graduate programs and to a study of research evaluation which is now going forward on campus under the auspices of the Graduate School and of Vice President Cunningham's office.

My request is that you read the two attached papers by Robert Straus and Sidney Sternberg and give me your considered response to them in a memorandum of three or four paragraphs, or more if you see fit to expand the topic in terms of your experience.

The request is being addressed to all directors of graduate programs, associate deans for research, and directors of institutes. I believe that on the basis of your responses it will be feasible to put this discussion of authority as it is understood in the university on a factual basis, and to arrive at some understandings which may prove generally useful.

The response requested of you is intentionally left "open-ended." I hope, however, that you will see fit to write in terms of your actual experience within the elements of the university with which you are familiar. In making our analysis of the responses - which will, of course, be made available to you - we will attempt to use equitably the items of evidence on these questions that you give us.

Apart from mention of "authority as it is understood in the university" no summary or interpretation of the two articles was offered, and the request was for "open ended" responses in terms of individual experience. Sixty-five
responses were received, ranging from the "three or four paragraphs" suggested to thoroughgoing letters with enclosures. From this return it may be inferred that the articles touch upon matters of lively interest.

Free responses to discursive statements do not admit of quantified summary. The pages which follow are designed to provide a spectrum of representative attitudes, retaining insofar as is practicable the actual language of the respondents. As might be expected from the manner of the enquiry, all responses tend to be critical of the articles in one sense or another. Only three reject the discussion as having no immediate pertinence in their experience, all three from persons engaged in activities of humanistic interest. Among the remaining sixty-two memoranda some take a generally affirmative stance with respect to the articles and proceed to develop their own improvements and refinements of them. In this sense they may be interpreted as pro Straus or Sternberg or both. Others take a generally

The respondents, whose names and professional identifications appear as they are cited below, have the following characteristics:

Total number: 65
Professorial rank: Full 52, Associate 10, Assistant 3.

Administrative responsibility:
Deans (and one vice president): 6
Institute directors: 7
Department heads: 19

Disciplinary areas:
Humanities: 10
Social Sciences: 21
Biological Sciences: 15
Physical Sciences: 17

negative stance with respect to the articles and develop alternative points of view. These may be regarded as con Straus or Sternberg, or both. According to this division memoranda may be distributed as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pro</th>
<th>Con</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Straus</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sternberg</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All of Sternberg's six supporters are included among the fourteen supporters of Straus.

More fundamental is the opposition to the articles on the ground that no legitimate distinction holds between departments on the one hand and institutes on the other, and therefore that discussion of academic relationships in these terms is misleading. Division of the memoranda pro and con on this issue cannot be made with any assurance of fairness. Many of the memoranda mention it more or less directly, frequently by way of suggesting that departments have in most instances passed through phases in their history in which they resembled the current institutes, or that institutes sometimes prove to be departments in the making. The teaching of this argument is to the effect that institutes should be considered, not in general, but one at a time, each on its merits, or that the process of change is evolutionary rather than managerial. One of the memoranda advances this point of view quite forcibly:

6 All the two authors are saying is that departments should be replaced by other groups, designated as interdisciplinary, that would have the same functions as departments and would grow to have, if they did not have from their inception, the same strengths and weaknesses as the type of department that dominates the universities today. These present-day departments are normally as much interdisciplinary as those envisioned by the authors of the two papers in question. No English department is composed entirely of

---

6 Memorandum from John D. Ridge, Professor of Economic Geology and Mineral Economics and Department Head. October 24, 1974
specialists in Chaucer, and just as much productive interaction can be generated between two members of an English department, the main interest of one of whom is Victorian poetry and of the other is the influence morality plays on the Elizabethan and Jacobean dramatists, as can be achieved between a Phanerozoic paleontologist and a present-day climatologist.

In short, if anyone pursuing research as a major part of his life effort is not capable of realizing what can be added to his work by collaboration with one or more other scholars in another area (or areas) of study, he will fail to make the contribution of which he is potentially capable no matter what the type of administrative unit to which he is assigned. Good people can work and prosper in any environment, academic or otherwise, but they will do best in one in which they are encouraged, and supported by the administrator in charge of their portion of the major organization, no matter what the administrator's title or how his group is designated. Sternberg argues against ad hoc alignments of scholars from various disciplines as lacking the permanence needed for sound results. Against this concept it can be pointed out that a permanent, interdisciplinary group will shortly become as hide-bound an arrangement as any department now in existence. In fact such a group would be worse than the department because its members would have less in common than those of the more usual department. Once the particular project that bound the members of such a group together had been completed, they would be far less likely to form themselves into another, and equally-viable, group than would members coming together as a result of a recognition of a common interest in, and ability to contribute to, the solution of, a problem of interdisciplinary character.

The contradictory position is also expressed, in which parochialism is accepted as a native characteristic of departments and colleges as such. Even where one or the other of these positions is asserted quite categorically there is also qualification which indicates that the difference is a matter of point of view as well as of objective fact. For example:

7 With reference to the "power base", it is felt that this is departmentally oriented at our University. Though one frequently wonders whether one should say it is college oriented. There is reluctance to cross traditional, departmental, or college boundaries. This applies to both education and research. The structure is maintained primarily because we are reluctant to change and we like the status quo.

There are difficulties in attempting to conduct interdisciplinary programs in both the education and research areas which are frequently discouraging. It is the writer's opinion that we at Penn State have fewer difficulties than most other institutions. It is gratifying that so much does get accomplished, and that interdisciplinary programs do work as well as they do.

7 Memorandum from William J. Moroz, Professor of Mechanical Engineering and Director, Center for Air Environment Studies. October 18, 1974.
Although the distinction between institutes and established departments may at some points tend to become hazy, it appears to have furnished the terms in which discussion of the issues involved is currently practicable.

Both Straus and Sternberg win approval to the degree that they are recognized as having evoked significant problems. As will appear, the respondents accept the terminology as viable and develop from this terminology the topics of debate most useful from their several points of view. It does not follow that because of their common origin the terms and topics retain single and consistent meanings as they are used in the variety of situations to which they apply. In any terminology of this degree of complexity, semantic slippage occurs.

In order to illustrate ways in which the various aspects of this set of problems is understood, twelve of the memoranda are here quoted in full. The twelve were selected on the basis of their representativeness and from among those which constitute fully developed statements. All of the authors but two are engaged in activities generally thought of as interdisciplinary in nature. Four of the authors are identified with research institutes. In order to minimize bias in presenting these memoranda they are quoted in alphabetical order, based on their authors’ names. They are numbered from 1 through 12 for convenience of reference.

Memorandum 1:

Sternberg and Straus proceed from the assumptions that Universities should solve society’s problems and that interdisciplinary research solves such problems better than disciplinary research to the conclusion that Universities should be restructured to encourage interdisciplinary research at the expense of existing disciplines. My experience and thinking on the matter leads me to question their assumptions and the long term implications of their conclusion. Moreover, even if their assumptions and conclusions are

8 Memorandum from Ronald-Abler, Associate Professor of Geography, October 22, 1974.
sound, I foresee difficulties if the policies that follow from their conclusions are applied by the social sciences and humanities.

The first premise, that a University's overriding concern is or should be solving society's current pressing problems, does not enjoy universal support inside or outside the academy.

The second assumption, that interdisciplinary research solves problems better than disciplinary research, remains to be demonstrated. Straus has fallen into the trap of confusing disciplines and the content or knowledge they possess. A discipline is a community of scholars who ask similar questions. A discipline's "knowledge" resides not in the answers to its questions, which obviously change from time to time, but in the questions themselves. To the extent that the questions are valid queries about human experience or physical phenomena, they provide unity and cohesiveness for decades or centuries even though the answers or "facts," as Straus disparagingly refers to them, change. It is not "logical and necessary that the boundaries of disciplines should change" as knowledge changes. Disciplines need change only as the questions they ask become invalid, unimportant, or inadequate. Geographers have been asking the same fundamental questions about places, people, and their interrelationships for 2,500 years. The answers change every time the same question is asked because the world changes; geographers get different answers for that reason, not because they are asking different questions or because the discipline has changed. Straus' arguments on this point are strained.

More charitably, we could assume that he simply hasn't thought carefully about some of his assumptions. Sternberg and Straus buttress their conclusion that Universities should be restuctured with unsupported assertions that interdisciplinary research is growing by leaps and bounds and that it cannot flourish unless the alleged stranglehold of traditional disciplines is broken. I'm not convinced that either assertion is true. I've noticed no upsurge of interdisciplinary research during the last decade and neither Sternberg nor Straus document their claim that it is burgeoning. Also, they ignore the possibility that the increases that have occurred might be a response to the increased funds available to support such research. The authors' dismal view of disciplinary parochialism approaches a crude caricature. In the geography departments in which I've worked, cross-disciplinary contacts and interdisciplinary research and publication are highly regarded and more likely to promote than hinder the advancement of those engaged in them. Geographers consider the ability to hold one's own outside the discipline to be a desirable trait.

I am wholly in favor of interdisciplinary research. Because practitioners of different disciplines view the same physical or social phenomenon through different theoretical frameworks and ask different questions about it, such research can be especially stimulating and productive. But both Sternberg and Straus are badly mistaken in their belief that ad hoc interdisciplinary research is not the proper way to proceed. Based on my experience and that of others I know who have tried interdisciplinary research, I contend that ad hoc procedures are the only ones that will work. Interdisciplinary research prospers when a clearly defined, soluble problem is tossed into the laps of a team of experts who possess relevant expertise. Sternberg's aphid infestation is a classic precisely because the problem existed before the research team was formed and because the research team was formed with that
specific problem in mind. Had the same team stayed together after they eliminated the alfalfa aphids and tried to find a new problem to solve, chaos would have ensued. Straus attributes the failure of the Yale program to disciplinary interference. An equally probable interpretation is that it was terminated because its members (like those at the recently terminated program in Science and Society at Harvard) spent inordinate amounts of time, money, and effort trying to figure out what they were talking about and what they should do. In the absence of a common disciplinary perspective or a clearly stated problem imposed from outside such a group, little progress can be made. Interdisciplinary teams find it difficult to formulate problems because they don’t speak the same languages.

It is tempting to think that the interdisciplinary research process might be institutionalized in the service of society, but I think that adopting interdisciplinary research as a University goal, as Sternberg suggests, would be as shortsighted as adopting disciplinary research as a major goal. Neither goal comes to grips with the basic questions concerning the University’s role in society.

Universities have gotten themselves into no end of trouble by trying to be too many things to too many people in their quest for financial support and prestige. Universities are (or at least should be) places where people can think and teach others how to think. To the extent that Universities prostitute themselves by styling themselves as physicians for societies’ ills and by scrambling after the megabucks that are available to those willing to assume that role, they vitiate their most important potential contributions to society and civilization. Sternberg dangles NSF’s alluring millions, and Straus seems to argue that since an activist role for Universities is inevitable, we should relax and enjoy it. I cannot accept with equanimity their proposals that we restructure our Universities into Centers for the Absorption of Federal, State, and Local Funds. People in interdisciplinary research centers and institutes quickly come to spend more time writing proposals than doing contract research, and between the two there is precious little time for teaching and thinking. Unless I’ve missed something, the words “teaching” and “students” appear only once in these two essays, which is probably indicative of how much attention they would get in a University structured along the lines suggested by Sternberg and Straus.

Finally, what validity there is in the arguments put forth in the two articles seems to me to hold only for the “hard” sciences and technology. I don’t see how the agricultural extension model cited by Sternberg could be carried over into the social and behavioral sciences and the humanitétés. A state or local politician may look benignly, even kindly, upon an extension agent from the state University who is helping his constituents get better corn yields. I shudder to imagine the same politician’s reaction to an extension agent sent out by the Political Science Department of the same University to help his constituents get better government. The professional schools Sternberg proposes, schools of petroleum, plastics, coal, iron and steel, estuary waterways, atmospheres, and pollution, make it clear that his ideas have little relevance in the Liberal Arts and Social Sciences.

Let me summarize what started out as a much shorter commentary before I got angry by saying that:
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1. I am not convinced that interdisciplinary research is the wave of the future and that disciplines and departments are impediments to the successful pursuit of interdisciplinary research by those so inclined. My experience in both points is to the contrary.

2. It would be a mistake to undertake serious tinkering with current University power structures in hopes of promoting interdisciplinary research. It's not necessary, it wouldn't produce the advertised results, and to the extent that such tinkering weakened disciplinary power structures that have valid and good reasons for existing, it would do great harm to our Universities.

3. The Sternberg and Straus proposals are outgrowths of mentalities that view Universities as Think Tanks rather than educational institutions. Adopting this viewpoint would be fatal, especially for the social and behavioral sciences. Society's pressing problems are social and cultural in the final analysis. Trying to solve them would inevitably enmesh the University in political processes that would destroy its role as an institution devoted to teaching and research.

Memorandum 2:

I have read the two papers by Robert Straus and Sidney Sternberg on the role played by departments and disciplines in preventing interdisciplinary research in Universities, and on the need for Universities to turn to and devote major energies to interdisciplinary research in order to help the government solve societal problems.

First of all I should say that I have been thinking about these problems for more than 15 years. My ideas are largely documented in two papers which I published in the house organ of the Earth and Mineral Sciences College: Material Science - A Plan for Research and Graduate Study, Mineral Industries 31, No. 1, October 1961, and Interdisciplinary Instruction and Research in the College of Earth and Mineral Sciences, Earth and Mineral Sciences 42, No. 9, June, 1973. A paper based on the first article was also published in the Journal of Metals, May 1962 and in some other journals. I am enclosing copies of these.

Let me first discuss the article by Sternberg. The Federal Government has been putting pressure on the Universities at least since 1955 to add large interdisciplinary research activities aimed at solving major societal or industrial problems. In the period 1955-62 the emphasis was on "materials research." In the late 60's it was on problems in the urban society, then conservation of the environment, and now it is energy research. The paper by Sidney Sternberg is one of the best examples of an attempt to get the American universities to reorganize to function at the pleasure of the government in solving societal problems without understanding our concern for the effects which this would have on higher education itself and on the institutions thereof.

From Maurice E. Bell, Professor of Geophysics and Associate Dean for Research, College of Earth and Mineral Sciences. October 28, 1974.
I agree that many problems of society, including those of how to operate companies at greater profit, are interdisciplinary, though not all of them are.

In his article "Departments and Disciplines: Status and Change," Robert Straus implies that the major obstacle to university reorganization along interdisciplinary lines is reactionary self-interest of professors in academic departments who have traditionally regarded them as the fundamental building blocks of university organization.

Both of these authors seem to accept as a basic premise without argument, that interdisciplinary organization in universities is more desirable for research purposes and possibly also for teaching than the traditional form of university organization in departments, based on academic disciplines. My own views on these questions are as follows:

1. The universities should remain structured primarily in departments arranged around basic disciplines with a liberal sprinkling of interdisciplinary departments (like biophysics, for example) and applied departments, many of which are implicitly interdisciplinary (like the Material Sciences Department, which employs chemists, physicists, mineralogists, engineers). The primary mission of the University is still teaching, although our government friends may think it is research on society's problems. It is the teaching mission, and not a perverse and reactionary resistance to change, as Mr. Straus seems to think, that prevents the University from being restructured into a vague interdisciplinary continuum, or even into broad problem-oriented divisions each containing various fragments of the basic disciplines as we know them. I believe that an effective education requires a student to be oriented towards one basic discipline. After that, he can add facility and knowledge in other disciplines without becoming chaotic in his perception of knowledge or lacking in depth, as I suspect many are who are educated only in problem-oriented interdisciplinary departments.

2. Research in the basic disciplines produces the fundamental knowledge upon which new advances in applied science and engineering are based. It has been said many times since World War II, and I believe it is true, that we in the U.S. are rapidly depleting the store of fundamental knowledge, and that more, not less attention should be paid to replenishing the treasury. The production of fundamental knowledge is indigenous to the University, more so than to the government laboratory, the industrial laboratory, or the research institute. Fundamental knowledge, and the production of it, are utilized directly in the educational process. Conversely, interdisciplinary, problem-oriented activities seldom produce additions to fundamental knowledge.

3. I believe, with Sidney Sternberg, that "interdisciplinary research is an equal goal and objective in the university along with education and individual discipline research" (Sternberg, p. 2). At least that it is an almost equal goal. The problem is, how to achieve it.

Neither Mr. Sternberg nor Mr. Straus has seen the real cause of the problem with interdisciplinary research in universities. The real problem is the nature of the financial support which the Government and also industry has been
willing to offer the universities in recent times for research. Mr. Sternberg
speaks in glowing terms of results achieved by the agricultural research and
technology system since passage of the Land-Grant Acts. He presents this
system as a model for interdisciplinary achievement in universities. What
he does not say is that the Land Grant Acts secured long-term continuing
funding, the responsibility for management and control of which was broadly
vested in the universities themselves. Several attempts have been made during
the last ten years to get through Congress a law establishing similar support
for university research of various kinds; two attempts have failed in the
last five years to establish research and educational programs in mining and
related mineral industries with continuing Federal Government funding, and
with matching funds from each of the State Governments, just like the Land
Grant programs in Agriculture. This speaks loudly for the greater degree
of anti-intellectualism prevailing in Congress and the Executive during the
latter half of the Twentieth Century than prevailed in 1862 when the first
Land Grant Act was passed.

If the Universities are to establish viable interdisciplinary research
groups, both tenure and academic titles must be offered to attract the highest
quality of academic personnel, because these people must have jobs that are
as attractive as those held by faculty members engaged primarily in teaching
and in individual discipline research. This has not been possible in view
of the on-again - off-again funding available from either the U.S. Government
or from industry. In order to prevent a build-up of large numbers of tenured
faculty in interdisciplinary research institutes, laboratories, and centers
without either a teaching mission or assured salary support for the future,
the University wisely decided in the 1960's to require all actual or
proposed members of such interdisciplinary research activities to be at the
same time members of academic departments, and to require that their initial
appointments, and the granting of tenure and promotions to them be controlled
by those departments. This is exactly what Messrs. Sternberg and Straus are
complaining about, along with the various directors of the interdisciplinary
research organizations in the University. A good discussion of these problems
is contained in "Centers and Institutes at the Pennsylvania State University,"
by Mary M. Norman, Report No. 9, the Center for the Study of Higher
Education (1971), pp. 21 ff. Had the University been assured of long-range
continued financial support for these entities, together with responsibility
for their management and control, it would not have been necessary to make the
decision to have all faculty in interdisciplinary research units attached to
and controlled by departments.

In summary, I believe that the basic disciplines and their corresponding
departments do serve a much needed purpose in providing a stable framework for
knowledge, preventing intellectual chaos, providing opportunities for adding
to our store of fundamental knowledge and truth, and insuring that advanced
students are educated in depth in at least one area of knowledge. Without
recognition of the basic disciplines, there would be no restraint applied to the
tendency for proliferation of departments and disciplines formed from interdis-
ciplinary combinations, in the university.

I also believe that, with long-term financial support from government or
elsewhere, interdisciplinary research groups will grow and flourish side by
side with the academic departments comprising the basic disciplines.
Memorandum 3:  

The concern here, I suppose, is not with small interdisciplinary projects where two or three professors from different departments cooperate on a particular piece of research. This is a frequent occurrence; the problem is the establishment of larger and more permanent interdisciplinary research programs.

It seems to me that Straus exaggerates the inherent difficulties of operating such programs. Perhaps I feel this way because my discipline, physics, is so basic that we can contribute to any program in the sciences or engineering without losing identity or recognition. On the other hand it is true too that the physics input required by interdisciplinary research is often on the technician's level and does not warrant faculty participation. A second comment to Straus' paper concerns his emphasis on departmental power as a hindrance to interdisciplinary research. At Penn State, the power really resides in the college Deans' offices. I am obviously not going to state that they are a hindrance, but I can see that they might be since the sociological pressure required each Dean to strive for excellence of his college or of the departments of his college. The recent shift of responsibility for tenure and promotion from department to college (and to the central administration) appears to me to make it harder rather than easier to identify and reward honest extra-disciplinary efforts of faculty because the higher level of hierarchy simply has less chance of knowing about the actual performance (just as it makes it harder to give consideration to the teaching contribution of faculty members).

The proposed (Sternberg) establishment of "schools", each pursuing a well-defined aspect of either energy or conservation related research has merit insofar as it points to the necessity of having a long-range program. I would rather call them "institutes" with the idea that the majority of cooperating faculty still be members of their traditional departments. In this way it is easy for faculty to shift into or out of these applied areas, depending on the needs of the program. If these institutes or laboratories were to be run as "schools", they might harden into empires just as the department or colleges are alleged to have done. There would then be physicists, for example, whose allegiance would be to one of these schools and the transfer to another unit might be more difficult than it is now. Instead of parallel and competing departments one would have a structure of parallel and competing schools of applied research. This might not seem to be any worse, were it not for the fact that the "cutting edge" of scientific inquiry could get lost. There is no way to argue against the statement that applied research will not lead truly to better basic knowledge. The latter is still best pursued in the traditional disciplines.

There is no reason, given a measure of good will (particularly perhaps on the part of the college Deans), why interdisciplinary programs should not work well within the discipline-structured University. But it seems clear to me that truly novel scientific research would have a hard time in an applied-

10 From Ernst Bleulen, Professor of Physics. October 10, 1974.
program-structured University. I believe that an interdisciplinary institute will be successful in enrolling the efforts of faculty, if it has a good program and if it does not make an effort to divert the discipline loyalty of the faculty.

Memorandum 4

Your memorandum and attached articles were of great interest to us in that we continue in the process of organizing and developing the academic program in the graduate program in Community Systems Planning and Development. We have recognized the potential strength of pursuing an interdisciplinary and interprofessional program but are also keenly aware of the management problems that I think are inherent in such an arrangement. I will identify here some of the considerations that I think are inherent in an interdisciplinary program such as ours and describe some of the approaches we have taken to address situations we have experienced.

First of all I would caution against the notion that interdisciplinary or multidisciplinary programs are inherently more dynamic and innovative. To support this point one need only survey many of the professional programs in universities that are almost by their very nature interdisciplinary but frequently exist to disseminate facts and to assimilate one into a profession as opposed to the search for knowledge. Because our program has a strong professional orientation, its interdisciplinary nature poses really little threat to the academic program per se. There is, I think, a constant danger of interpreting the multidisciplinary or interdisciplinary nature of the program as nondisciplinary. If the program were allowed to drift in a nondisciplinary direction, it would quickly become a training program for professionals where certain facts accepted by the profession are disseminated for student consumption.

An issue related to the professional nature of the Community Systems Planning and Development (CSPD) program is the professional identity and credibility of the faculty and students within the program. The CSPD program was structured around an academic model including the identification of the faculties involved in the program, from the Division of Biological Health and the Division of Community Development primarily, as well as the name itself. This academic orientation and identification conflicts with the professional identification of the faculty and students within the program. Because many of the students are pursuing careers in a professional area, this poses problems of acceptance of both students and faculty in these professional areas. The purity of the academic model is also protected from membership and accreditation from external professional organizations and societies.

One of the major issues that arises in maintaining a multidisciplinary academic program is in program administration. The CSPD program as such does not have its own administrative integrity but draws on the budgets and the

11 From Gordon D. Brown, Associate Professor of Health Administration, College of Human Development. October 29, 1974.
faculty resources in a number of academic departments and divisions. The justification for involving these departments and divisions, however, is based on the desire to involve them in the academic program. The effect of this involvement in terms of program administration is to introduce great complexity in coordination and management. In our experience it is clear that the soundness of the design of an academic program can be justified only to the degree that that program can be properly maintained. Additional consideration, therefore, must be given to program administration.

An additional consideration in multidisciplinary research and teaching, and one that Straus identifies, is the inherent additional requirement by faculty in advising, coordinating, setting program policy, and evaluating. There is a wide range of program orientations and student interest within the CSPD program, and therefore, it is more difficult and less desirable for the program to establish narrowly defined policies and procedures for the teaching and research functions. As a result of the increased flexibility needed to foster an environment for innovation, there is much more individual attention in terms of student advising, the development of a student plan of study, instruction, and student examination and assessment. An example of this coordination would be the number of courses that we teach on a term basis to provide the various perspectives that are necessary to include in the program. The problem that is created is that traditional college and university criteria for evaluating faculty performance, i.e., courses taught, numbers of students advised, and numbers of student committees, do not properly take into account the additional effort required of faculty to maintain an interdisciplinary program. In short, as Straus points out, traditional university and college criteria for faculty work load, promotion, tenure, etc., are based on the traditional notion of performance with academic disciplines. I would say this is a major problem in interdisciplinary and interprofessional programs and one which we are giving considerable attention to.

A final comment I would make in this memo concerns the desire to maintain an academic program integrity. This issue is particularly relevant if the program includes a teaching function and relates to the creation of a program base or core curriculum. Because the program is interdisciplinary and interprofessional, there is an inherent assumption that there will be a wide range of academic and professional backgrounds represented on the faculty, and the program can give the impression that it will take on all comers. It is our opinion, however, that direction of the program should not be determined according to which faculty members get interested in it and apply for membership on the faculty. Instead, the program should determine its direction and set its limits and seek and evaluate faculty composition on the basis of the program direction and the rate at which the program is developing. Certainly multidisciplinary cannot be equated with lack of direction and lack of program boundaries. Our motto in the graduate program is that "if CSPD is everything, maybe it is nothing."

I hope that these comments are useful in your program review. I am very interested in the process and outcome of this review and would like very much for faculty members from our program to be invited to participate. It is an important area of inquiry and for us a very timely one.
Memorandum 5: 12

The fact that I have been associated with the interdisciplinary approach to problems all of my professional career provides a clear label for my interests and beliefs. Certainly the boundaries of disciplines change and they change because the process of asking meaningful questions and formulating hypotheses usually stretches boundaries. The process of dealing with change involves either acquiring the basic knowledge needed to deal with problems through additional education or training (no matter how obtained) or engaging in collaborative effort with someone who already has the knowledge. The process that I have grown to appreciate and accept is a combination of these that involves a team approach to problem solving utilizing people with different but complimentary backgrounds and training, e.g., in our own program we have: physiologists, biochemists, physical educators, anthropologists, industrial hygienists, physicians, electrical engineers, mechanical engineers, statistician and computer scientist. In turn, all of these participate in some way in the educational programs with which we are involved.

Unfortunately, it is true that a department can be stifling but this is not exclusively due to the structure but to the people who are in it who insist on maintenance of the status quo and who refuse to allow the fringes to extend. The holding force is the economic one which is related to the parceling out of money and promotions in strict and repetitive ways.

Despite what I have said, there is order and value in a stretchable departmental system if the 'fringes' are allowed to extend and the area of activity allowed to remain flexible. Professional societies form the basis of common interest and provide a mechanism for information exchange and also provide, in large measure, the literature for graduate education via the professional publications that are sponsored. Here a useful peer review process (frequently world wide) is built in because of the usual requirement for reviewer approval of submitted manuscripts. But even the societal system, which departments tend to imitate, must remain flexible and facilitate change.

As far as Penn State is concerned, I believe we have been forward looking in sponsoring such activities as the Institutes for Science and Engineering, the Intercollege Research Programs, and yes— even the College of Human Development (on Human Involvement) as amorphous as the latter is.

To change for change's sake is as arbitrary and capricious as adherence to a rigid departmental structure. But recognition of the fact that some change forms the very crux of knowledge expansion eases the pain of gradual transition—and preserves the very gist of a University's reason for being.

12From E. R. Buskirk, Professor of Applied Physiology and Director of the Human Performance Laboratory. October 10, 1974.
Memorandum 6:

By definition, the term "interdisciplinary" admits to the existence of disciplines. Further, the laws of supply and demand, in both the short and long term, determine the creation, life and ultimately the death of disciplines. Supply is represented by students eager to learn the subject matter and professionals eager to use and/or add to the subject matter. Demand is represented by society's need for practitioners of the subject matter plus a willingness to foot the bill.

Multi- or interdisciplinary areas often develop into disciplines in their own right - whose lifetimes are determined by the same laws of supply and demand. Other disciplines simply fission from a long-established discipline, particularly as demand for applied aspects develops. Originally engineering consisted of civil as distinct from military. The other influences spawned electrical, from physics, mechanical and industrial (the industrial revolution) and nuclear (an interdisciplinary activity that grew) - to name a few. At the turn of the century a few universities considered railroad engineering as a discipline. Penn State once had an instructional program in electro-chemistry. Both have died.

In my judgment universities should maintain sufficient flexibility to allow disciplines to be created, regardless of their probable lifetime, so long as the criteria of supply and demand are met. Experimentation in this direction (and in the short term) is what interdisciplinary activities are all about.

However, the basic disciplines that have faced the tests of time (greater than 50 years) must be maintained. Education and research in these are necessary for continuity and to add to the basic fund of human knowledge.

Engineers and scientists are a gregarious lot; never mind the willingness of some to experiment with interdisciplinary activity (and for some to change to newly created disciplines). Experiments in the establishment of non-discipline-departmental structures at universities have failed, as witness Southern Methodist University.

So, we at Penn State are pretty well structured and balanced. We have our basic department-disciplines together with interdisciplinary structures allowing for experimentation in research (our inter-college research programs) and instruction (the graduate programs). The life of these experiments depends on the previously stated laws of supply and demand. Close attention to indicators of these influences is required of a progressive university administration. Encouragement of new ventures should be a continuing possibility yet caution should be given to not "flog dead horses" no matter how beloved. Dr. Ralph Siu has his own version of The Golden Rule which states "He who has the gold, makes the rules." The administration must be attentive to societal needs as evidenced by external funding potential in considering the continuation of an interdisciplinary program of research (and possibly of instruction).

13 From Paul Ebaugh, Professor of Engineering Research and Associate Dean for Research, College of Engineering. October 21, 1974.
I believe that the administrative officers of a university should make decisions effecting the life and death of programs. If they are unwilling to do so, or if their record is bad, they should be replaced. The making of decisions is what they have been trained (and are paid) to do.

Enough said!

Memorandum 7:

Attached are my reactions to the two papers on inter-disciplinary research that you transmitted in your memorandum of October 3:

Departments and Disciplines: Stasis and Change -- Robert Straus

Many will agree with the trends presented in early sections of this paper. The ever increasing momentum of change, the need for adjustment, the locus of power in departments, and the structural rigidity of our universities are valid observations. Where I take issue with Mr. Straus is in the last two sections and the summary.

I am not as confident as the author that departments must either realign "their spheres of control over disciplinary activity" or "lose the power of control over basic academic decisions and rewards." Nor am I convinced that the solution is for them to "redefine their discipline-oriented identities and re-align the priorities to include cross-disciplinary inquiry."

Academic power must reside somewhere in a university, and I am convinced that I will remain with departments and colleges. Further, I see very few forces at work to encourage departments to change and expand their disciplinary boundaries. One may even raise question as to whether they should.

The central problem in many of our universities today is a "closed" organizational structure. The existing set of departments and colleges--formed long ago to serve industries and professions such as agriculture, mining, engineering and medicine--is ill designed to accommodate the academic needs of public agencies. Mr. Straus suggests a retreading of existing departments. My solution is to open the door for the entry of new units into the system.

Penn State's inter-college program is a step in the right direction, but we still try to hide our institutes and centers and keep them from becoming multi-functional units. Apparently our administrators feel that they do not have enough power to persuade deans and department chairmen that inter-college units are deserving of full membership within the academic fraternity.

When I made a study of institutes and centers at Land Grant Universities several years ago, one administrator told me that every university should have a developmental college, separate from all others, into which new teaching and research programs could be placed. This college would be a testing ground for new ideas. Some of the programs undertaken would fail and be dropped; others would succeed and be assigned a permanent position in the organizational structure of the university. I believe that this approach has merit.

The Management of University Interdisciplinary Research -- Sidney Sternberg

Although I am inclined to agree with some of Mr. Sternberg's recommendations, his paper as a whole is extremely weak. He obviously is in favor of interdisciplinary research, but, in my opinion, for the wrong reasons.

Interdisciplinary research is not an end in itself. The objective of research is the discovery of knowledge. Sometimes only one person and one discipline are needed. At other times the problem may call for the expertise of an entire interdisciplinary team. The interdisciplinary approach is not a "cure all" for the ills of university research. Nor is it a guarantee that the work of the researcher will be applied rather than theoretical.

Very little interdisciplinary research is being undertaken today, even under the direction and management of research institutes. In interdisciplinary research, propositions from several disciplines are blended together to form the hypotheses for study. Only on rare occasions does this integration actually take place. More often the conceptual framework in team research is a tossed salad of propositions—each construct maintaining its identity with the parent discipline. In this latter case, the chief benefit is coordination of the work so that all efforts are directed toward the solution of a common problem.

I doubt very much that we can rely on interdisciplinary approaches alone to make our research more useful to society. As an institute director, I am pleased to have Mr. Sternberg on my side, but I wish that he would strengthen his arguments for the support of interdisciplinary programs.

Memorandum 8:

Following is my response to your memo of October 3. I suppose I have been involved with Bioengineering almost from its inception as a recognized academic discipline. My early involvement was at the University of Pennsylvania which was one of three schools which received initial support from NIH to establish training programs in biomedical engineering. During that time we had a number of conversations concerning the development of an inter-

15 From David B. Geselowitz, Professor and Head, Bioengineering. October 21, 1974.
disciplinary field in the university environment. We recognized the
difficulty of an interdisciplinary program growing in the situation
where the power base was in the departments. Many of the remarks in
the paper by Straus struck a familiar note. They could almost be quotations
from our conversations.

Given this organization of the university, the interdisciplinary
program faces significant problems. One solution has been to create a
new department thus legitimatizing the new field within the power
structure of the university. This solves one set of problems but at the
same time it forces the interdisciplinary field into the mold of the
departmental structure. There is a real danger that much of the flexibility
and interdepartmental cooperation which are vital to the interdisciplinary
field will be lost when it is made a discipline and a department unto itself.

Presumably then, there is a need to alter the university structure in
order to foster interdisciplinary fields. It is not clear to me how this
might best be accomplished, although it is clear that an independent budget
is vital. I would note that at Penn State there are almost as many approaches
to organizing interdisciplinary efforts as there are interdisciplinary
programs. The Penn State experience should be valuable in providing some
indication of how interdisciplinary programs might be nourished.

I would point out that to some extent the relation of departments
to interdisciplinary efforts is overstated in the articles. It is important
to note that in the department, or at any level within the university or
society, decisions are made concerning priorities. Most departments today
encompass a variety of subfields which are universally regarded as belonging
to that field. Nonetheless, the department may decide to emphasize some of
these subfields and to de-emphasize others. Hence, even faculty working in
intradisciplinary subfields may be subject to departmental prejudices when
being considered for advancement.

In some cases, departments will encourage faculty efforts which are
interdisciplinary in nature. Therefore, while persons working in an
interdisciplinary field often may be cutting themselves off from all chances
for promotion, alternatively they may actually be improving those chances
if the department recognizes this as a significant direction in which to
move. Unfortunately, the latter situation is much less common and much more
subject to the whims of the department and to changes in administration.

Memorandum 9:

As per your request of October 3, 1974, I reviewed the papers by Robert
Straus and Sidney Sternberg and have prepared a brief commentary on them.

From T. D. Larson, Professor of Civil Engineering and Director of the
Pennsylvania Transportation Institute, October 25, 1974.
The papers under consideration were of particular interest to me since I have had seven years of intensive involvement with IDR (interdisciplinary research). However, even with this long time interest and a very considerable amount of study of this matter, I am not competent to judge the accuracy of the broad contentions made by the authors that society is demanding IDR and that departments are road blocks to the needed change.

First sidestepping these sweeping assertions and turning to the personal level, I must say that my involvement with IDR here at Penn State has been a very rewarding experience and that my contacts with departments and colleges have been almost uniformly positive. However, this affirmative reaction may be misleading in the terms of my own career. It is my judgment, at this point, that IDR involvement has not been the optimum type of experience for one who has aspired to be department head, dean, etc., i.e., the traditional university administration career path. On the negative side, I must also confess that I have heard department heads at Penn State say that "by definition" all intercollege efforts are "less rigorous than those of the traditional departments.

Going beyond the personal level and looking at our experience as an institute, I must confess that the assembling of senior specialists who then solve major problems (like the alfalfa weevil case cited by Sternberg) is not our usual modus operandi. We have, however, had considerable success in using students from various disciplines who work under a professor (project director) who is committed to the interdisciplinary research process, but who is, in fact, basically a disciplinarian himself. I have remarked on many occasions that while we have done some excellent research perhaps our greatest contribution has not been in solving the world's problems through IDR, but rather in training students (PhD candidates in most cases) to work in a productive interdisciplinary fashion. If this is true, then, our IDR effort gets its best marks in education rather than in research.

Returning now to the papers, my most significant criticism is that they offer so little by way of solution. Straus delivers his polemic against departments, but departments are the fact of life and pressure from society will, in my opinion, not bring about early change. Sternberg points to the agriculture model, as does everyone who wants to offer a solution to an otherwise unanswerable problem, i.e., how to do research, interdisciplinary or other, and have it delivered to the public. More time should be spent perhaps in explaining the weaknesses of this model; that it is not transferable to any other cases that we know about!

Finally, if I may take the liberty of commenting on the Penn State IDR system from an overall perspective, it appears that we have fashioned here a workable system in spite of the difficulties that these authors point up. The architects of the Penn State model have been Osborn, Zook, Cunningham, Remick, et al., together with various institute directors, department heads, and deans. In other words, there has been a good deal of sharing, interdisciplinary cooperation if you will, in solving the IDR problem. Key elements at Penn State are direct University fiscal support to institutes, tenured position control by departments, good physical facilities for institutes, administrative approval of IDR cooperation, and a positive state government attitude towards the interdisciplinary product. I feel that we have made progress that belies the doom saying of these authors.
Memorandum 10: 17

In response to your request of October 3, I have read the papers by Straus and Sternberg. From them, I infer that the "recurring question" on which you want our thoughts is: what is the appropriate role of interdisciplinary majors, interdisciplinary research, and research institutes within the graduate program of a (this) university? Or, perhaps more challengingly: in an interdisciplinary world, what is the role of the traditional academic department? Here are a few comments (that don’t come close to answering the question).

1. For most people’s best efforts, there is a need for a focus, for definition. This is true for the student, and it is true for the teacher-researcher. In general, traditional departmental structures have provided this definition quite well.

2. There is a need for flexibility without disorder. In general, the non-traditional departments and majors look better on this score than the traditional ones. They may be more experimental, they may be more forward-looking, they may be less concerned about preservation of the academic status quo.

3. Today’s interdisciplinary field may be tomorrow’s traditional department. There are many examples: biochemistry, biophysics, chemical engineering, geophysics, political science, educational psychology, materials sciences. There is no reason to fear this kind of evolution. But when one is in a traditional discipline it often is hard to view objectively an interdisciplinary effort that seems to be infringing on one’s territory. Unfortunately there also are instances in which an interdisciplinary group seems to guard its territory much too jealously.

4. Research institutes are very useful, particularly in applied research areas, because they can offer team-type responses to societal needs. They usually do this more effectively than traditional departments, in which the putting together of a research team among the faculty is a slow and often unsuccessful effort. With the current emphasis on solving problems of society, this means that institutes are likely to be the most effective fund-procurers for research. Thus they can greatly aid the academic ends of the university if they are controlled by faculty having high standards. There are of course other types of institutes that are just the opposite of the type just mentioned — i.e. essentially institutes for advanced study that offer insulation from societal needs, rather than fast response to them. These institutes are very valuable, but do not (as far as I know) cause the kinds of conflicts mentioned below.

5. Difficulties arise when institutes begin to consider themselves as more than research organizations, as more than places where people group themselves to do research. Research institutes should not attempt also to be academic departments or interdisciplinary majors. This leads to a confusion of purpose.

From Howard B. Palmer, Professor and Chairman of Fuel Science, October 7, 1964.
6. Thus in sum, my attitude is that we should encourage interdisciplinary academic efforts both in research and instruction. However, we need to realize that loyalties of faculty cannot be split too many ways, or they lose the focus that is needed and is normally provided by an academic department. Research institutes are to be strongly encouraged, but their purposes as specialized centers for research and scholarship must be kept clearly in mind. Institutes are not to be confused with academic disciplines.

Memorandum, 11:18

I find that I concur with the general evaluation of the status and problems of interdisciplinary research within universities as expressed by Straus and Sternberg in their papers. However, I wish to make several personal comments and elaborations.

At Penn State after some trial and error a policy has evolved on the administration of interdisciplinary research units that requires that professorial appointments and tenure must be through the disciplinary departments in the colleges. Although this limits and somewhat weakens the interdisciplinary centers and institutes, it is a compromise that has distinct advantages. Interdisciplinary centers generally are focused upon some current societal problem for which faculty and student interest may be intense today, but may wane in the future. The policy of not making full-time, continuing, professorial appointments in the interdisciplinary research units enables the University to expand or contract a center more readily, with tenured faculty with a joint appointment having a disciplinary home to return to on a full-time basis. Further, requiring joint faculty appointments provides greater assurance that the faculty member will be more closely in touch with the instructional and advising programs of the University, and thus, be better able to incorporate the results of his research in normal instructional programs for prompt dissemination to students. I think that this is a worthy objective and helps keep the research activities at least partially oriented towards students and instructional programs.

Based on my personal observations, I would say that the parochialism and reticence towards change of some of the departments as pointed to by Straus and Sterberg can be equally directed at the college level in certain cases. Interdisciplinary programs have far fewer problems with individual departments where a dean is committed to the value of interdisciplinary cooperation, than in those cases where the dean is not committed or is opposed (either directly or underhandedly).

---

From F. J. Remick, Associate Professor of Nuclear Engineering and Assistant Vice President for Research and Graduate Instruction. October 17, 1974.
The real solution to enhancing interdisciplinary academic programs is top administrative commitment backed by administrative, financial and facility resources with which the interdisciplinary unit head is in a position to be heard and to bargain. (It is interesting to note that at this University we have a Dean of Libraries, but no Dean of Intercollege Programs.) Resources which flow to the departments through the centers result in much greater interdisciplinary cooperation than funds that flow directly to the department with only indirect verbal encouragement to cooperate. However, it is necessary to assure a balance. Close departmental ties and close administrative control help assure that the centers and institutes do not go their own way, using the resources to build autonomous empires. Although greater autonomy might better enable the units to respond to society's needs for immediate answers, there is greater risk that they might move away from the primary missions of a University, which are student focused.

Memorandum 12:

I agree with the central premise that universities, most particularly public-supported universities, have a mandate to generate research applicable to the solution of human problems and to educate persons who can use research and theory in everyday real life problem-solving. However, it seems to me that both Straus and Sternberg are over-reacting against the academic department and are not realizing some of the consequences or implications of their proposed solutions or alternatives.

The (or a) major reason for interdisciplinary research (and teaching) is not to support policies of any national department or agency as Sternberg implies (p. 2). Nor is interdisciplinary research the only possible response of a university to meet the problems created by change. Emphasis on "knowing" rather than "searching" (Straus, p. 896) is a criticism of educational philosophy, not of departmental organization. Stronger arguments for interdisciplinary or multidisciplinary research and teaching can be made. Lessening the "power" of departments may be useful in some universities, but more so at other institutions where departments have traditionally been highly autonomous and jealous of outside interference than at Penn State where authority and responsibility have already been transferred to "higher" levels.

In assessing the alternatives several factors must be considered:

1. Any organizational structure tends to build in self-maintenance mechanisms. This is as true of multidisciplinary institutes or centers as it is of departments. Outworn organizational structures, like ad hoc committees, find ways to extend their life span beyond their original mandates or social usefulness.

2. Professional or vocational standards, regulations, and requirements operate to maintain the status quo with more force than departments do. Accreditation (of engineers, psychologists, etc.) may be resisted by a

19 From William M. Smith, Professor of Rural Sociology, October 22, 1974.
multi-disciplinary or inter-disciplinary set up but unless the outside professional standards are met the products of the system (graduates) meet closed doors when they seek employment in established fields.

3. The university education process conditions or socializes students and faculty to identification with a "discipline" or area of scholarly study, seldom to a department. This is related to point 2 and has always plagued university administrators who must maintain a functioning work force made up of individuals whose central commitments are outside the system. A chemist couldn't care less whether he "professes" chemistry in one department or another as long as he can gain the recognition of his peers in chemistry. This motivation may even override financial considerations. And professional organizations must be sold on institutes or multi-disciplinary programs if universities are to promote them. Incentives on campus are less often the barriers to ID research than is the recognition of professional peers.

4. Participation in ID research is hindered by budgeting practices, not necessarily related to departmental organization. With the current stress on "accountability" this problem may increase. Where "outside" funds as "soft monies" are available faculty often find it difficult to transfer funds from one department to another or from one budgeting category to another to meet the needs of the ID situation.

5. The question of "Who gets the credit?" sometimes impedes ID efforts. The supervisor may raise this question or the faculty member himself, eager for peer recognition, may want to be sure that he is not going to be involved in a project for which others will receive the major pay-off. Some ID divisions pick the brains of traditional department faculty, use the ideas, contacts or resources thus gathered to gain funds or carry out programs, and then forget the source genesis of their ideas.

6. Applying research to social or public problem-solving without theory is folly and wasteful in terms of resources and results. It is difficult for the ID structure (e.g., college) or for the person working in an ID framework to keep abreast of the several disciplines involved. The recourse then is to assume a trouble-shooter, fire-extinguisher, solution-giver role. Both research and teaching become watered down and the "customers" are left with no resources (principles, generalizations, theorems) with which to tackle ensuing problem situations.

7. In addition to the factor of identity or commitment mentioned in #3, ID research or teaching demands a different level of communication than does research or teaching in one segment of a discipline. It makes an economist no less an "economist" to be able to translate his concepts to a businessman or to a psychologist. But neither ID institutes nor academic departments have tackled this. Even the Cooperative Extension Service, Sternberg's model, had tended to assume that a person can be re-conditioned after college graduation to be able to communicate with clientele. But this requires continuing in-service training (i.e., substituting "centers" for departments will have little chance of success unless effective communicators who are problem-centered rather than discipline-centered are hired).
In conclusion, here is a personal note. The above reactions and comments come from about 40 years of experience in research, teaching, and extension almost all in an ID structure. Working with professional colleagues from other disciplines is a salutary but often difficult task. It challenges one to question his own concepts, generalizations and basic premises. (It is parallel to working in another culture.) It makes one work continually on communication, never taking it for granted that the other team member completely understands. (At Cornell one ID team had two years of discussion before they could even formulate a research proposal.)

The experiences of the College of Human Development here and of Home Economics on many campuses are examples of the ID dilemma. (To a lesser extent so is Agriculture.) Both are inter-disciplinary or multi-disciplinary in structure and orientation. Both include faculty with professional "identity" problems. Without strong administrative (financial) support they have little "clout" or power in University decision-making. Where certain departments or ID divisions have been effective over time there have usually been evidences of shared commitment to program development, effective democratic leadership, and/or competent faculty whose self-concepts or professional stature can withstand peer pressure and who can gain satisfaction from the process of helping people solve their own problems, from applying theory to practice, or from the development of service programs.

At Penn State, it seems to me, before setting up more ID research (or teaching) structures, a more direct effort should be made toward integrating various parts of the university already functioning. Examples of the need are numerous. They do not necessarily imply re-structuring departments but they may require administrative support and mandate for continuous (not sporadic) work across various lines. (e.g., Extension and Continuing Education; Health in Colleges of HPER, H DEV, and Agr.; Extension, Research and R.I. in Agriculture; Recreation in Agr; and HPE & R.)
ANALYSIS AND ILLUSTRATION

Twelve memoranda have been quoted to provide a basis for appraisal of interrelationships among individuals and organizational structures involved with research on a university campus. From these memoranda it is practicable to extract topics which recur in discussions and decisions affecting the administration of academic research. The following pages will be devoted to this purpose. They will contain an enumeration of topics in "short-title" form, with illustrations and expansions based on memoranda which have been quoted and on others which hitherto have not.

No attempt will be made to include all references in all memoranda to any topic. Where one reference expands, contradicts, clarifies, or otherwise contributes to the significance of another, both will be noticed subject, of course, to inadvertent oversight. The memoranda will not be used as if they were understood to be ballots on an issue. The implication of balloting would be quite spurious under the circumstances.

This procedure necessitates interpretation by an individual of statements of some complexity; for this reason it cannot produce a result for which the authors of the memoranda can be held responsible. The topics themselves are subject to revision. They are influenced, of course, by the emphases of the target articles, and might assume quite different forms in other contexts. They have at least a tentative legitimacy, however, and possibly more than casual utility. They appear below as headings of eight summary sections, as follows:

A. THE UNIVERSITY AND SOLUTION OF SOCIETAL PROBLEMS
B. INTERDISCIPLINARY FORMS AND FUNCTIONS
C. AUTHORITY IN THE UNIVERSITY, CENTERS OF INFLUENCE
D. DEPARTMENTS AND DISCIPLINES, FORMS AND FUNCTIONS
E. THE PREROGATIVE OF PROFESSORIAL APPOINTMENT
F. THE AGRICULTURAL MODEL AND APPLIED RESEARCH
G. EQUILIBRIUM OF ADMINISTRATIVE POWERS
H. RESEARCH AND INSTRUCTION
A. THE UNIVERSITY AND SOLUTION OF SOCIETAL PROBLEMS

In Memo No. 1 above the author questions what he calls the "first premise" of the Straus and Sternberg article--

that a University's overriding concern is or should be solving society's current pressing problems.

This premise prompts a number of comments throughout the correspondence.

For purposes of definition they are divided below according to differences of emphasis which they represent, interpreted in general statements (underlined), and illustrated by selective quotations from the memoranda. In this instance the division is in terms of the impact of the "premise" as it affects--

1. The individual scientist--

   The scientist's value is dissipated if his services are required for problems which do not engage his particular expertise.

   Memo No. 3 above: "... the physics input required by interdisciplinary research is often on the technician's level and does not warrant faculty participation."

2. The university as a whole--

   The university is capable of societal initiatives of its own.

   "... internal changes within the University structure should be made. It is questionable, though, whether these changes should be made solely on the basis of a changing society. It would be preferable if the universities could, in fact, effect changes which would permit them to be the origin of the basic attitudes and philosophies which bring about changes in our society."20

20From C. Drew-Stahl, Professor and Chairman of Petroleum and Natural Gas Engineering, October 3, 1974.
3. Instructional programs — 

Research in a university should have an instructional dimension. Instruction in a university should have potential for research.

"I am greatly concerned about the effort to protect intellectually inadequate students, and its cost. I am experiencing this in teaching an undergraduate course of nearly 400 students who come from over 30 majors."  

4. Social and humanistic areas of study — 

Consideration of university organization requires appropriate regard for all areas of university activity.

"Sternberg is geared, obviously, to think only in terms of the physical environment. I would have thought that even the most naive critic— or perhaps 'interpreter' is a wiser word here—of the ills of America today was aware that there is as much, if not more, wrong with the psychological environment than the physical. At any rate, Mr. Sternberg's thoughts have much to do with air pollution and nothing to do with political or spiritual pollution."  

5. Disciplinary identity —

The academic disciplines constitute, each in its kind, a stage of human achievement; they should be subject to growth, and change, but not to abandonment.

"I'm sure most of us would have some negative reactions to the concept implied in Sternberg's article relating to priority areas being established at the national level and then individual scientists having to bend to those priorities to gain funding. However, I think we must be realistic and understand that this will continue to happen to some extent. Hopefully, over some reasonable period of time, these priorities will have a relationship to real needs and researchable problems. It is our responsibility as a university and as individual scientists to consider these national priorities but also to be true to our branch of science. In other words I am saying that federal funding is a reality and we must learn how to deal with it. We must not allow the federal funding areas to become the only (or even the dominant) force in dictating research emphasis."  

21 From Edward G. Buss, Professor of Poultry Science, October 30, 1974.  
22 From Lowell L. Manfull, Associate Professor of Theatrical Arts, October 17, 1974.  
23 From Billy R. Baumgardt, Professor of Animal Nutrition and Head of the Department of Animal Science, October 29, 1974.
B. INTERDISCIPLINARY FORMS AND FUNCTIONS

In Memo No. 7, above the author, the director of a research institute, offers a description of interdisciplinary research both as it might be (as he would prefer to have it) and as it usually is -

"In interdisciplinary research, propositions from several disciplines are blended together to form hypotheses for study. Only on rare occasions does this integration actually take place. More often the conceptual framework in team research is a tossed salad of propositions—each construct maintaining its identity with the parent discipline. In this latter case, the chief benefit is coordination of the work so that all efforts are directed toward the solution of a common problem."

This topic recurs throughout the correspondence. Summary will again be by general interpretive statements with illustration from the memoranda. In this instance, however, division must be in terms of a variety of meanings of the term interdisciplinary which are regarded as salient from the points of view that are represented.

1. Attitudes toward interdisciplinary research -

   Interdisciplinary research has been and continues to be a common place of university experience.

   "I don't know anyone who is opposed to collaborative work across disciplines."24

   Departments and colleges pose no necessary threat to interdisciplinary collaboration.

   "I have never encountered an impediment to research because it was interdisciplinary. Most of my research involves collaboration between the colleges of Liberal Arts and Science, and this fact has presented no problem whatsoever."25

24 From Frank Clemente, Associate Professor of Sociology, October 29, 1974.

25 From Bennett Dyke, Associate Professor of Anthropology, October 8, 1974.

To a similar effect W. I. Thomas; Professor of Agronomy, cites as currently active in the College of Agriculture which he is Associate Dean for Research, the following (October 9, 1974).

61 research projects in which project leaders belong to the faculties of two or more departments.

9 research projects in which two or more project leaders belong to the faculties of different colleges within the university.

55 research projects involving cooperation with institutions in other states.

168
Interdisciplinary organizations may imply managerial leverage.

"I grant the premise that Interdisciplinary Research has both potential and real merit. Nevertheless, it appears to me that in the wings there is a bit of heavy handed pressure to accept IDR as the only viable approach for Universities to follow. It is interesting that the only 'models' advanced by both Straus and Sternberg are in the areas of science, specifically medicine and agriculture. I think it is simplistic to generalize from these two areas to what we presently call a University, despite the fact that Universities have been in the forefront of developments in these areas."

Special value does not attach to interdisciplinarity per se, but to interdisciplinarity under certain conditions.

... newly emerging fields may be appraised in terms of the following characteristics:

a. developments in the essential nature of the pertinent subject matter,

b. shared need for expensive facilities,

c. patterns of demand by society as indicated by availability of employment and funding,

d. ready strength in the major components of the new mixture as they exist in the institution as a whole,

e. a synergetic relationship between opportunities for research and opportunities for graduate instruction."27

2. Interdisciplinarity and administrative structures

Interdisciplinary research is independent of administrative structures.

"Research programs which cut across departmental lines achieve success through the voluntary association of the faculty members involved. Where research is the object, I doubt that a formal structure would enhance this voluntary association. Such voluntary associations have provided the needed opportunities, and to my knowledge have posed no serious problems."28

26 From Arthur W. Heilman, Professor of Education, in charge of the Graduate Program in Developmental and Remedial Reading, October 15, 1974.

27 From Rustum Roy, Professor of the Solid State and Director of the Materials Research Laboratory, December 3, 1974.

28 From Kenneth Goodwin, Professor of Poultry Science, October 25, 1974.
Interdisciplinary research requires appropriately structured administrative support.

"I agree that ad hoc teams do not work well. Interdisciplinary programs work best in an interdisciplinary college."29

"It is my experience that interdisciplinary programs within a single college have the best potential for success. This is particularly evident in colleges which are essentially interdisciplinary in nature, such as the College of Earth and Mineral Sciences."30

3. The purposes of interdisciplinarity

Cross-disciplinary organizations may serve purposes other than research.

"Since the Laboratory Animal Resources Program performs a service function it differs from most of the other intercollege programs. However, I believe, our experience with it is an excellent example of a necessary University-wide cooperative effort that only can be accomplished at an intercollege level."31

"One of the papers that you forwarded to us assumes that interdisciplinary research and applied research are one and the same. While I would agree that much applied research is interdisciplinary and must draw upon expertise from a variety of sources, there is applied research based upon a single discipline."32

"There are of course other types of institutes . . . i.e. essentially institutes for advanced study that offer insulation from societal needs, rather than fast response to them." (From Memo No. 10 above)

"Sternberg is seeking solutions to operational problems which I agree often require interdisciplinary groups and the team approach. I think this sort of thing can be done on the University campus, but it should not be done at the expense of not encouraging the basic disciplines to do basic research. Furthermore, some problem solving activity should best be done elsewhere than on a university campus."33

29 From Robert M. Griffin, Associate Professor of Environmental Planning and Chairman, Graduate Program in Regional Planning, November 4, 1974.

30 From C. Drew Stahl, Professor of Petroleum and Natural Gas Engineering, October 3, 1974.

31 From Frederick G. Ferguson, Assistant Professor and Director, Centralized Biological Laboratory, October 26, 1974.

32 From Max D. Richards, Professor of Management and Assistant Dean for Graduate Programs, College of Business Administration, October 16, 1974.

33 From Paul H. Rigby, Professor of Business Administration and Director, Center for Research, October 28, 1974.
C. AUTHORITY IN THE UNIVERSITY, CENTERS OF INFLUENCE —

In Memorandum No. 6 above the author makes a clear and unambiguous statement of his opinion on where responsibility lies in the hierarchies of universities —

"I believe that the administrative officers of a university should make decisions affecting the life and death of programs. If they are unwilling to do so, or if their record is bad, they should be replaced. The making of decisions is what they have been trained (and are paid) to do."

With regard to the creation and decommissioning of inter- or extra-collegial programs this opinion may be fairly widely shared. However, there is among the respondents a variety of attitudes with respect to the location of effective authority for academic decisions. In the following summary notes no attempt will be made to distinguish between those who regard authority with approval and those who regard it with disapproval or neutrality. The division will discriminate only the organizational loci with which determinative power is associated; with individuals, departments, colleges, central administrative offices, or with centers of influence external to the university.

1. The individual researcher —

The scholar who declines collaboration will have his wishes respected in proportion to the degree of his success.

"There are some researchers who work independently and it is almost impossible to get them to work on an interdisciplinary project. I think that the only way to get effective work from these individuals is to let them work by themselves, since even though funding and other directives were mandatory I question whether they would effectively do interdisciplinary research."

34 From W. I. Thomas, Professor of Agronomy and Associate Dean for Research, October 9, 1974.
2. The departments

In a large university departments have the critical organizational magnitude at which self interest and professional interest most nearly coincide.

"I disagree with Straus in the following respects: (i) I do not find the changes likely during the next 15 years to be an extrapolation of those of the past 15 years; in fact, I think they may very well represent a return to the pre-1960 position in many respects; (ii) I do not think that contraction of higher education need involve any threat to academic standing or academic freedom; indeed it very likely will be conducive to both, (iii) Although academic departments certainly evolve with time, I see no great present need for radical revision, or evidence that the departmental structure is dissolving, (iv) My own experience is that the departmental structure has not acted to inhibit interdisciplinary activity, but the contrary."35

"For the past two years I have served as chairman of the graduate instructional program in Solid State Science here at Penn State. This is the first, and one of the largest Interdisciplinary programs, but the chairman has almost no power. I cannot make faculty appointments, and most department heads don't ask my opinion when they make new appointments or grant tenure. We have survived because of the good will of two men: the Director of the Materials Research Laboratory and the Head of the Materials Science Department. Other department heads have not cooperated, and a few have been openly hostile, probably because they regard our graduate program as competition for their own. The situation has grown worse during the past few years because of the competition for research money and student credit hours."36

"It seems to me that the makeup of interdisciplinary research teams needs change from time to time just as the makeup of a department should change. Therefore, why not build the organizational pattern around the department concept but provide means of evaluating these organizations at least every five years."37

Departmental structures are reflected in and reinforced by national professional associations.

"...there is order and value in a stretchable departmental system if the 'fringes' are allowed to extend and the area of activity allowed

35 From Frank A. Haight, Professor of Statistics and Transportation, October 7, 1971
37 From Billy R. Baumgardt, see note 23 above.